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SUMMARY AND CONr.LUSIONS 

This bulletin presents, in terms of simple diagrams, demand-supply 
structures for a number of farm products. These diagrams have 
been found helpful in deciding whether consumer demand equations 
for various ;products are statistically measurable and, if so, whether 
single-equatIOn or simultaneous-equation methods are required. Basic 
problems of analysis of demand by both methods are outlined, and 
many statistical demand equations .for 1922-41 are presented and dis
cussed. The stability and reliability of some of these demand equa

• 
tions during 1942-51 are examined . 


1 Submitted for publication, May 15, 1953. 
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The diagrams and relationships discussed in this bulletin must be 
interpreted in the light of its objectives. The relationships discussed 
are those appropriate to analyses of annual average prices and almual 
total consumption for the country as a whole in years for "hich prices 
are not influencecl materially by price supports. They do not neces
sarily apply to short-run or local marketing situations. 

The best forecast of the value (:f a given economic 1JaJiable can usu
ally be obtained by a single-equation least-squares analysis in which 
that variable is used as the dependent and the other relevant factors 
as independent variables. The coefiicients of such an equation will not 
necessarily correspond to familiar economic concepts such as elastici
t.ies of supply or demand. 

But research workers are often interested in obtaining best estimates 
of precisely such economic or "structural" relationships as elasticities 
of demand. III some cases, unbiased estimates of these relationships 
call be obtained only by solving a sJ'stem of simultaneous equations. 

In order to show that a single least-squares demand equation gives 
unbiased estimates of the elasticity of demand for a given farm prod
uct, it must usually be sho"n that the production moving into market
ing channels, consumer income, and in some cases, supplies of its 
competing productH are not measurably affected by the price of the 
commodity dllring the marketing season. This bulletin indicates 
many practical cases in which unbiased estimates of elasticities of 
demand can be obtained by single-eqy:ttion methods. 

Disposal income of consumers is nut influenced to a statistically 
measurable extent by clumges in price or consumption of any incli-
Vhidualffarm produf~t, nor iScli~tt.influenlced tol1anly Signikficantdexttent ObY .. 
t ose or groups 0 commo les, suc 1 as a tIves oc pro lie s. f 
course, it is realized that farm prices as a whole, as reflected in farm 
income, make a significant contribution to total consumer income. 

In many cases it is clear that supply or production for an entire year 
is determined mainly by prices in a period prior to the time of harvest 
or marketing, or by weather and other noneconomic factors. Such 
cases include most annual crops i\nd production of hogs and turkeys 
prior to World War II. Supplies of continuously produced commodi
ties such as eggs, milk, and commercial broilers would fall into this 
category if time units shorter than a year "ere used. lumual produc
tion of other commodities such as beef, veal, and lamb and of some 
of those just mentioned can be shown to be 1:1"t"gely unaffected by price 
during the marketing period in most years. Extreme circumstances, 
such as application or removal of price cOl1Lrols, have disrupted this 
situation at times. 

Logically, consumption usually depends upon current price. For 
many commodities, however, conslUl1ption for a marketing year is 
highly correlated with production which, in turn, is not significantly 
affected by price during the period of marketing. This is app:uently 
true for most Iivestock products (except dairy products and animal 
fats and oils), feed grains and hay, vegetables for fresh use, and 
some fruits. For commodities having two or more major end uses 
in the domestic ma.rket or for which changes in demands for export 
and rtorage are important, valid single-equation measurements 'If 
the coefficients of elasticity may sometimes be obtained by deriving a •. 
statistical relation for each of the separate outlets. This approach is 
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especially usable if price is determined mainly by an effective price
support program, so that consumption becomes in effect the dependent 
variable, or when the price in this country is determined chiefly by 
conditions in the world market. In the latter case, the world price 
(say at Liverpool) may be expressed as a function of world supply 
and world demand. This has been done in certain analyses based on 
prewar years for wool, cotton, and wheat. 

Certain practical problems are involved in any attempt to measure 
elasticities of demand or other structural coefficients by statistical 
means. In those cases in which the simultaneous-equations approach 
appears to be required, these problems frequently are magnified be
cause of the greater complexity of the analysis. For example, it is 
hard to find and construct meaningful and continuous series on foreign 
prices and foreign incomes or other measures of foreign demand for 
much of the period since 1933. Estimates of production in certain 
countries, such as China and the Soviet Union, may be inaccurate and 
in some cases they are unavailable. Good estimates of production 
and eXI>orts may exist for the major exporting and importing coun
tries. However, construction of a supply or consumption series based 
on a.limited list; of countries artificially excludes the effect of import 
demand and export supplies in omitted countries. 

Lack of published retail price series on a sufficiently detailed basis 
may prevent the estimating of consumer-demand relationships for 
some products. Data on retail inventories of processed fruits and 
vegetables are generally incomplete, and representative wholesale or 
f. o. b. price series for many processed commodities can be obtained 
only if one has access to records of large processors and distributors. 
Veal and mutton also are among the commodities for which no ade
quate retail price series exist. 

Domestic consumption in the sense of final purchases at retail is 
imperfectly known for some fats and oils and their products, for 
sugar, for cotton goods, and for processed fruits and v"getables. In 
addition, some consumption series, like that for fluid milk and cream 
or for the quantity of wheat fed to livestock, are estimated as residuals 
and include in themselves any error which may exist in the final pro
duction estimate or in other major utilization components. For other 
items, such as fresh vegetables, the reported estimates of production 
are incomplete, and the accuracy of consumption estimates based on 
them, although including allowances for unreported production, is 
unknown. 
If the level of error in reported series attributable to lack of data 

or incomplete reporting can be estimated, least-squares regression 
coefficients and equations can be corrected for biases that arise from 
these factors. 

In many cases, information available to the investigator will not 
lead him unerringly to a unique set of equations (if a simultaneous 
system is required) or a unique set of varil'l.bles in any case. Prob
lems of the degree of aggregation that should be used often are con
siderable, and the choice made will affect the final coefficients and the 
interpretations placed upon them. 

In certain cases information obtained from previous knowledge or 
research concerning some of the coefficients in a complete demand
supply structure may be used to obtain estimates of some of the other 
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coefficients. For example, a cursory inspection of series on wheat 
prices and on the domestic food use of wheat indicates that the elas
ticity of final consumer demand is extremely small-probably some
where between zero and - 0.1. If the United States price 11as been 
on a support basis, a demand curve for exports of wheat from this 
country might be calculated, using the United States farm price of 
wheat as an independent variable and usin~ world production of wheat 
outside this country (and possibly the total number of dollars ex
pended by foreign cOlmtries for all of our goods and services) as other 
independent variables. When the price of wheat is well above the 
price of feed grains, the demand for wheat for feed is fairly inelastic. 
When the price of wheat is close to or a little below the price of feed 
grains, this demand is highly elastic. From these various pieces of 
information, a partly synthetic demand structure which has considcr
able explanatory value can be determined for this country's wheat. 
Such structures embody the judgments and intuitions of commodity 
specialists in a quantitative and reproducible form and serve to 
crystallize any forecasting or policy interpretations which are based 
upon them. 

Elasticities of demand for most livestock products, using retail 
prices and domestic consumption as variables, range between - 0.5 
and -1.0. If demand elasticities at the farm price level are derived 
from these, they center around - 0.5. Elasticities of dem:md at the 
farm level with respect to total supply or production are greater than 
the elasticities derived from domestic consumption, as the effects of 
changes in production on prices received by farmers are softened by 
adjustments in foreign trade and in stocks. Most of the demand 
elasticities at the farm price level for selected crops also are less than 
unity, and a few are between zero and -0.5. For mORt farm crops, 
revenue could be increased, at least in the short run, ':;y cutting back 
production or consumption. The substitution effects set in motion 
by programs directed to such an end over longer periods cannot readily 
be inferred from these estimates of demand elastici.ty based on yeal'
to-year changes. Only a few of the crops for whIch analyses were 
run show elasticities of demand greater than one in absolute value. 

Two of the major analyses of demand for livestock products were 
projected through 1942 to 11)50. The addition of "excess cash reserves 
of consumers" to disposable income apparently improved the esti
mates. But even after allowing for this factor, a lag in adjustment 
of consumer demand to the sharp changes in price and income of 
1946-48 appeared to be l'equired. Similar extensions for the analyses 
deaHng with crops indicate that, with the exception of potatoes during 
the period for which price supports were in effect, most of the prewar 
analyses applied reasonably well in the postwar years. This was true 
even for items like corn and other feed _grains for which prices in 
some years were considerably affected by Government programs. 

These results offer encouragement as to the continued applicability 
of many analyses of demand based on prewar data. It is not surpris
ing that demand equations for staples like apples, onions, and sweet
potatoes have not changed greatly in terms of year-to-year responses. 
Nor is it surprising to find unchanging relationships within the feed
grain and hay economy, given certain levels of .livestock production 
and prices. The changes that have taken place III consumer demand 
for livestock products evidently do not affect the equations that 

http:elastici.ty
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measure demand by livestock producers for feed concentrat~s andhay. However, more detailed analysis is needed of changes in priceand consumption relationships both during and after World War IIthan is given in thjs bulletin.

Despite these encouraging results, demand equations derived fora particular time period cannot be extrapolated with confidence intolater time periods without a careful appraisal of possible changes intheir demand-supply structures during the intervening yeaTS. Statistical analysis of demand is an adjunct to other sorts of specialized anddetailed knowledge rather than a substitute for it. Under favorableconditions it enables us to summarize much of this information in asimple and usable form and to make forecasts or interpretations withinapproximately known margins of errOl". 

INTRODUCTION 
As a statement of economic principle, the modern view that, ingeneral, a "system" of equations must be analyzed simultaneously toascertain the underlying relationships between price, production, andconsumption of agricultural commodities is not a novel one. The realadvance made lies in the development of a statistical theory (andcomputational procedures) which should enable us to "identify" andmeasure the severn,} relationships involved in such a system. Thedifficulty of separating a demand from a supply curve when priceand quantity are determined simultaneously was described by 'Vorking (37)2 in 1D27, but not until 1943 was an adequate procedure availab~e for meaauring each curve when supply is influenced by currentpnces.
However, modern econometric theory recognizes a special case inwhich a single least-squares equation gives an unbiased estimate ofthe demand curve. Minor departures from this case may be handledsatisfactorily by single-equation methods; major departures in general require the simultaneous fitting of two or more equations, if theobject is to obtain unbiased estim~tes of elasticities of demand andsimilar structural coefficients. If interest centers on predicting thevalue of one variable from ghen valves of other variables and if elasticities of demand are not i'equired, single least-squares equations areuseful, even when the basic structure involves simultaneous equatiolls.In attempting to appraise the extent to which demand functionsfor agricultural commodities can properly be derived by single-equation methods, demand-supply structures for specific farm productsare presented graphically, and the practical meaning and statisticalimplications of these structures are discussed. Statistical analysesof the factors that affect price and consumption are presented for anumber of products for which the single-equation approach is ap

• 

parently applicable, b!tsed on data for 1922-41. A few simple simultaneous-equation systems are ahio presented.
Some disturbances and. apparent changes in prewar demand relationships, which were reflected in demand relationships during andafter World War II, are discussed and the value for forecasting ofsome of the prewar demand functions under postwar conditions isappraised. 

, Italic numbers in parentheses refer to Literature Cited, p. 88. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF DEMAND 

That this study may be placed in proper perspective, some of its ..theoretical and empirical forermm'ars are outluled. The statistical 
derivation of "demand curves" is a development of the present century. 
Aside from the pioneer attempts of Benini (4), Moore (937, 938), and 
one or two others, applied work Ul this field did not get under way 
until after ,Vorld 1Var I. Considering the effect of economic and 
other upheavals upon the continuity of research, it is not surprising 
that, in 1953, certain major questions remain unsettled concerning 
methodology and that the number of generally accepted results is 
limited. 

Statistical analysis of demand was late in developulg because of its 
dependence upon both economic and statistical theory which were 
previously unrelated and also upon the scope and accuracy of pub
Eshed economic data. 

The requisite economic theory for annJyzing demand was available 
at an early elate. In 18)38, Cournot (8) stateel the economic theory of 
demand in a form that lent itself to numerical applications and sug
gested that "it would be easy to learn, at least for all articles to which 
the attempt has been made to extend commercial statistics, whether 
(:urrent prices are above or below" the value that would maximize gross 
revenue from sales. However, 50 years went by before statistical con
cepts that were even imperfectly adapted to analysis of demand became 
available. Not until the 1890's was the theory of correlation elab
orated, and it was several years later before it was applied for the 
first time to relationships between price and quantity. 

Discussion of the slowness of development of economic data and 
partiClllarly of continuous time series relating to production, consump -tion, and income, would take us too far afield. In this country, such 
series on nationalulCome and on consumption of food date from the 
1930's. In the 1920's analysis of agricultural prices was seriously 
hampered by inadequate data, and prior to 'World War I agricultural 
data were even more limited both in scope and in accuracy. N everthe
less, it was evident to Moore (938) that "the most ample and trust
worthy data of economic science" were official statistics. 

In the 1920's, economists in the United States Department of Agl'i
culture and in the State agricultural colleges made many analyses of 
relationships between price and quantity of faml commodities. These 
studies were intended to provide information by means of which 
fa.rmers could adjust their plans for production and marketing. Al
though the rate of publication of analyses of agricultural prices 
slowed down con~iderably after about 1933, the results of the earlier 
period have be~m modified and extended. 

Demand analyses of some sort now exist for aggl'egates such as all 
farm prof,ncts, all foods, food livestock products, meat animals ancl 
meats, aIhq for many individual products. Analyses of supply or 
response of acreage to price have been made for potatoes, cotton, flax
seed, milk, hogs, eggs, chickens, and other products. 

Persons doing applied work in demand analysis may be divided 
jnto three groups, although, in 1953, the lines between them are less 
rigid than they were a year or two earlier. The first b'TOUP carries on 
in the tradition of Moore, using the single-equation least-squares ap • 
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proach and relying upon judgment to cope with the various pitfalls 
that have been stressed by other groups. tlome analysts use the short
cut graphic method, developed and popularized by Bean (3), as a sup
plement to, or a substitute for, mathematically derived least-squares 
regression equations. The second group supplements the least-squares 
approach with the application of !mnch-ma,p analysis to select "useful" 
,ariables and to detect high intercorrelation among independent vari
ables. The third group, ,yhich centers around the Cowles Conunission 
at the University of Chicago, uses a, multiple-equation approach and 
takes explicit account of the so-calleel "identification problem." The 
methods used by these three groups were largely developed in three 
successive decades. 

Henry L. Moore was the principal founder of the first a,nd earliest 
of these groups. His books \~7, !e8) furnished inspiration for much 
of the ana,lysis of agricultural prices that was carried on in the United 
States during the 1920's. 

By the end of the 1920's, leaders of this group had recognized and 
suggested solutions for sevel'l11major problems of the single-equation 
least-squares approach. Holbrook Working (38) pointed out that 
the curves which could be approximated with agricultural data then 
availahle were demand curves of dealers rather than consumers. He 
called attention also to the fact that errors or disturbances in in
dependent variables gave a downward bias to least-squares regression 
coefficients. Elmer 1Vorking (37) gave an account of what is now 
called "the identification problem." Henry Schultz (30) calculated 
weighted regression coefficients to allow for the presence of errors in 
explanatory variabJes. Recognition of sampling errors and tests of 
significance by price and demand analysts came at the end of the 
decade. This subject was treated by E7.ekiel in his book (10) 011 

correlation analysis, published in 19:30. Schultz's article (31) 011 the 
standard error of a forecast a~vpeared hl the same year, but it had 
to some extent been anticipatecl by ,Vorking and Hote11ing (39) in 
1D29. 

The two monnments of the first group are Ezekiel's Methods of 
Cm'1'eZation Analysis (10) and Schultz~s The 1'heol'Y and Meas1u'e
'nwnt of Dernarl(l (392). Schultz~s applied work belongs with this 
group, although some of his theoretical chapters go beyond the uSllal 
scope of its interest. 

The second group relies upon methods developed by Ragnar Frisch 
(15, 16) from 1929 to 1934. Frisch realized that spurious results 
could be obtained because of the combined (and unrecognized) effect 
of random errors in the data and high intercorrelation among ex
p1::matory yariables. He believetl that such results "were often obtained 
in practice. To cope with this problem, Frisch developed his method 
of "statistical confluence analysis by means of complete regression 
systems." This technique was used extensively b'y Tinbergen (34) in 
analyzing business cycles and by Stone (3:3) and Prest (!e9) in ana
lyzing price-consllmption relationships. 

The third group, which became active in the last decade, is largely 
identified with the Cowles Commission. The first major article deal
ing with the simultaneous-equations approach was published by 
Haavelmo in 1943 (18). The main feature of this approach is its 
emphasis upon the simultaneous determination of interdependent 
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relationships. Analysts of the previously discussed groups frequently 
used two or more equations to indicate an equilibrium solution, such 
as the determination of price by the intersection of a supply and a 
demand curve, but in their studies each curve was determined sepa
rately. Tinbergen (34) calculatecl many equations which were theo
retically interdependent, but his method of fitting assumed that each 
was statistically independent. 

This third group has its theoretical monument in Cowles Commis
sion Monograph No. 10, Statistical Inference in Dynamic Economic 
Models (~f2). The introduction to the simultaneous-equations ap
proach by Marschak, together with material included in Girshick and 
H~avelmo (17), Koopmans (~1), and Klein (BD, ch. I), is particularly 
helpful toward an understanding of the economic and statistical as
sumptions on which the approach rests. Much effort has gone into 
the simultaneous equations approach. But its applications have so 
far been limited in number,3 and the areas in which it is superior to 
other methods have not been cleady defined. Its basic assumption is 
that "economic datu are generated by systems of relations that are, in 
general, stochastic, dynamic, and simultaneous" (2f3). A frequently 
used model of this type assumes (1) that some of the yariables within 
the system are determined simultaneously by the several relation
ships involved, (2) that a random "clistnrbance" or residual term is 
attached to each equation, in contl'Ust to functionu'l relationships 
which are assumed to hold exactly <without error, and (3) that lagged 
values of some variables are involved. However, there are certain 
cases, particularly in analysis of agricultural prices, in which simul
taneity is of limited importan~e. In such cases it is doubtful whether 
the elaborate procedures of the Cowles Commission will improve or 
even change the results of the single-equation approach within the 
limits of sampling error. 

A THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK FOR ANALYSIS OF DElV'..AND 

In any modern econometric investigation, four major steps are 
involved: (1) Specjfying the system of relationships that is believed 
to have produced the observed data i (2) ascertaining whether these 
relationships can be identified for purposes of statlsticalnualysis; (3) 
making the statistical analysis i and (4) interpreting the results. 

The first requires a knowledge of economic theory and of the par
ticular relationships that hold for the commoclity under consideration. 
In Cowles Commission terminology, it inyolves specifying the "model," 
that is, the system of equations and the variables involved in each 
equation. Diagrams of the supply-demand structure, several of which 
are presented in this bulletin, serve the same purpose as an econometric 
model and are useful in helping 110nrnathematicians to understand 
the nature of the interrelationships involved. 

For a comJ)lex set of simultaneous equations, the second is essentially 
a problem for mat11ematicians. In simple cases, certain criteria 
can be used to ascertain lYhether a particular set of relationships can 
be klentifieel (mel whether u set of simultaneous equations is required 

• Johnson (19, IJp. 56-71 and 100-111) gives an example that can bo rather • 
easily followed by applied commodity analysts. 
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to yield valid estimates of the various coefficients involved, or whether 
equally reliable results can be obtained by the single-equation 
approach. These criteria are discussed in the section that follows. 
In the present state of economic theory, there usually is room for 
differences of opinion concerning at least some of the variables that 
belong in a complete model. Investigators are inevitably tempted to 
discard or add enough of these controversial variables to make a par
ticular equation, and the model as a whole, identifiable. This prob
lem is recognized by Klein (20, p.lO) in the following footnote: 
The reader must not get the impression that economic theory is called upon 
at this moment in order to achieve identification. Economic theory is called 
upon to provide the true structure of the systems of equations. The paraill
eters (or coefficients) of the true system mayor may not be identifiable. 
However, if we fail to get an identified system because certain variables have 
been omitted from the equations or because the equations are not true, we must 
use economic theory to improve the equations until they do represent the truth. 
If the truth permits identification of the parameters, we may proceed with 
statistical estimation. 

The third involves statistical problems which are largely outside the 
scope of tIllS bulletin. Some of these are discussed in Fox (13) ; others 
are covered in standard textbooks that deal with statistics or price 
analysis. 

Certain considerations that are involved in analyzing the supply
demand structure for a particular commodity or group of commodities 
are discussed in this report. 

WHEN CAN THE SINGLE-EQUATION METHOD BE USED? 

If the purpose of an analysis is to estimate the expected price 
associated with given values for such variables as size of crop and 
consumer income, the best answer can be obtained by a least-squares 
regression with price dependent and other variables independent. 
If the purpose is to estimate the elasticity of demand and other struc
tura.l coefficients, this equation may not give an unbiased estimate. It 
will do so if, and only if, current supply and other independent vari
ables are not measurably affected by price during the marketing 
period. These conditions are approximatGly met for many farm 
products. If they are not met, a system of simultaneous equations 
is needed if valid estimates of the several coefficients of interest to 
economists and commodity analysts are to be obtained. 

The two diagrams shown in figure 1 illustrate the meaning of these 
criteria. Each shows the demand-supply structure for a certain type 
of perishable crop. In the upper diagram, all of the crop is assumed 
to be sold in a single outlel. Watermelons make a good example. 
The lower diagram assumes that part of the crop is sold in the fresh 
market and part in processed form. It further assumes that the 
farm 0.1' local market price is identical in the two outlets and that the 
retail price for either form is not significantly affected by the retail 
price or consumption of the other fOI·m. This situation may apply 
approximately to consumption of table grapes in fresh form or for 
making wine and other alcoholic beverages. In each diagram, total 

• 
supply is assumed to be unaffected by the price during the harvesting 
season . 

259699-53-2 
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In the situation illustrated by the upper diagram, if under usual 
price conditions all of the crop is harvested, a single-equation approach 
can be used to estimate the elasticity of demand and related coeffi
cients. In this instance, retail price would ordinarily be considered 
to be determined by production (or consumption) and consumer 
income. Variations in the retail price not explained by these two 
factors would result partly from errors of measurement in the price 
~eries used and partly from effects of other real but minor factors 
not included in the equatiou. If the partial correlation between price 
and consumption is very high, consumption can be treated as the 
dependent variable without greatly affecting elasticity and other 
estimates. Prices at the local market or farm level cu,n then be 
estimated from a simple equation relating farm to retail prices. 

But when prices of certain crops decline below costs of hu,rvesting, 
mnch of the crop is left in the field. In such cases supply is deter
mined partly at least by current price. If this occurs in significant 
degree, a system of equations involving separate supply and demand 
functions may need to be solved simultaneously. 

In the lower diagram, all production is assumed to be harvested 
and marketed for use in eitheI' fresh or processed form. If interest 
is centered mainly on the factors that determine the farm price, they 
can be estimated from a single-equation in which price is the dependent 
variable and production and consumer income are used as independent 
variables. The supply-price coefficient obta.ined irom this equation, 
if converted to an elastIcity-oi-demand coefficient by the usual for
mulas, would represent an average of the elasticities in the fresh and 
processed markeG. Single equations likewise could be used to measure 
the interrelationships between consumption, price, and income in 
either the fresh or processed market, given the ammmt that moved 
tMough each of these outlets. However, a simultaneous system of 
equations would be needed to estimate the relative proportion of the 
crop that could be expected to move through each outlet in any given 
year. Such a system would at the same time yield a measure 
of the different price and income elasticities of demand prevailing 
in each outlet. 

In deciding whether the single-equation or the simultaneous-equa
tions approach is applicable for any given commodity, several ques
tions must be answered. .As tills study is concerned with demand, 
identification and measurement of the demand relationships are em
phasized. Problems involved in ascertaining the factors that affect 
supply, or in measuring other relationships that may enter into the 
complete supply-demand structure) are considered only to the extent 
that they are instrumental in isolating the demand function. To 
justify the use of the single-equation least-squares approach in esti
mating elasticity of clemand and similar coefficients, the following 
questions must be answered: 

1. Is S"J,ppZy of the given commodity affected by current price'l-If 
the answer to this question is "yes," there is implied the existence of a 
second "structural" equation in which supply is expres...~d as u, fl.metion 
of average prices during the marketing season in addition to cef
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tain other relevant variabl~s.4 Hence, the alternative to treating 
supply as a "predetermined" variable (with or without certain minor 
adjustments) is the simultaneous fitting of both a supply and a demand 
curve. 

Whether supply is unaffected by price during the marketing period 
depends to some extent upon the market level at which supply is 
defined. This in turn depends upon the point in the productIOn and 
marketing chain at which the demand relation is estimated. In gen
eral, the quantity of a crop ready for harvest is determined (1) by 
economic factors 'which operated before planting time and in stages of 
!ITowth during which yield-influencing practices or materials may have 
beell applied; and (2) by noneconomic factors snch as weather, insects, 
and other natural hazards. Similarly, the number of animals on 
farms at the beginning of a marketing period is unaffected by current 
price. 

As mentioned above, the quantity of a crop actually harvested or 
marketed may be affected by prevailing prices during the marketing 
period in some cases. Individual producers may leave quantities un
harvested if current market prices fall below the costs of harvesting 
and transporting the crop to market. In a few cases, producers may 
be able to control the total quantity harvested in response to the price 
situation that exists at harvest. In these cases, the quantity harvested 
is determined jointly or simultaneously with the current price. If the 
actions described are taken in only a fe,Y abnormal years, harvested 
production in the remaining years may still be treated as a prede
termined variable. 

2. Is C011f.;Umption of a given com·modity significantly affected by 
current price 07' by the dem,and fo7' expo7't 07' stomge?-Suppose the 
supply of a given commodity entering the marketing system is not 
affected by the current market price. Suppose further that the market
ing system passes on this supply in [), routine way, so that, except for 
normal wastes and losses in the marketing process, the supply that' 
reaches consumers is exactly equal to that marketed by farmel:s. In 
this case, consumption is not determined by prices during the market
ing period; it can be used as an independent variable in a least-squares 
demand function. 
If consumption is not exactly equal to farm supply, because of 

change in stocks or because of existence of foreign trade, cases that 
are more complicated will arise. Theoretically, the existence of im- ~\ 
ports suggests one or more supply curves for producers or dealers in 
the countries from which imports are obtained; the existence of ex
ports denotes the presence in a complete model of the demand curves 

• The word "prcc1rtf'l'Inincrl" is used frequently in the remainder of this bulletin " 
to avoid repetition of cnmbersome phrases. A variable is predetermined with 
respect to a givcn demand-supply structure if its cnrrent value is not affect ell 
by current valucs of other variables in the same strncture. In otller words, its 
value is determined b~' forces operating pr,:or to the current time period, by 
factors o1LtsirZa the demand-supply structure in qnestion, or by both together. 
A vat;able that i'l predetermined in this sense can be used as an independent 
variable in a least-squares demand function (or in the "reduced form" equations 
of. a simult:meous model) to arrive at unbiased estimates of str1lctural coeffi
cients. A variahle that is not predetcrmined ordinnrily leads to biased estimates 
o.t such coefficients if treated as an independent Yluinhle in least-squares equa- •. 
t.lOns, 
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of one or more foreign countries. If domestic stocks change significantly, in addition to the demand curve for final consumption, ademand curve for storage holdings exists. Thus, in a strict sense, itis clear that if foreign trade or changes in stocks are important, amultiple-equation model is required.

However, suppose the changes in stocks and in net trade are bothsmall relative to observed changes in consumption and that domesticconsumption, accumulation of stocks, and net exports move in thesame dIrection in response to changes in supply. In such cases,changes in domestic consumption \)&n be estimated with considerableaccuracy on the basis of changes in supply. If supply is predetermined, consumption also can probably be treated as predeterminedunder such conditions.5 
.

3. Is consumer i1Wome significantly affected by changes in price 01'consumption of the given commodity?-If the answer tothis questionis "yes," an equation explaining consumer income as a function ofcertain other variables would be required in a complete model for thecommodity.
Disposable personal income is affected directly or indirectly byprices and production of all goods and services in the economy. In acomplete model of. the entire economic system, disposable incomewould be regarded as a simultaneously determined variable. For anygiven commodity, however, the question involved is the extent to whichdisposable income is influenced by variations in the consumption andprice of the commodity in question.6

The most important individual farm products, such as beef, pork,and fluid milk, are equivalent in retail value to only 2 or 3 percent of:. 	 disposable income. Variations in the supply of anyone of these couldhardly account for more than 2 or 3 percent of the total variation indisposable income, particularly after allowing for the relative stabilityof production of the major agricultural products. The fact thatelasticities of consumer demand for such items as pork and beef appearto be not far from unity tends to restrict the income effects that otherwise might flow from these commodities. These considerations suggest that disposable income can be treated as an independent variablein statistical analvses of demand for farm products, either singlyor in moderately" large groups. In fact, even in the GirshickHaavelmo (17) multiple-equation analysis of the demand for all food,the income equat~on was fitted independently by the method of leastsquares.
4. Is the s~tpply of any competing com;modity affected by the currentprice of tl~e given commodity?-Considerations that affect the answerto this question are identical with those involved in answering question 1. If the answer is negative or approximately so for all closelycompetitive items, their supplies can be included as independent 

• The usefulness of fitting a simUltaneous-equations model in such a case dependsupon the systematic variation in consumption that may be attributed to theeffect of storage demand or net foreign trade relative to the irreducible levelof disturbances or errors of measurement in tb,e complete system. If a suspected systematic influence does not account for a statistically significant partof the total variance in consumption, there is little justification on statisticalgrounds for attempting a simultaneous fitting of the more complex model.• A more formal treatment of this question is given in Fox (18). 
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variables in a least-squares demand equation, with the price of the 
given commodity as the deJ?endent variable. 

5. 18 ?nore than one 17wyor domestio outlet available for the given 
oom17wdity?-If so, separate equations are needed to measure the 
demand in each outlet. Separate eCJ.uations also are needed to measure 
the relation between farm and. retaIl prices, and some assumption re
garding the level of farm prices for products moving into each outlet 
needs to be made. If lL substantial part of the supply could move 
into either outlet, fitting these equations simultaneously should yield 
v<tlid estimates of the various coefficients, given sufficiently accurate 
data. For some crops, however, varieties grown for processing and 
those grown for fresh use differ. In such cases, each variety can be 
considered as a separate commodity, and the single-equation approach 
can be used for each, provided the other considenttions noted above 
permit its use. 
If each of these four questions can be answered in the negative; a 

statistical demand function fitted by least squares should approximate 
the "Lrue" or structural demand function. If an analyst has serious 
reservations on any of these questions, it Ilmy be necessary to fit a set 
of simultaneous eClltntions. Although, in the latter case, the use of a 
single equation may yield a useful forecasting device uuder certain 
circlUnstances, the result cannot be clearly interpreted as a function 
of demand which reflects the beluwior of certain specified economic 
groups. 

FACTORS THAT CAUSE CHANGES IN Cm:SUMER DEMAND 7 

The basic unit in analysis of consumer demand is the individual • 
consumer or, at most, the individual family or spending unit. Each 
family has certain characteristics which nre actually or potentially 
important in relation to its consumption of foods. These may be 
grouped into (1) the basic food habits of its members and (2) meas
m·able characteristics such as income, financial cOlllmitments, and 
initial pattern of expenditures; lllunber of members employed and 
their occupations; total number of persons in the family, and their 
ages and sex. 

During any given period, basic changes may OCCllr because of deaths 
or births, or grown sons and daughters may leave the home to establish 
new families. Some of these changes are influenced significantly by 
ceonomic cond itions und profoundly by mobilizution for war. 

Economic characteristics also change durin~ any given time period. 
The income of each working member of the ramily from his original 
job may change owing to changes in basic wage rates, average hours 
worked per 'week, or weeks worked per year. If he does not work for 
wages, his salary or income fr0111 professional services, interest, or 
rents may change. He may change his occupation in a way that will 
influence his consumption of food. Or, he may retire, which will 
mean changes both in income and in way of life :hat will influence his 
own consumption of food and that of the larger spending unit (if 
any) to which he belongs. An additional member of the family 

7 This section was lIrafted originally in December 1!l50. The author's concep
tion of consumer behavior closely parallels the "going concern" concept outlinell • 
in 13iJkey (5, particularly pp. 33-45 anll PP. GtHl6). 
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• 

may take a job, with resulting changes in his own pattern of living 

and in that of the spending unit as a whole . 


A family may take on new financial obligations or liquidate old ones. 

New obl:igations may decrease current <'xpenditures for food ancl re

tirement of obligations permits them to increase. The decision to take 
on new obligations is influenced by economic considerations (inclucl
ing anticipated increases in personal income, in prices of durable 
~oods, or in both) and, in national emergencies, by anticipations of 
tuture shortages. In a free economy, patterns of expenditure and 
consumption are influenced to some extent by changes in relative prices, 
apart from anticipations l..S to future Drice movements of durable or 
storable commodities. ~ 

,Vhen the country's resources are fully mobilized, direct restraints 
may be placed on some normal activities and expenditures. These 
restraints involve a reduction in the flow of satisfactions Ule family 
derived (or would have derived) from them. Consumer durable 
goods provide mobility, entertainment, and other values, or they re
duce the time and energy spent on household tasks. ,Yhen these 
goods are unavailable, the pffect goes beyond a simple release of cash. 
People try to obtain substitute satisfactions from goods and services 
the supply of 'which can be maintained or increased. Deprivation of 
leisure through a longer work week builds up similar pressures. Dis
ruption of community ties ,'lS families move to centers of defense in
dustry, Qnd of family ties riS rnembers enter the Armed Forces, aJso 
affects the balance of feasible satisfactions and expenditures. All of 
these factors may express themselves as distnrbances or shifts in the 
demand relationships which had prevailed in the peacetime economy. 

The quantity of any food demanded (in the economic sense) by a 
particular family depends chiefly upon these variables; (1) Price of 
the given commodity; (2) prices of a few closely competing commodi
ties; (3) retai1 prices of other COllSUIner g:oods and services; (4) family 
income; (5) liquid assets held; (6) fixed commitments and (7) vuri
ous other characteristics or the family, such as number, age, and sex 
of each person, and occupations of 'working membel's. A demand 
equation containing all of these variables stiJl "'ould be subject to 
minor disturbances in normal times because of more remote economic 
variables, and to major or episodic disturbances in times of mobiliza
tion or war. 

In terms of national totals and averages, fairly good data are avail
able on consumption and on the first foUl' listed items from about 1920 
on, so far as most major food products are concerned.8 Dabt on liquid 
assets and fixed commitments of consumers are limited for years be
fore 1939. Other characteristics, sllch as age and sex distribution 
of the population, change slowly; data concerning others, such as 
occupational distribution before World War II, are limited and little 
is known as to the effects of changes in these attributes upon the 
demand for particular foods. For this reason, the final three items 
cannot be included in statistical analyses of demand for the pre-,Yorld 
'War II period. They may not have varied sufficiently from 1922 to 

• 
8 National totals and average.~ in€'yltably omit certain information which could 

be obtained from data for indiyidnals, inclnding information on distribution of 
income, distribution of liquid assets, and the relation between these two dis
tributions. 
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1941 (the period on which most of the analyses presented in this bul
letin are based) to cause significant shifts in the total demand for indi
vidual farm products. However, some of them changed drastically 
enough during and after World War II to affect seriously the accuracy 
of forecasts based on prewar relationships. In addition, price con
trol and rationing destroyed the usual significance of some of the vari
ables during the war. 

In passing from demand equations for indiyidllal families to those 
for the total population, price rather than consumption should be 
.t>laced in the dependent position in those cases in 'which the single
equation approach is applicable. Individual consumers adjust their 
purchases to the array of market prices which they must pay. For 
the nation as a whole, total production of farm products i.s more 
likely to be the givell or predetermined variable, with the market price 
adjusting to it. 1£, in addition: consumption also can be assumed as 
essentially predetermined, then single-equation methods are ap
plicable. 

Time-series data on prIces paid by consumers usually represent 
prices in retail stores. Restaurants and i.nstitutions account for an 
appreciable fraction of the total consumption of food. Sizable quan
tities of (lairy and poultry products, hogs, fruits, and vegetables are 
consumed on the farms that produce them. Relative prices of indi
vidual foods may differ greatly in these outlets rmd may be partly 
responsible for the varying patterns of consumption in restaurants, 
on farms, and in urban homes. On the other hand, time-series data 
on consumption of food relate to total domestic consumption. Prices 
of a given food and its competitors in retail stores, therefore, are not 
a perfect measure of the array of market and imputed prices which 
induce the observed changes in consumption of food. This qualifica
tion may be of some significance in periods of rapid changes in the 
proportion of total food consumed on farms or in restaurants. 

The list of variables that affect consumer demand includes "closely 
competing commodities." However, certain foods, notably fats, oils, 
and sugar, are used mainly as ingredients in food combinations. In 
most cases, the fat or sugar accounts for only a minor part of the cost 
of the complete "dish" and the proportions in which these ingredients 
are used are affected very little by changes in price. 

There is some evidence in the national statistics of a stable "tech
nical coefficient" connecting consumption of butter plus margarine 
with that of bread. Thus, the drop in consumption of butter from 
1!J40 to 1950 may have resulted almost as much from a drop in con
sumption of bread as from an increase in llse of ma rgarine. Similarly, 
salad oils go ",i.th salads; their llse has increased roughly in line with 
the increase in consumption of salad vegetables. 

Sugar is used with many foods. Large quantjties go into confec
tions, soft drinks, ice cream, sweetened condensed milk, bakery prod
ucts and jams and jemes, and into canned and presenTed fruits. Large 
quantities are also llsed in coffee, tea and cocoa, on breakfast cereals, 
and on fresh fruits and berries. In each of these uses, each individual 
tends to use sugar in a fixed ratio to the main ingredient. 

In analyses of the demand for edible fats and oils or for sugar it 
would be logical to include as a variable consumption of foods with 
which these commodities are customarily used. Both priee and in
come elasticities of demand for sugar, given certain levels of con

• 


• 


• 


i 
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sumption of foods in which it is used, are probably smaller than is 

• implied by time-series analyses which omit the "completing goods." 
Foods compete with one another in terms of their positions in the 

menu, the time needed for their preparation, and other factors. The 
fact that different foods, such as ot!ans, cheese, eggs, and fish, are 
equivalent sources of protein does not necessarily lead to economic 
competition among the foods. To the extent that custom and time 
needed for preparation make eggs a breakfast and meat a dinner item, 
the two compete very little. If the number of significant regression 
coefficients obtained is any criterion, short-run comnetition and sub
stitution among foods are limited, except within gro"ups such as meat 
and poultry or canned fruits. At lower market levels, competition 
within the fats and oils and the feed concentrates groups is also im
portant. But there are no reasons for regardi'1g all food as a homo
geneous total, as is implied in some published analyses. 

The list of variables presented does not specifically include lagged 
values of price, consumption, income, or other factors. That it takes 
time for consumers to adjust their purchase patterns in response to 
changes in price and income is generally recognized. Hence, during 
a perIOd of time too short to permit a "final" adjustment, the rate, of 
consumption at the end will depend to some extent upon the rate at 
the beginning of the period. Partly for this reason, first differences 
(changes from one year tv the next) are used in most of the statistical 
analyses h this bulletin, as this formulation depends upon both pre
vious and current-year values of all variables. 

However, it cannot be assumed that the adjustment always takes 
place within a single year. Effecting a given reduction in use of an 
important item in the menu may take longer than for one of casual 
interest and infrequent purchase. Also, small adjustments for a major 
commodity might be completed within a year, whereas large adjust
ments would require more time. Thus, consumption responses cal
culated during a period when year-to-year changes in price are 
moderate may not apply accurately to a period such as 1946-41:1, when 
such changes were violent. 

There is also a possibility that the elasticities of consumer demand 
depend upon the level of consumption in the preceding period. Thus, 
a given price stimulus might ha.e less effect in increasing consump
tion above a previous record than in increasing it from an a.erage 
or normal level. 

The annual production cycle for most farm products and the im
portance of variations in weather mean that identical conditions of 
supply and price seldom continue for more than a year at a time. 
The fact that most consumers shop for food at least once a week creates 
a Dresumption that adjustments to moderate changes in price and 
income essentially are completed within the year. The author's. an
alyses of demand in terms of first differences of annual data have 
generally left little room for importunt effects owing to lagged first 
differences. 

:Much remains to be learned as to the role of Jagged variables (or 
''inertia'') in determining consumer demand. Similarly, much is 
unknown concerning the shape of consumer demand curves, and the

• range beyond whicn linear relationships (either arithmetic or loga
rithInic) may seriously misrepresent consumer behavior. 

2596S9--{i3--3 
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THE l\'lARKETING SYSTEM 

During the 1940's, it became standard practice in the Bureau of 
Agricultural Economics to usc disposable personal income as the "de
mand shifter" in analyses, regardless of whether the commodity prices 
involved were measured at the consumer or retail level or at the, local 
market or wholesale le'els. The practice of using local market prices 
as the de})endent variable implicitly assigned a passive role to the 
entire marketing system. As marketing charges (including process
ing and transportation charges as well as trade margins) absorb 
from 30 to 85 percent of the retail dollar on different farm products, 
and average about 50 percent for food l?l'oducts as a group, this im
plicit :::..ssumption should not go unexammed. 

At each point at which it commodity changes ownership, a demand 
schedule confronts a supply schedule, conceptually at least. Each 
transfer means that someone has decided to sell and someone has de
cided to buy at the giyen price. Concrete factors such llS changes in 
costs of labor and materials, freight rates, brokerage fees, and other 
items, enter into the supply equations along with anticipations as to 
changes in the opposing demand equation. The demand from proc
essors and dealers depends upon what they believe they can realize 
011 their subsequent sa1es, a110wing for anticipated changes in their 
internal costs. Behind each factor tllat consciously enters into these 
behavior equations lie other factors that are responsible for changes 
in individual elements of marketing costs. 

Dwelling upon these points pushes us back into the morass (so far 
as statistical measurement is concerned) of general equilibrium theory. 
,Ve must work within the limitations of our data,.-those which exist 
and those which we may reasonably hope to acquire. At best, this 
usually forces us to combine data for all buyers (or all sellers) who 
operllte at the same market level in a given marketing channel. Often 
we find that time-series data, exist for only a few of the more impor
tant market channels and levels. ,Ve must then decide how elabo
l'ate l"L hypothesis concerning the behavior of the actual market~ng 
systt'nl call be tested with such data. ,Ve are seldom able to quantIfy 
all the important relationships.

Empirical1y, farm and retail prices of most foods have behaved as 
though they ,ypre reln.tec1 to each other by (1) certain fixed charges 
(co~t~ 0 f proces~ing, transportntion, and containers) and (2) certain 
pereentage markups, particular1y in wholesale and retail distributio:1. 
Both groups of factors may be affected by technological and institu
tional changes. For examp1e, the spread of self-service chain stores 
a.nd supel'lnal'kef;s may have 1ed to a downtrend in average percentage 
mal'kup,,~ both retail and wholesale, during the last 25 years, other 
factors being equal. 01' per unit In.bot' (mel material requirements in 
processing, transportation, aIlel handling may have declined because 
of increasing etriciency. 

An altel'native hypothesis is that, on an annual average basis, all 
marketing margins change directly with costs of marketing. If farm 
prices rose sharply relative to costs of marketing, a fixed percentage 
markup would bring substantial windfall profits to food distributors. 
But competition between existing distributors and the actual or po
tentia,l entrance of new firms can speedily eliminate such windfalls. 

• 


• 


• 
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If this happens, percentage markup factors are reduced on most itemsuntil the supply and demand for marketing services are again inequilibrium.

Empirical representation of this hypothesis would require a combination of specific items of cost of marketing to go with each year'sobservations as to farm and retail prices. Falling tIlls, the marketingmargin could be treated as an index of the price8 of goods and services consumed in the marketing process, with approprIate base-periodweights. A further adjustment factor or index would be needed toreflect changes in efficiency, or inputs per Ulllt of product marketed.Each of these hypotheses represents the mll,rketing system as transmitting consumer demand to the farm price level in a very simpleway. Neither representation requires simultaneous determination ofdemand functions at both farm and retail levels. They imply thatthe demand relationship should be mGasurecl at the f111al consumptionlevel--either retail or wholesale. The relation between farUl and rctailor wholesale prices can then be measured by a simple regression equation. Alternatively, we might say that dealer demand at the farmlevel is equal to the c:onsumer demand curve at reti'Lll, minu8 the supply curve for marketing services. The second hypothesis implies aperfectly horizontal supply curve for marketing services within therelevant range of quantities marketed, wIllIe the fu'st implies a dow"n'ward sloping supply curve for marketing services, as a fall in retailprice associated with increased marketings would lead to a· decreasein marketing charges.
Other forms of the supply function for marketing seryices mayexist in various food-processing or marketing industries. Occasionally a bottleneck situation is found, in which farm-to-retail pricespreads suddenly become very large. Examples are the hog glut of1943-44 and the cotton-mill bottleneck of 1947-48, both of which resulted in unusually wide margins for the services involved.Analysis of shorter-run fluctuations in price may require more (;Oulplicated models of the marketing system. Fluctuations in inventories,which are frequently accompanied by fluctuations in price spreaaR atdifferent market levels, indicate divergent al1ticipaHons among different groups of dealers, In general, it seems likely that anticipationplays an importn,nt part in changes in far111 prices during- any periodthat is short relative to the normal transit and storage life of n particular product. However, analyses based on annual observationssuggest that the simpler model of the marketing system is applicablein most studies that involve time periods of a year or more. 

ESTIMATING DEMAND AT THE LOCAL MARKET LEVEL 

In the preceding section it was suggested that domestic consumer demand for many food products is transmitted through the marketingsystem in a way that can be approximated by a simple empirical for

• 
mula-that is, that the annual average farm price is a simple functionof the domestic retail price.

In practice, several distinctive domestic demands may exist for agiven product. Corn is used for feed and seed, for dry-processinginto cornmeal, for wet-processing into starch, corn sirup, and corn oil,and for the manufacture of alcoholic beverages. Demand for corn 
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as feed includes a reservation demand on the part of the original pro

ducer as well as the demands of dealers in mixed feed and of farmers • 

in feed-deficit areas. Thus, for some purposes, domestic demand must 

be broken down into its component parts. 
The export market is important for some of the major crops grown 

in the United States, notably wheat, cotton, and tobacco. "Then inter

national tmde was relatively free, it was possible to speak of an export

demand function for certain of our products. However, in more recent 

years Government controls of various types have affected foreign trade 

in some commodities to such an extent that statistical mear-urement of 

the export-demand function is impossible. 

DEMAND FOR DOMESTIC USE OR STORAGE 

If the farm price caa legitimately be regarded as equal to the retail 


price millus marketing costs, domestic demand at the farm level is 


strictly u, derived demand. The relevant mar~eting cost mn,.y be the 


marginal rather than the average cost of providing marketing services. 


Even if constant percentage markups (and therefore windfall profits 


or losses) are assumecl at some distribution levels, demand at the farm 


level can be treated as a simple derived demand. 

Demand for a st01'able commodity at the farm level involves specu


lative elements or anticipations. Futures markets, hedging opera


tions, and Government loan rates and resale provisions also are in


volved. At any particular time, farmers have reservation demands for 


their storable crops, which depend upon price anticipations. During 

•

the marketing season as a whole these aspects may "wash out" fairly 

well; average marketing margins may approximately equal marketing 


costs.

Farrriers also may be regarded as having reservation demands for 


perishables, in that they may vary their home consumption and also 


the amount of waste or unharvested production as the price of the 
Demand for use in farm homes may be consolidatedproduct varies.

with demand by nonfarm consumers. But quantities wasted or un


harvested probably should be taken into account in any concept of 


supply that is used.

If two or more distinct domestic uses exist for the same commodity, 


an equal number of derived demand curves exist at the farm level, with 


equilibrium in the competitive case involving equal farm prices in 


If the product is closely held by a producer's organization,each use.n 

different prices may be charged in different outlets. Farm-level de


mand for cotton in industrial uses may be regarded as transmitted 


from demands of final purchasers via chains of technical coefficients 


(representing such ratios as pounds of cotton per automobile tire pro

duced) with or without price substitution between cottOIl and other 


fibers. If some part of a basically perishable commodity is processed, 


a cha,in is created throu/?h which anticipations and fluctuations in in


ventories enter into the cletermination of fan)1 prices at harvest. 


• For certain items, slIch as milk f.or Huid use versus milk for use in manu


factured products, farm prices may not be equal. However, this can be assumed 


to reflect certain marketing services, snch as more carefnl cooling and hundling, • 

Prices "nt the cow" should be identical.rendered by farmers. 
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• 
Demand for feed grains presents certain complications, as the grainsmay either be sold as such or fed to livestock on the farm where produced. As it may be some time before the livestock are sold, the feeding use implief' anticipations as well as at lea;;t direct costs (other thanthose for feed) of converting the marginal quantities of grain intodifferent livestock products. The lag-tlmes differ for each livestockproduct, and the marginal net-revenue curves may differ also. 

DEMAND FOR EXPORT 

Demands of consumers in other countries may also be traced backthrough tariffs, transportation, and merchandising charges to a. derived demand at the United States farm level. Export demand forour farm products is influenced by production, income, and otherfactors in each importing and each exporting country; also by changesin ocean freight rates, import duties, quotas, and fluctuations inexchange rates. For clear thinking, the tntal export-demand functionin any given year should be built up by c'I;1uining the relevant demandfunctions for each importing country, and taking account of contractor other arrangements with other exporting countries.
During the last 40 years disturb::1l1ces in international trade havebeen so frequent and so drastic that "average aggregate export-demandcurves" derived by statisticnl methods in many cases are misleading.To the extent that stability is found over a considerable period, sU0hcurves might be derived simultaneously with domestic demand curves.Realistic analysis also must recognize differences in varieties andend-use characteristics of cotton, tobacco, or wheat prod uced in different countries. .An increase of a million bales in the supply ofEgyptian cotton might not affect the "world" (Liverpool) price ofcotton grown in this cOlmtry in the same way as would an increase ofa million bales in the supply of cotton grown here. Thus, if theLiverpool prices of each type of cotton were treated as dependentvariables, treating supplies of different cottons as distinct independentvariables would have some advantages. However, allowances wouldneed to be made in the equations for snch competition among varietiesas may exist. 

TOTAL DE~rAND AS A SINGLE·EQUATION MODEL 

Suppose thnt the United Stn.tes average farm price of a commodityis assumed to be a function of (1) its total supply or disappearance,(2) a measure of domestic demand, and (3) a measure of foreign demand. If the relative quantities exported and domestically consumedare fairly stabJe and a relevant mear,ure of foreign demand can befound, sllch an equation, fitted by least squares, might have value forforecasting. The regression coefficient of price upon total supplywould represent a combination of similar coefficients from each of thestructural demand functions, domestic and foreign. If the structuralcoefficient in either demand function changed over time or if changesoccurred in the relative quantity exported, or both together, the co

• 
efficient in the forecasting eq~lation would be expected to change overtime. 
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For some commodities that are important in international trade, 
a statistically vali.d single eqnation may exist in which the world price 
is expressed as a function of world supply and world demand, both 
regarded as independent variables. Such a function can be fitted 
by least squares. If the commodity is quite homogeneons, the United 
States farm price then can be derived from the world price by sub
tracting intervening costs. 

ECONOIlIIC FACTORS THAT AFFECT SUPPLY 

In considering economic factors that affect supply and their effect 
on econometrie models of the supply-demand structure, several cases 
should be distinguished. One such case would involve discontinuous 
production, such as characterizes practically all crops, at least in a 
given producing area. Discontinuous production results in certain 
statistical simplifications, as no arbitrary element is involved in divid
ing production between successive years or other periods of time. 

Distinctions need to be made between perishable and storable crops 
when the flow of farm marketings is considered. If a crop cannot be 
stored on the £al'lH the time distribution of marketings by farmers 
is determined by the timing of actual production, that is, by the 
maturing or ripening of the crop. Of eonrse, a cooperative organiza
tion may l)l'ovide storage facilities, so that the distribution over time 
of marketings from farmer OWMlShip can be varied to some extent. 

If crops, SllCh as most grains, are storable on the farm, the time of 
marketing is subject to a good deal of yoluntary control by farmers. 
It is influenced by anticipations of future prices and, in the case of 
feed grain, it depends also upon anticipations of profit from feeding 
the grains to livestock: for \"hieh [t sizable time. lag before marketing 
occurs. If a prod lIct is customarily carried over on farms from one 
harvest season to the next, selection of time units for measuring the 
effects of su.pply upon price becomes somewhat arbitrary. For ex
ample, Foote (11) makes one set of price analyses for corn for No
vember to i,.Iay, during which time nothing is known as to the pros
pects for the next cro~. A separate analysis is made for prices of corn 
from June through September, w~th the stocks of old-crop corn on 
July 1 aJl(l the new-crop productIOn of oats and barley as supply 
factors, in addition to early season estimates of the coming corn crop. 

A second major clrtss of cases includes commodities for which the 
production process on a given farm is continuous throughout the year, 
although it may undergo seasonal fiuctuations. Milk and eggs are 
peThaps the best examples of continuous production. In the continu
ous production case, the division of price and production into separate 
units of time is always arbitrary to some extent. The seasonal char
acteristics of the commodity may help in the selection of reasonable 
units of time. An empirical principle is to select the time period 
which maximizes the variation in changes in production between the 
successive time units. For example, if most decisions that affect the 
size of laying flocks arc made in late fan and winter, beginning the 
production yettr for eggs immediately after most of these decisions 
have been made has SOl11e advantage. Sometimes the marketing year 
may be started when stocks are smallest. Usually production will 
then have passed its seasonal low and wiU again be approaching 
equality with current consumption on its way toward its seasonal 
peak. 
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• 
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Some commodities, like hogs, arE; marketed throughout the year, 
but from a practical vie'''point the production process is discontinu
ous. For example, farmers in some producing areas raise only one 
crop of hogs a year and the crop is generally farrowed in late spring. 
Breeding decisIOns for the spring pig crop are ordinarily made during 
September-December of the preceding year when the size and quality 
of the corn crop is established. In such areas the change in l1tllnbers 
of spring pigs farrowed is directly related to the change in production 
of corn. In areas in which both spring and fan crops of pigs are 
produced on the same farm, decisions concerning fall farrowings are 
made largely from }\farch through June and are still based mainly on 
production of corn in the preceding autumn. Hence, production of 
spring and fall pigs taken separately can be treated as substantially 
predetermined variables, and the time distribution of the sLlbseql1el1t 
marketings of hoO"s is also largely predetermined. It is true that mar
ketings can be acfvanced or postponed by 2 Or 3 weeks, and that lnte 
marketings from the fall pig crop and eady marketings from the 
spring pig crop overlap to some extent. 

Production of broilers is continuous in a sense, but it can be varied 
rather considerably on less than 16 weeks' notice-the time required 
to accumulate and hatch eggs and to rais" the chicks to market weights. 
If a time unit of 16 weeks or less is used, current production may be 
regarded as predetermined. Therefore, an analysis of prices of broil
ers in terms of total annual production and annual average prices 
may prove misleading, as several complete supply-price responses 
may occur in the 12 months. 

Production of cattle is also continuous so far as the enterprise is 
concerned and this is partly true for sheep. However, production and 
marketing practices provide some forecasting relationships, on the 
ba.3is of which marketings of some classes of these livestock may be 
regarded as largely predetermined. But as Breimyer (6) points out, 
decisions of farmers to increase or decrease their breeding herds arc 
potentially flexible. As pointed out on page 11, unless snpply can 
be assumed to be predetermined, a system of simultaneous equations 
is required in most cases for valid estimates of the elasticity of de
mand and similar coefficients. 

PROBLEMS OF AGGREGATION 

The combination of distinct items into a single group is a universal 
feature of demand analyses based 011 time series. This process is 
known as aggregation. The types of aggregation involved in a. typi
cal analysis of demand include the following: 

(1) Aggregation of individual consumers, fanners, processors, or distributors 
within a given marketing- 01' producing area; 

(2) Aggregation of commodities; 
(3) Aggregation of firms at different lcyels in the marketing system; 
(4) Aggregation of transactions from different time periods; and 
(5) Aggregation of mnrketing or producing areas. 

Considerable aggregation js necessary to reduce to manageable pro
portions the number of variables in most economic problems. Aggre
g-ation is also forced on research workers because the cost of collect
mg accurate current data for small marketing or producing areas is 
prohibitive. However, some analyses at the national level are more 
highly aggregated than is required by available data. Discussions in 
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Outlook and Situation reports of the Bureau of Agricultural Eco
nomics aTe carried on at a.. lower level of aggregation (that is, in 
greater deta..il) than are most published statistical analyses. This 
snggests that a more formal consideration of the relationships of 
national aggregates to subaggregates, and even to individual firms 
and consumers, would be worthwhile. 

The basic unit underlying market data.. is the individual transaction 

of a particular firm or individual with respect to a strictly defined 

commodity. Suppose that information had been tabulated on pur

chases of e,ery commodity (narrowly defined) by every family for a 

considerable period of time. These billions of individual transactions 

,yould need to be aggregated in economically meaningful ways. The 

principal ways of aggregation are briefly discussed. 


AGGREGATION OF INDIVIDUAL CONSU1IlERS, FARl\IERS, OR MARKETING AGENCIES 

Suppose that a demand equation ,,-el'e available for a given com
modity for each spending unit in the economy, Market demand then 
could be r('gard('d as the'sum of such demand equations for aU spend
ing unHs. Even if the equations for individual families were un
changed over time, the coefHcjents that indicate the effect of price and 
of income on consumption in the market-demand equation would not 
necessarily be constant OV('l' time. They would be constant (1) if the 
distributions of family incomes and prices paid did not cha..nge during 
the time period consider('d, or (2) if all prices and all incomes changed 
in fixed proportions, or (3) if the correlations between (a) price and 
the regression cO('fficient of consumption on price and (b) income and 
the regression roefficient of consumption on income were. zero for the 
array of individual family equations at each point in time. In the 
last case, the market price and income coefficients would be simple 
l1Yel'l1g('s of the COIT('sponding coefIicients of the individual family
demand equl1tion~. (In other cases, they are assnmed to be weighted 
averng('s.) On(' of tl1E'se. cas('s is more or less presupposed when a 
linear aggl'('gati\'e demand equation is fitt('d to average pric('s and per 
capita (or p('r family) consumption and income data.. for the United 
States for a period of years.

Small variation;; in the price and income coefficients in the market-
c1('malHl ('C[uation from y('a1' to y(,:U' would not be seriolls when fitting 
a statistical demand function. How('ver, cross-section studies of 
family p1ll'('hases of rood at different times suggpst that the income 
coefficient may be noticeably afrected by majl)l' shifts in distribution 
or inco111e. This may come about largely through changes in t.he 
dpman<l equations of those. ramilips ,,-hose incomes change radically. 
Also, food preie1'('nccs of some individuals change over time in re
sponse to factors otl1E'l' than price or income. 

SirnilfU: cOllsiderations apply to aggregate demand or supply equa
tiOl,s for oth('r groups-farmers, processors, or distributors. The 
possibility that the coellicients or the ('qnations are conditioned by the 
particular :werage levels and distributions assumed by the independ
ent variablcs during the period :malyzed should always be borne in 
mind. 

AGGREGATION OF COMMOIHTIES 

At the consumer 1('ve1, a commodity such as beef is a collection of 
distinct ('uts and grades, some of them closely competitive with re
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sJ>ect to a given end use and others wholly noncompetitive in that use. 
Obviously, there is also competition among end uses. For example, 
high prices for steak mean that some consumers serve more ham
burger or stew and less steak. The basic units from which the ag
gregative demand equation for beef is derived may be regarded as the 
demand equations for particular cul:-and-grade combinations, for par
ticular end uses, by individual families. The statistical problems in
volved are similar to those discussed in the precedhlg section. 

AGGREGATION OF FIRMS AT DIFFERENT LEVELS IN THE MARKETING SYSTEM 

Farm products typically pass through two or more hands on the 
way from farms to consumers. At each point at which title is trans
ferred, a demand curve confronts a supply curve. For products that 
pass through independent, wholesale and retail establishments after 
processing, the marketing process invnlves four aggregate supply 
curves (those of farmers, processors, wholesalers, and retailers) and 
four aggregate demand curves (those of prOCl~)SSOrs, wholesalers, re
tailers, and consumers). Ohanges in inventories, both planned and 
unpla.nned, may occur at any or all of the three levels in the market
ing system. Further complic!lting the S:ClUlt~Qn are the varying de
grees of vertical integration-retail food chains DUY direct from farm
ers or processors, and, in sOJ'le cases, consumers buy direct from 
farmers. 

Short-period analysis of prices for storable commodities can be 
highly complex, partly because of the potential importance of fluctua
tions in inventories relative to adjustments in final consumption . 
Leads and lags in recognition of chan~ed situations and reactions to 
them at di1ferent market levels are also involved. The practice of 
hedging reflects the difficulty of forecasting changes in prices of 
storable commodities over periods that are relatively short compared 
with their normal transit, storage, processing, and distribution lives. 

Lack of data on inventories at different market levels, or even on 
total nonfa.rm inventories, for many farm products is responsible for 
some of the unexplained residuals in the statistical demand curves 
for these products. Estimates of consumption are commonly based 
on distribution by primary processors. In some cases they are based 
upon the quantity initially processed, for example, consumption of 
cotton by domestic mms. Reports on stocks in cold storage and other 
facilities suffer from varying degrees of incompleteness. Thus, when 
primary disappearance is used as a substitute for consumer purchases 
in a consumer demand function, differences arising from changes in 
inventories should result (1) in unexplained residuals, (2) in biases 
iIi the regression coefficients, or (3) in both. If changes in inventories 
are independent of the explanatory variables, particularly retail price, 
the full amount of these qhailges should appear in the residual term. 
If changes in inventories are correlated WIth changes ill retail prices, 
the residual term is smaller but the regress,ion of consumption upon 
retail price is biased. 

AGGREGATION OF TRANSACTIONS FROM DIFFERENT TIME PERIODS 

All of the statistical demand curves presented in tIns bulletin are 
'based on annual observations. In some cases the price variable used 
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is a weighted average; in uthers it is a simple average of monthly 

prices. It seems probable that either or both of these annual 'average 

prices may be influenced by the time dwtribution of marketings and 

purchases within the year as well as by annual totals. 
If the demand curve is the same in all months of a given year, the 

weigl1ted 'average price is lower than the simple average price. Also, 

in general, the weigllted aver3ge price and the simple aVN·age price 

behave differently. In 1 or 2 cases the 1937-38 recession caused 

weighted average prices to change in the opposite direction from 


simple average prices between the 2 calendar years. 

More complicated relationships may be involved in aggregation 


over time. Thus, each coefficient in the consumer demand curve may 


vary from month to month according to a definite seasonal pattern. 


In addition, as Foytik (14) suggests, the coefficients of the demand 


curve for a week or 3. month may be influenced by the levels of price, 


purchase, and income variables in one or more preceding weeks or 


months. The quantitative importance of these intraseasonal factors 


for analyses based on annual data must be studied for individual com

Lack of -accurate data OIl consumption for
alodities and time periods.

periods shorter than a year limits our ability to establish significantly 


different consumer demand curves for different months, or to demon


strate serial dependence of their coefficients upon earlier values of 


price, consumption, and income variables. 


AGGREGATION OF DIFFERENT PRODUCING OR MARKETING AREAS 

If a perfectly homogeneous commodity is mwrketed uniformly 
•

throughout the year in each producing area, the only new element in

troduced by aggregation over producing or marketing areas is the 


distribution of transportation charges between producers and con

sumers. If all transport3,tion rates between pairs of points are 


constant, the average cost of trnnsportation per unit in any year 


depends upon the geographic distribution of production relative to 


that of efftlctive demand. Such variations would affect somewhat a 


-regression relationship between -average farm prices and average 


retail prices for the Nation as a whole, provided at least one of these 


averages was based on current-year weights. This is generally true 


of the published series on average farm prices for the country as a 


whole. When production of a commodity is concentrnted in 2 or 3 


widely separated areas, variations in relative production may cause 


significant variations in the margin between average farm and retail 


prices.

If we set out to reconcile a demand analysis based on national 

averages with analyses of farm prices in individual States, many 


more complications may arise. Consumer demand for the same 


generic commodity, potatoes for instance, may differ widely as 


among varieties and qualities grown in different States. The sea


sonal pattel'll of marketings may differ from State. to State. The 


grade distribution in each State may vary from year to year relutive 


to those in other States. Thus an explanation of geographic price 


differentials u3ually involves commodity, quality, and seasonal in


fluences as well.

Enough has been said to indicate some of the problems of aggr~ga:- • 

tion that are always present in the statistical analysis of demand. 1£ 
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the coefficients of demand curves for all elements in the aggregate are 
identical" the regression coefficient has structural significance. But 
if the coefficients differ widely among the various elements, the re
gression coefficients obtained for the aggregate depend partly upon the 
relative variability of the different elements of the aggregate during 
the period for which the equation is fitted. An aggregative analysis 
for "all food" might be misleading, whereas an analysis for "all 
beef" might be relatively impervious to the variations in the grade 
composition of the beef supply that may reasonably be expected. 
If the elements of an aggregate are sufficiently dissimilar, separate 

equations should be computed for relatively similar subdivisions of 
the aggregate as a whole.-

DEMAND FOR LIVESTOCK PRODUCTS, 1922-41 

• 

Supply-demand stru0tures for live8tock and their products differ 
in certain respects from those for crops. In this section, diagrams of 
the major forces that influence production, consumption, and price 
are presented for each major livestock product. Implications of 
these diagrams as to methods required to estimate elasticities of 
demand and similar coefficients are emphasized, using the theoretical 
concepts developed in the preceding section. Statistical and ana
lytical evidence bearing on the extent to which certain factors are 
predetermined (as defined in footnote 4, page 12) is presented when 
possible. In those cases for which the single-equation approach 
appears to be valid, analyses of factors that a.fl'ect dema.ncl are 
presented, together with equations showing normal relations 
hetween farm and retail prices. In two cases, results from simplified 
systems of simultaneous equations are compa.red with the least-squares 
demand equaHons. 

When possible, the analyses are based on data for 1922-41. In a 
later section, results are extrap:1lated into the post-World War II 
period, and reasons for discrepancies between actual and predicted 
values are discussed. Most analyses are based on year-to-year changes 
(first differences). In general, the interwar relationships for these 
analyses appear to hold reasonably well in the postwar period. 

Supply-demand structures for meat animals and meats are con
sidered first. Pork, beef, veal, lamb, and mutton together account 
for some 30 percent of the retail value of domestic farm food products, 
and meat animals account for a similar percellta~e of total cash re
ceipts to farmers from marketings of farm prOducts. In terms of 
dollar value, these commodities make up by far the most important 
subgroup of farm commodities. Characteristics of supply and 
demand differ for each of the meat-aJlimal species, and hence each 
type is considered separately. 

Figure fB, and all sv,nilar diagrann.<J in the following pages, must be 
interpreted in the light of the special objectives of this bulletin. The 
directions of influence shown by the arrows are those appropriate to 
analyses of annual average prices and annual total consumption for 
the country as a whole for years in which prices are not influenced 

• 
materially by price supports. On an annual basis, the total quantity 
of a perishablefoocl offered to consumers is largely determined by the 
quantity produced and retail prices adjust themselves to the supply 
available for consumption. Competition between marketing agencies 
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for the privilege of processing and distributing the available supply 
tends to bring yearly average farm prices into line with those at retail. 

These directions of influence do not necessarily apply to short-run 
or local marketing situations even for perishable products. For 
example, at any given time a retailer sets a price on each product and 
his customers adjust their purchases and consumption to that price. 
Or a wholesaler may be sufficiently dominant in a locality to estab
lish a price for some days or weeks which serves as a basing point for 
local re1;.'tile1'8 and indirectly determines local consumption. It would 
be possible to construct a demand and supply diagram representing 
any given short-run or local situation, and the directions of influence 
might well differ from those which apply to the aIillual and national 
average relationships for the same commodity. 

Even on an annual basis, the demand and supply structure for a com
modity might be diagrammed differently for different purposes. Con
sumption and prices of pork might be broken down between different 
cuts; the marketing system could be elaborated into processing, trans
portation, and distributing agencies; total consumption of pork could 
be separated into (1) Qonsumption on farms from farm slaughter, 
(2) consumption in restaurants, and (3) home consumption based on 
commercial slaughter. Similarly, figure 2 could be expanded to show 
factors which lie behind "disposable consumer income" or "number 
of sows bred in preceding year," although these variables are taken 
as given for the purpose at hanel. Many of the arrows would be 
rev(n·sed if prices were determined chiefly by a governmpnt support 
program.

Thus, figure 2 is simply one member of a class of diagrams which 
might be described as demand and supply structures for pork. It is 
u.~eful primarily a.s a ba8is for selectinq variables and m,ethods of 
analysis for the measurement of demand on an annual and national 
average basi8, using data of the sort that are generally available from 
published sources. This obser'l)ation applies to aZl similar diagrams 
in this bttlZetin which reZate to specijio c01nmodities. 

HOGS AND PORK 

Figure 2 shows it diagram of the major factors that enter into the 
supply-demand structure for hogs and pork. As bl similar diagrams 
included in this bulletin, heavy arrows represent major influences 
that are relevant to the statistical measurement of demand equations 
for this commodity group, lighter arrows represent minor influences, 
and dashed arrows indicate those of negligible, doubtful, or occasional 
importance. In ea0h case, the many forces that enter into or affect 
the marketing system are included within a single dash-bordered box. 
Since, in this bulletin, the mfLjor factors that affect demand for farm 
products are emphasized, discussion of the relationships that operate 
within the marketing system is considered to be outside its scope. 
In each diagram, prices are shown within circles and other factors 
within boxes. 

• .~ 
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FACTORS THAT AFFECT SUPPLY 


Production of pork obviously is a direct function of the number of 
 •hogs slaughtered, their average weight, and the percentage yield 
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of pork per hog. Year-to-year variations in production of pork 
result mainly from changes in the number of hogs slaughtered. 

The number slaughtered in any given year is determined mainly by 
the number of so',s bred in the preceding year. For example, hogs 
marketecl from September to :March were born 6 to 9 months pre
viously, from sows bred 10 to 13 months previously. About .June 22, 
when the size of the spring pig crop is known, a forecast can be made 
of the number of hogs that ,,111 be slaughtered from September to 
March. Similarly, about December 22, when the size of the fall pig 
crop is known, the approximate number of hogs that will be slaugh
tered from April to AU~'1.1St of the fonowing year can be forecast. 

The averafIe age at which hogs are marketed can be nried by a few 
weeks according to how much they are forced during raising and 
feeding, and by perhaps a week or two according to the exact time 
chosen for marketing. For example, economic influences current 
toward the end of a marketing season may determine whether more 
spriI1g pigs than usual will be carried over into the period for mar
ketjng fall pigs. or w'hethH more fall pifIS will be marketed early, 
along with spring pifIs. Variations in ltyerage marketinfI dates are 
directly relate(l to the average ~weight per hog slaughtl.'red, as late 
marketings I11l.'an heln-y weights, early marketings light weights. 
Variations in the number of gilts saved for breeding mean opposite 
,-ariations in the number slaughtered currently. These factors 
influence production of pork re1atively little in most years. 

The nature of ayailable ofTicial data means that calendar-year esti
mates of pork consumption must bl1 Llsed in deriving a consumer 
demancl eqnation. This unit splits the marketing season for spring 
pigs. How-eyer, thl1 logiral basis for considering that calendar-year •
production of pork is predetermined. or nearly so, rests on the 10 to 13 
months required for gestation and feeding to market weight, plus a 
decision-making interval before actual breeding. 

The re1eyant statistical question in this connection is, "What pro
portion of the variation in calendar-year production of pork is asso
ciate(l w-ith factors known or determined bofom Jnnuary 1 and with 
noneconomiC' variables operating during the current yeal:?" For this 
purpose, production of pork can be considered to be determined by 
some or all of the fol1mving vnriables: 

8prinl! pig C,I)!), [JI'eYious year; 
Fall pig crop, preyiOUR y<:'ar;
BreNling intentions for ('urrent spring nil=: crop--that is, 11111uber of sows to 

farrow (n'ported in lll'e\'iou:; DN'l'llIuer)-lllultiplicd by acmal number of pigs 
s(l1)cclller litter, whi(,h depends mainly on natural conditions, inrluding weather, 
at farrowing;

Supply of corn, pl'eyious year;
Hog-corn price rntio, lll'eceding September-December; 
Production of corn, current year; and 
Short-terlll expectatiolls regarding price trends which coulrl affect age nnd 

weight.s at marketing. 

The first three variables nccounted for more than 93 percent of the 
varintion in production of pork during 1924-41. The report of breed
ing intentions reflects the influence of other variables such as supplil1s 
of feed grain and relative prices of bogs and corn, current and antici
pated. Supplies of feed on January 1 relative to numbers of livestock • 
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also affect production of pork because of their influence on averageslaughter weight and yield of pork per hog. The current year'sproduction of feed grains, which depends primarily on weather, couldbe introduced as an additional factor which may influence the weightsat which hogs are marketed during the latter part of the calendaryear and the number of gilts saved for breeding purposes after.fanuary 1.

From this analysis it appears that in 1924-11 yariations in calendaryear production of pork were about 95 percent predetermined. Theexplanation of production is not significantly increased by includingthe current price of hogs or pork. 

RELATION BETWEEN PRODUCTION A...'.;o CONSUMPTION 

Exports and chanQ:es in stocks of pork and pork products (excludinglard) normally are small. In terms of year-to-year changes, 93 percent of the variation in consumption of pork during the calendaryears 1922-41 was associated wit~l variation in the quantity of porkproduced. -When both variables were expressed in millions of poundsdressed weight, the regression equation was as fol1ows: 
Q=50.2+0.752 S

(0.05) (1)
where Q is consumption, S is production, and the number in parentheses is the stn,ndard error of the regression coefficient. Thus, a I-mil

• 
lion-pound change in production normally wn,s associated with an0.75-million-pound change in consumption.

As 95 percent of the variation in produdion of pork during theinterwar period was apparently predetermined, it appears that atleast 88 percent (0.95 times 0.93 times 100) of the variation in con!;umption of pork was predetermined. Alternatively, consumption ofpork could have been expressed directly as a function of the variablesused to explain production of pork. '-Vhen this was done, 90 percent ofthe variation in consumption of pork was aSRociated with the knownpredetermined factors alfecting production. In this instance, the biasthat may result from treating consumption as a predetermined variable and using the single-equation approach is probably smal1. 

RESULTS FROM SIMULTANEOUS- AND SINGLE-EQUATION MODELS 

The example that follows helps to picture the biases that might beinvolved in neglectin a possible simultaneously determined supplyequation for J)ork. f
fr 

f a simultaneous supply equation exists, thefollowing mo e1 can be used. (In the usual termil1olo~ry of simultaneous equations, addition of random disturbance terms ,,""ould transform these into structural equations.) 
Demand: p=b, q+b,lI (2)Supply: q=b. p+b. z, 

• 
(3)

where p is price, q is consumption, y is consumer income during the currentlear and z is the estimateof production that would be arrived atbase on predetermined variables alone. Each variable is expressed interms of deviations from its mean. If the variables are in logarithmic 
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form, b1 is the reciprocal of the elasticity of demand and ba is the 
elasticity of supply. Equation (2) fitted directly by least squares 
gives an unbiased estimate of the elasticity of demand if, and only if, 
ba is zero. 

A study of the reduced-form equations indicates that the significance 
of Da depends upon whether the net regression of q on y differs signifi
cantly from zero after allowing for the effects of z. On an intuitive 
basis this is not obvious. The actual analysis showed that this coeffi
cient, and hence the elasticity of supply, did 110t differ significantly 
from zero. This may reflect in part the offsetting influence of feeding 
to heavier weights and the withholding of breeding stock with a rise 
in demand. 

"When the coefficients in equations (2) and (3) were determined 
simultaneously by the method of reduced forms, the following results 
were obtained: 10 

Demand: p=-l.14 q+0.90y (2.1) 
Supply: q=-0.07 p+o.nz (3.1) 

"'\Vhen these e'luations were fitted by the single-equation least-squares 
method, assuming that b3 is equal to zero, results were obtained as 
follows. The standard errors of the regression coelficients are indi
cated by the numbers within the parentheses. 

Demand: V=-1.16q + O.OOy ; R'= .97 (2.2) 
(O.07) to.OG) 

Supply: q= (0) + 0.S4.:: ; r=.!JO (3.2) 
(0.07 ) 

It is apparent that the differences between the h\'o sets of coefficient5 
are small in relation to the standard (lrrors of the regression coefficients 
as determined by the least-squares approach. 

I. The reduced form of equations (2) and (3) is derived as follows: 
Substitute the right-hnnd side of equntion (3) fOr til(' q in equation (2), obtain

ing an expression for p in terms only of the predetermined "llriables, y and z: 

(b,li.) (4)p= b. ) ---- z.-::..- V+( 1-li,b, 1-li,b, 
Similarly, suhstitute tIle ri/!ht-hand side of equation (2) for the p in equation 
(3), obtaining 

(5) 

As '11 and z nre predetermined ,ariables, equations (4) and (5), each fitted by 
ll'ltst squares, should gi\'e unbiased estimates of their rl'specth'e coefficients, 
which are combinations of the stl'uctlll:al coefficients. These equations prove 
to be 


p=0.0711 - 0.06z ~ R'=.92 
 (4.1) 
(0.10) 1(0.11) 

fJ=-O.OGy+ 0.84z ; R'=.!)1 (5.1) 
(0.06\ (0.07) 

An estimate of lh is obt.'lined by rli\ljding the coeflicient of z in equation (4.1) 
by the coefficient of z in equation (5.1), giving b,=-l.14. An estimate of Ii, is 
derived by t\lvWing the ('oelIicient of 11 in equation (G.1) by the coeflicient of 11 
In equation (4.1), giYing b,=-.OG. (The value of -.07 in equation (3.1) was 
based on unrounded data). As the coelIicient of V in equation (5.1) js non
significant, the estimate of b, does not cliffer signIficantly from zero. 

• 


• 


• 

http:b,=-l.14
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• 
OTHER QUESTIONS INVOLVED IN ASCERTAINING WHETHER THE

SINGLE~EQUATION 1>IETHOD CAl\( BE USED 

(1) The extent to which consumer income appe~U's to be affected bychanO'es in price and consumption of inclividmtl agricu~tural produ~tswas alscussed in a O"eneral wayan page 13. Some eVIdence re~atlveto this point as 'lpplied to pork is now presented. D~lr~ng ~he ~nterwar :period, less than 2 percent of the year-to-year vanatIOn ll1 dISPOSable mcome was <lssociatecl with changes in the retail value of the consumption of pork. The total retail vulue of consumption of pork during 1922-41 was equal to 2.6 percent of disposable income. In percentage terms, the average yen.r-to-year variations in consumption of porkand in disposable income were about the Stulle. These facts suggestthat variations in consumption of pork, operating through prices andexpenditures for pork and competing products. affected consumer income negligibly. Hence, consumer income may be taken as predetermined with respect to the demand-supply structure for pork.(2) About 86 percent of the year-to-year variation in farm pricesof hogs during 192:2-U was associated with corresponcling variationsin the retail price of pork. In a more detailed study, the factors thatmay account for the 14 percent of variation that is unexplained mightbe e:ll.-plored. Th('sefactors may include peculiarities of the marketingstructure, inventory changes, differences in methods of construction 

• 

and weighting of farm and retail price series, and, to a minor extent,
errors of measurement in the ba.sic price data. However, it is unlikely
that these factors would require a simultaneous fitting of marketing
margin and consumer demand equations.


Short-run imperfections in relationships bt:tween retuil and whole
sale prices in a single city are discussed in McCallister, Poats, andJones (£51 pp. 3-12). Annual prices for the entire country may showsimilar imperfections to a limited extent.
(3) The price of lard affects the price of hogs to some extent at anygiyen time. Had it been clerermined that the price of hogs during themarketing year significantly tttfected cnrrent production of pork anequation dealing with factors that affect the price of lard might havebeen needed as a part of the required system of sinmltaneous equationsrelating to the supply-demand structure for pork. .A.s the (,ITects ofcurrent prices of hogs on prodnction of pork have been shown to bene~ligible from It st:ltistical ~ewpoint, facto~s that affect the priceof lard need not he measured sllllUltaneouslv WIth those that affect thepricb of pork.. . .-

The several considerations thut enter into the decision as to whetherthe single-equa.tivn or the simultaneous-equations method should beused in determinino- the elasticj--y of demand for a sill2:1e commodityhave been discusser in detail for pork. Fol' other conullodities, onlythose aspects which might be expected to operate differently are considered.
Results from equations based on the clia.!!ram show1l in fi..!!ure 2 :trec1isf'.ussec1later. The equations for the severn.l Lypes of meat are dis

• 
cussed together to permit ready comparison o:f the coeffieients obtainedfor the several items and those obtained for all meat considered asa single commodity group. 

2.';9699-0<1-5 
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CATTLE AND BEEF 

A simplified diagram of the supply-demand structure for beef is • 
shown in figure 3. This is similar to the diagram for hogs. 
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FIGURE 3. 

FACTORS THAT AFFECT SUPPLY 

Beef, as distinct irom veal, is produced from maturer cattle of heav
ier weight. Hence, production of beef during a Niven calendar year 
must come chiefly from animals in existence as of .fanuary 1. Numbers 
of cattle on farms as of January 1 by nge, sex, and type are published 
each year. Marketings of male beef cattle, particularly steers, are 
airected only slightly by current prices in anyone year. Marketings 
of heifers and cows are more subject to economic decisions based on 
,current prices, and particularly to decisions to expand or contract the 

• 
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breedinO' herd and the scale of the beef-cattle enterprise. Despitethis qu;Jification the number of cattle on farms as of January 1 setsthe general level 'of cattle slaughter for the succeeding calendar yearand is substantially correlated with it.
The yield of beef per animal slaughtered is influenced by range andpasture condition during the current and preceding calendar yearsund also by supplies and pl'ices of feed grains in both years. Theeconomic factors responsible for the yield of beef per head in It givenyear are mainly determined before January 1.
If the statistical approach used for pork is applied to beef, about85 percent of the variation in production of beef can be explained byvariables measured or existing at the beginning of the calendar yearor before, supplemented by nOl1economic factors that operate duringthe calendar year. For example, the ratio of calves to cows is influenced to some extent by weather and disease but only slightly byeconomic considerations. 

REL\TION BETWEEN PRODUCTION Ai,\D CONSUMPTION 

• 

During 1922-4-1, more than 98 percent of the year-to-year variationin domestic consumption of beef \vas associated with variations inproduction of beef. As with pork, consumption of beef can be relatedto the pl'edeterminNl nnd noneconomic Y:triablcs used in the explanation of beef production. "Whell this is done, the same percentage forconsumption as for productjon-83 percent-is appllrently predetermined. The remaining 15 percent may be partly owing to (1) random errors in the sever;ll Y,ll'iables, (2) independent decisions of cattleproducers not db'edl)' influenced by current prices of beef and cattle,and (3) other predetermined variables not included in the aboveanalysis. If the latter tw'o factors are at all sip;nificant, tlle bias introduced by using consumption of beef as an independent variable in asingle-equation least-squQres demand function should be less than15 percent. 

RESULTS FROM SIMULTANEOUS- AND SINGLE-EQUATION MODF.LS 

The elasticity of beef production with respect to current price wasexpected to be negntive :tnft to differ significantly from zero. Therefore, it seemed desirable to compare results from n. simultaneousequations mode] flnd a single-equation model for beef cattle, eventhough the differences in a similar comparison for hogs were nonsignificant. The structul'Ill equations for beef cattle, given below, aresomewIlat 1110re complicated than those for hogs. 
Demnnu: p=b, q+b, v+b, 'IV (6)
Supply: q=b, v+b. z, (7) 

where p and q are retail price find consumption of beef, y is consumerincome,2 is an estimnte of production of beef based wholly on predetermined variables, and w is production of meats other than beef. 

• 
The value of w is assumed to be unaffected by the price or consumption 
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of beef.l1 Corresponding to the analysis for pork, the single-equation 
approach is valicl1'or fitting equation (6) only if Vol in equation (7) 
does not differ significantly from zero. 

In the simultaneous-equations terminology, these eqllutions :trp oYe1'
identified. Hence, the standard method of deri ving 11 unique estimate 
of b4 is laborious. However, an analysis involving reduced-form 
equations indicates that b4 does not differ significantly from zero. 
Even if b., is assumed to equal zero, two approaches are possible: (1) 
Equations (6) and (7) can be esti.mated simultaneously, llsing the 
method of reduced forms; or (2) equation (6) can bo fitted directly 
by the le'lRt-squal'es method. The demand efjuations derived by these 
two methods, as shown below, arc designated as equations (6.1) und 
(6.2), respectively. Th,e standard errors of the rpgrpssion coefficients 
are shown for the equatlOn deri red by the method of lenst sq lUU·CS. 

1) = -O.!lGq+O.S:2y-O.·1:lw 

1I=-1.0(;I/+O.:;;:-<!I-0 ;-;:..!w 
(0.)2) (0.00) (O.,)!)) 

Although the differencC's between thC'se equations arc larger than those 
bE'tween the C'qnatiol1s for pork, {lipy do not pXl'l'c{l OIH' "tumhnd E'lTor 
of the Jeast-squnres regrcl:'sion coeflicients. 

OTHER COXSInERATIOXS 

1. On the basis of tht' (lC'monstratioll for pork, disposable consumer 
income can be treatC'd as an illdependC'nt variable in the consumer de
mand function for beef. The chief competing commodity is appar
ently pork, proc1udion of whieh is lnrgely predetermined. Produc
tion of some other meats al\ll of poultry al",o sC'C'ms to 11a,'C' been hU'gely 
predetermined tinder the conditioflft of ID22-41. 

2. During 1022-41,91 pprcC'ut 01' the ypar-to-year variation in prices 
of bcef eaWe was associated \"jth con'C'sponcling variations in the 
retail price of beef. In a mol'P cll'l"ilijed study the reasons for the un
explained yn.l"iation might bc fllrthei" explored. 

3. Figure 3 indicn.tes thtlt changC's ill the farm price of cattle rNlc1y 
for slaughter Inflll'llce to 1::Ol11e extei1t the prices l'e('ei \"(~d by farmers 
for feeder 0[' grass cattle. The margin between prices Ot feeder and 

11 PmdU"tioo of oth(>r rn('at~. ·w. i~ iuC'lnd(>c1 in rll(> h('(>[ unalYFiF anrl e';('luded 
from thp o"rk nnnly:;;iS on ('lIlpirienl ratllPr [hlln lo)!il'al !!r()llIHl~. The rN~1"('s~ion 
('o('triCient IW(WPPIl th(' Tlrie'!' of I)('ef aull th(' :;;u[l[lIS of o(l\('r mput!; i!; Itighl~' sig
nifknnt, as ('\'i<ieneed h~' pquntiollR rG.1) 111Hl tG.2). UOwp\-{'r, in II parallel 
analysis. thp l<'a!ll-sqnnn's I'e:!,'('ssioll of tilp prIpe of porI;: ullon (he supply or 
othr.r llINl.tl> was -1l.Ol (::l:: O.l·I). n lid til(> OOWI' ('()('Ili('i('llt·S ill ('qnl! tion (~.1) 
w(,1"r eh:m:!('(l only in thr' thirli d('('inwl Illnl'(' b~- tile nddition of this Yariahle. 
,]~hus, tIl(, rpgr('f;Rinll ('nf'fIi('i('llt· bpl "'<'t'll ttl(' 111"iN' of pork and th(' SHUllly of other 
m('nts waf; n/)l1Si~'llili('nnt. nnt! pi'tilllates qf Ilw price of pork woul<1 have been 
affprt('(l Y(>l'Y littlp hy tIl!' in('ln<;ion of the lnt!('r Yariahl(', 

Thl! nSYlllll10triral nn tUl"l' of tlll'1l(' n~(;l1lts is OPI;I'!'('<1 to both theol"~r amI common 
selJ~('. A!': nn pXJ\cl'inH'nt, tbt' lIuthor fitted J('ast·squares d(,ll1und e(llIations for 
PM/;: :m(1 hecf suhjP('t to the pOll!litioll til:! t the ('I"ORR-rpgrN,:;;ions of ])riec llYlon 
sllppJ)' of tbe rOJll!J('ting ('ollllllotlH,v hr idrntirnJ. 'Vllile" Rilllilnr ('onrlil:ion llligllt 
1>1.' ill('ornorntNI in a cOll1plp[e Rilulllj·ar1C'O\ls·equationR 1llo(/('1 i1JPjlldillt{ c1(,1l1Ilnd 
nnu supply fUlletit)lls for hoth pork :lIld hC('f, this Is not stnndl1l"(l prol'ctlUI"('. 

• 

• 
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slaughter cattle is influenced by prices of corn and other feed concen
trates. However, most of the feeder cattle to be slaughtered in a 
given calendar year move to feed lots during late fall and early winter 
of the preceding year. T11e current farm price of corn is largely a 
function of corn production in the preceding autumn and of the con
dition and production of corn eluring the current year. All of these 
are largely determined by weather. Apparently, under normal con
ditions, current farm prices of cattle have only relatively small in
fluence upon production of beef for the current year und the bias 
involved inl10t formally attempting to separate the supply curve from 
the demand curve is also relatively small. 

However. pronounced trends hl prices within a given year have two 
opposite effects, 'which sometimes tend to eqnalize each other. Rising 
prices, for instance, l'('sult in feeding aU slaughter stock to heavier 
weights, adding (0 the beef output prl' head; but they also encourage 
producers to hold back both feeder and breeding stock, thus decreasing 
the number of cattle slftughfered. On occasion the extra withholding 
can be substantial. 

Uncler SUell circumstances, a system of simultaneous equations (as
suming adequate data available on whi,:h to base them) wOHld be 
snperior as a forecnsting mechanism to the single-equation approach. 
This system wonld inyolve separate demand equations for (1) cattle 
for immediate slaughter, (2) cattle for further feeding, and (3) cattle 
for replacement or expansion of oreeding herds. 

CALVES AND VEAL 

The supply-dema:nc1 structme for yeal is shown in figure 4. Veal is 
largely a byproduct of the dairy industry. Male and female calves 
are born in roughly equal proportions, bllt only a fraction of the 
males :l1,'e of prospectiYe value in connection with the dairy enter
prise. In g'(,lleral, jt cloes not pay to feed clairy cattle for Rlau,ghter 
to hea.Yy weights, and most of the male calves (as well as some he1£e1:s) 
are slallghter('d at an ea!'ly age, Pal'pnthetically, the dairy enterprlse 
also supplies a considernble part of the output of beef, as dairy cows 
are sold for slaughter when their productivity declines to unprofitable 
levels and heifers held as prospective replacements are sold when 
theil' productivity becomes doubtful. 


In addition to the yeal produced from clairy calves, there is a con

siderable voJUJnc of ment from cnlves of beef breeding slaughtered 

at heavier weights than veal cn Ives. This meat is considered as veal 

in some tel'llliliology and is reported as veal in all statistics of meat

production. 

Approximately 87 percent of the year-to-year variation in pro~luc
tion of veal can be explained in terms of measurable predeterml11ed 
or noneconomic variables. Figure 4 suggests that the remaining 13 
percent may be owing mainly to 110nmetlsurable prec1etermiI:e(~ yal:i
abJes. Also, more than DO percent of the year-to-year vurlabon In 

consumption of vcal is associated with corresponding changes in pro
duction of veal. Lack of :m adequate retail price series for veal pre
vents determination of the marketing-system equation. 
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Sales of heifer calves for slaughter are influenced to some extent 
by current and recent prices of milk cows and of milk ancI butterfat 
and anticipations of future prices for these items. However, these 
prices are not affected by the price or consumption ·of veal. Similarly, 
the output of "veal" from beef herds may be affected considerably 
by current and anticipated prices of beef cattle but only a little by 
prices of veal. Thus, in obtaming a demand equation relating to veal, 
the single-equation approach appears to be valid. 

LAMB AND MUTTON 

Figure 5 shows a simple diagram of the demand-supply structure 
for lamb. About 88 percent of the variation in number of lambs 
slaughtered during a given calendar year was associated with varia
tions in number of sheep on farms at the beginning of the year. Aver
age weights of lambs slaughtered are influenced to some extent by 
noneconomic factors such as weather and the condition of range and 
pasture. From 1922 to 1941 nearly 97 percent of the variatIOn in 
production of lamb can be explained in terms of predetermined or 
noneconomic variables. Some 98 percent of the year-to-year variation 
in consumption of lamb was associated with corresponding variations 
in production of lamb. Thus in turn perhaps 95 percent of the con
sumption of lamb appears to have been explained by predetermined 

• 
variables. 

Eighty-five percent of the year-to-year variation in the farm price 
of lambs in 1922-41 can be explained by corresponding variations in 
the retail price of lamb and the price of wool. A sizable quantity of 
wool is obtained from the fleeces of slaughtered lambs, although most 
of the wool produced in the UnHed States is obtained from mature 
sheep. The number of lambs slaughtered in any particular year ap
parently reacts only slightly to the current farm price of Iambs. 
However, the cumulative effect of prices of lambs and wool over time 
in relation to prices of competing products, such as beef cattle, in
fluences considerably the longer-run changes in numbers of. sheep on 
farms and in production of lamb. 

TOTAL MEATS AND MEAT ANIMALS 

Figure 6 is a logical aggregation of the demand-supply structures 
for tlle four individual meats depicted in figures 2 through 5. 

,. 

As production of individual meats is largely predetermined, total 
production of meat is largely predetermined also. During 1922-41, 
95 percent of the year-to-year variation in consumption of meat was 
associated with variations in production of meat. Hence, the least
squares regression of retail prices of meat on consumption of meat 
is not likely to be seriously biased. The effects of prices of livestock 
products during the marketing year upon the current production of 
meat are relatively small except in abnormal years such as 1951. Al
though consumers spend from 5 to 6 percent of their disposable in
come for all meat (valued at retail prices), the effect of variations 
in consumption and prices of meat upon disposable income is still 
insignificantly small relative to errors ·of measurement in the pub
lished income series. 
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A more detailed analysis would mise a question as to whether sup
plies of poultry meat (particularly commercial broilers) and of fish 
can be regarded as predetermined variables. Production of broilers 
and of some types offish in any given year may be influenced to some 
extent by supplies and prices of meat. Quantitatively, these com
modities are not so important as red meats. 

RESULTS OF STATISTICAL ANALYSES FOR MEAT AND MEAT ANIMALS 

Data included in tables 1 to 3 are reproduced from an article pub
lished by the author in July 1951 (193). The analyses were developed 
in general conformity with the methodological viewpoint set forth in 
the present bulletin. 

The data used in the statistical analyses are time series of annual 
observations for 1922-41. Unless timing of production and marketing 
indicate a different seasonal break; the observations refer to calendar 
years.~{ost of the series are based on official estimates of the Bureau 
of Agricultural Economics. But disposable consumer income during 
1929-41 is from the published series of the Department of Commerce, 
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:and retail price indexe"s and individual prices are in some caseS based 
on data of the Bureau of Labor Statistics. In a few cases the official 
data were adjusted for the e1fects of specific programs, ~hief of which 
was the diversion program for beef. during the drought-induced cattle 
liquidation of 1934. Virtually all quantity and income variables 
were placed on a per capita basis. . 

The series were converted to logarithms, and regression equations 
were fitted to first differences of these-that is, to year-to-year chahges 
in each series rather than to deviations from the average for 1922-41 
as it whole. Some of the reasons for this are as follows: (1) The 
logarithmic form was chosen primarily on the g.cound that price
quantity rela.tionships in consumer demand equations were more likely 
to remain stable in percentage than in absolute terms when major 
changes occurred in the general price level. If the 1922-41 relation
ships are to be tested or applied under current conditions this is im
portant. Incidentally, when logarithms are used, flexibilities of price 
and elasticities of demand are indicated directly by the regression 
coefficients, so that the results for different commodities can be com
pared directly without adjustments for differences in their original 
units of measure; (2) First differences were used partly because the 
question to which much of the agricultural outlook work of the Bu
reau of Agricultural Economics is addressed) "How will demand and 
price conditions in the next marketing season differ from those now 
existing~", logically requires an answer in terms of year-to-year 
change. Further, they improve reliability of the estimates in some 
cases by substantially reducing such intercorrelation of variables as 
is associated with shared trend and major cycle patterns in the vari
ables proper. They also reduce the extent of extrapolation involved 
when mterwar analyses are applied to postwar years. 

Table 1 presents the major statistical coefficients from certain equa
tions that apply to all meats and to each type of meat. In each case, 
the equations were fitted by the usual least-squares method. Equa
tions relating prices of meat to production of meat and consumer in
come reflect total demand, including demands for export and storage. 
For this reason, the regression coefficients do not represent the re
ciprocals of consumer demand elasticities. Within the range of 
1922-41 experience, the analyses for meat based on conswmption are 
believed to approximate closely consumer demand equations. 

Table 2 presents the results from some regression equations of farm 
prices upon retail prices. They are fitted mdependently of the con
sumer demand equations in accordance with the discussion given 
on pages 18-19. These regressions are empirical approximations for 
1922-41, and the logarithmic form was chosen primarily so that re
gression coefficients for different commodities could be readily com
pared. 

Table 3 shows results from analyses which express farm prices as 
functions of production or consumption and disposable income. The 
forecasting accllracy of these equations wduld be affected both by 
changes in consumer behavior and by changes in the matketing sys
tem. In general, these equations are less informative than the two 
separate sets of regr~ssions, results from which are shown in tables 
1 and 2. 
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• 
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• 
TABLE I.-Meat: Factors affecting year-to-year changes in retail prices, 

United States, 1922-41 

Effect on price of I-percent change in-

Coeffi- Supply of com-Production or Disposablecient of petin~ comconsumption 2 income 2 .Commodity multiple modities 2 

determi
nation J 

Stand- Stand- Stand-Ket Net Netard arci ardeffect 3 effect 3 effect 3 error error error 

I 
Production: 4 I ' Percent_ Percent IPercent Percent Percent Percent

Pork____________ i 0.92/-0.8.') 0.09 0.93 O.1Q.s------------:
Beef_-- ______ ---I .96 -. 8~ .09 .83 .00, -0.38 O.OD
Lamb___________ , 1.91 6-.34 .15 .78j .07! 5-.40 . 11 

I _ 1
I ~ 

Allmeat___ -' .981 -1.0,! .07/ .86\ .0'1 _____________ _ 

cop~~k~~~~~~~~ ____ I===.=9=!II'i -1. 161= .071= .90',1= .06'.! _____________ _ 
BeeL___________ , .90 -1. 06 .121 .88 .06, B-.521 .09 
Lamb-----------i .9'11 6-.501 .14 .78 .06: s-.65 .14 

All meaL ___! .98~ -1. 501 .osl .871 .03;-------1------

• 1 Represents the percentage of total year-to-year variation in retuil price during 
1922-41 which was "explained" by the combined effects of the other variables. 

2 Per capita basis. 
3 Regression coefficients from analyses based on first differences of logarithms. 

Can be used as percentages without serious bias Jor year-to-year changes of as 
much as 10 or 15 percent in each variable. 

j Analysis for which quantity variables are production. 
S Production per capita, all other meats. 
6 Probably understates true effects of changes in production or cOllsumption 

upon price. 

7 Analyses for which quantity variables are consumption. 

S Consumption per capita, all other meats. 


PRICE-QUANTITY RELATIONSHIPS USING RETAIL PRICES 

Two sets of relationships are shown for meat. During the early 
and middle twenties the United States exported as much as 800 million 
pounds of pork in a year. The export market tended to cushion the 
drop in prices of meat when slaughter of hogs increased. As total 
production of meat was fairly stable to begin with, small absolute 
changes in exports, imports, and cold-storage holdings, substantially 
reduced the percentage fluctuations in consumption of meat. From 
1922 to 194:1, consumption of meat changed only about 70 percent 
as much from year to year us did production of meat. 

• 
The first set of price-quantity coefficients for meat indicates that 

a I-percent increase in production of meat caused a decline of little 
more than 1 vercent in the average retail price of meat. Increases 
of 1 percent 111 production of pork or beef were associated with de
clines of less than 1 percent in their retail prices, and the net effect 
of production of lamb and mutton upon the price of lamb was even 
smaller. 
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In any period of mobilization the total civilian supply of meat is 
subject to control. The second set of analyses for meat is more rel
evant under such circumstances. A 1-percent decrease in per capita 
consumption of meat was associated with an increase of 1.5 percent 
in its average retail price. A 1-percent change in consumption of pork 
alone was associated with an opposite change of about 1.2 percent 
in its retail price. A I-percent lllcrease in consumption of beef was 
associated wIth slightly more tlmn a ::..-percent decrease irL its retail 
price, if supplies of other meats remained constant. If the supply 
of other meats also increased 1 percent, the price of beef tended to 
decline another 0.5 percent. 

Some of these equations take specific account of production of other 
meats in explaining the retai.l price of a given meat. Apparently 
prices of beef are strongly influenced by sllpl;?lies of other meats, and 
chiefly by pork. Prices of lamb also are markedly affected by supplies 
of other meats. Tho simple correlation between year-to-year changes 
in prices of lamb and beef during 1922-41 (1,2=0.67) was almost the 
same as that between prices of lamb and pork (r=0.65). It seems 
likely that part of the apparent influence of pork upon the prices 
of lamb operates indirectly through the price of beef. Per capita 
production of beef and pork during 1922-41 were of the same order 
of magnitude (roughly 60 pounds per capita) while production of 
lamb and mutton was only a tenth as large. Apparently the price 
of lamb tended to some extent to follow prices of the two primary 
meats. 

A similar equation gave a nonsignificant price flexibility for pork 
with respect to supplIes of other meats. This coefficient would be 
expected to be negative and significant. The fact that production of 
beef and lamb was much less variable from year to year than pro
duction of pork makes it difficult to establish the actual effect of sup
plies of beef and lamb upon prices of pork. 

RET..ATIONSHIPS BETWEEN FARM OR T.OCAL MARKET AND RETAIL PRICES 

Equations relating farm prices to retail prices, the l'esults of which 
are shown in table 2, involve certain problems. Official calendar
year prkes for meat animals are averages of monthly prices 'weighted 
by farm market.ings. The i1Ia1'7ceting and Transpol'tation 8it11ation 
(85) uses simple averages of monthly farm prices, with some ad
justments to improve the comparahility of the retail- ancl farm-price 
series used. The cWTeren,ces between the two series are significant 
in some years. Marketings of cattle are heavy during the last 4: 
months of the year. Slaughter (hence production of beef) is above 
average during these months. More important, faml prices reflect 
the heavy sales of feeder cattle from the range States to farmers and 
feeders in the Corn Belt. The average prices of these unfinished 
animals are lower OHm the aycrage prices of finished cattle sold for 
shLughter. The c1iire)'ence between weig11ted and unweighted prices 
of cattle is large enough to change the signs of the first differences 
between years s11ch as 192D-iW and 1937-38. The downturns in 1929 
and 1D!37 are evident in the weighted farm prices, but not in the un
weighted farm or retail series. (Observatjons are calendar..:year 
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averages in each case.), The analyses in; t.able 2 are bas~d on un
weighted averages at both the farm and retail levels. 

TAJ3LE 2.-1deat animals: Relationships between year..to-year cluLnges 
injarm price and retaa price, United States, 1922-41 

Effect on farm price of I-percent change
in-

Coeffi
cient of ICommodity 	 determi- Retail price Other factors 
nation I I--------,!--------

Net Standard Net Standard 
effect 2 error effect 2 error 

Meat animals: Percent Percent Percent Percent 
Hogs (1)-------------- 0.86 1. 75 0.17
Hogs (2) ______________ : .87 1. 35 .44 3 O. 28 0.29 
Beef cattle____________ t .91 1. 74 . 14 _________ . ________ _ 
Lambs________________ · .85 1. 06 .18 ·.26 I .05 

All meat aUimals---l'---.-9-1-!I--l-.-5~-{-!I---.-1-2-li---------I---------

I Represents the percentage of total year-to-year variation in farm price during 
1922-41 that was associated with the combined effects of the other variables. 

2 Regression coefficients from analyses based on first differences of logarithms. 
3 Wholesale price of lard at Chicago. Coefficient not significant owing to high 

intercorrelation (r2= .85) between retail price of pork and \\'holesale price of lard. 
• United States average farm price of wool. 

For meat animals as a group, flexibility of the farm price during 
1922-41 was 1.57 times that at retail. The ff.rm price of hogs was 
1.75 times as flexible as the retail price of pork. However, prIces of 
lard were highly correlated with prices of pork on a year-to-year 
change basis and the whoZesale value of lard was equal to 15 percent 
or more of the value of live hogs. After allowing for the effects of 
changes in prices of lard, the net flexibility of hog prices with resl?ect 
to the retail price of pork was probably less thltn 1.75. The eqmva
lent farm value of "Good" grade beef ("Choice" grade under the pres
ent definition) was 1.74 times as flexible as the retail price. However, 
these farm-retail price ftexibilities which are stated in percentage 
terms are not independent of the absolute level of farm prIces, if the 
marketing margin contains substantial items of cost which are fixed 
in absolute rather than percentage terms. 

Wool accounts for a significant fraction of the total value of lambs 
sold for slaughter. A recently shorn lamb of given quality brings a 
lower price than one with a heavy fleece. The price of wool signifi
cantly affects the price received by farmers for lambs . 

. Bee.f cattle have byproducts of some value, such as hides and tallow. 
The value of these byproducts is undoubtedly reflected in market 
prices to some exoont and enter8 into the calculations of processors. 
But it is not always possible to measnre these relationships from 
analyses based on time series. 
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FACTORS THAT AFFECT FARM OR LOCAL MARKET PRICES 

Table 3 summarizes relationships between farm prices, production 
arid disposable income. In most cases the effect of a 1-percent change 
in production per capita is associated with more than a 1-percent 
change in the farm 1?rice. There is some indication that from April 
to September the prIce of hogs is less sharply affected by changes in 
production of pork than during the heavy marketing season from 
October to March. 

For most of these items, the response of farm price to changes in 
disposable income is more than 1 to 1. These coefficients ranged from 
1.1 for lambs to 2.1 for the October-March analysis for hogs. The 
income response for all meat animals was 1.43. 

As in table 1, production of other meats significantly affected the 
prices of beef cattle, calves, and lambs. 

TABLE 3.-11Ieat ani'l1wls: Factors affeoting yeal'-to-yea?' ohanges in 
farm prices, United States, 1922-41 

Effect on farm price of I-percent change in-
Co-

Commodity 

effi
cient 

of mul
tiple 

deter-

Production 2 

Disposable
income 2 

, 

Supply of 
competing 

commoditics 2 

mina
tion 1 Net 

effect 3 

Stand
ard 

error 
Net 

effect 3 

Stand
ard 

error 
Net 

effect 3 

Stand
aTd 

error 

Meat animals; Per-
Hogs: Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent cent

.Jan.-Dec________ 0.82 -1.54 0.26 1. 63 0.28 ------- ------Oct.-NJar________ .81 -1. 52 .26 2.08 .28 ------- -----Apr.-SepL _______ .69 4-.99 .25 1. 50 .37
Beef cattle_________ --6.-i~'.90 -1. 19 .23 1. 27 .13 5-0.40
Venl calves _________ 5_.93 - .82 . 16 1. 30 .10 .75 .1Lambs ____________ .87 -1. 50 .31 1. 09 .15 5_ .70 : 2~ 

All meat animals_ .88 -1. 60 .26 1. 43 .15 -------1-----
1 Represents the percentage of total year-to-year varllltion in farm price during 

1922-41 that was explainer! by the combined effects of the other variables. 
2 Per capi til. basis. 
3 Regression coefficients frOID analyses based on first differences of logarithms. 
4 Probably understates true effcct of production on price. 
~ Production of other meats per capita. 

EGGS 

Sales of eggs accounted for more than 70 percent of the total cash 
receipts from the poultry enterprise in 1922-41. Before World War 
II commercial production of broilers was relatively small and most 
chicken meat came from farm flocks which were kept primarily for 
prod uction of eggs. 

Figure 7 shows a simplified diagram of the demand-supply struc
ture for eggs. It should be remembered that during 1f)~Z-41 produc
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tion of eggs was one of the more stable agricultural production 
variables. The average variability (standard deviation) of year-to 
year changes in production of eggs amounted to 3 or 4 percent. With • 
this limited basic variability, it seems likely that 10 percent or more 
of the observed year-to-year variation in the number of eggs produced. 
comes simply from errors of measurement, even thouah the measure
ment error is small compared with the total quantity ofeggs produced. 

Production of eggs is strongly affected by seasonal factors, although 
less so now than in 1922-41. Although the short incubation and 
growing periods for chickens makes it theoretically possible to expand 
production of eggs within a 6-month period, the hatching of chicks for 
replacement of farm flocks is generally concentrated in spring. Cull
ing of hens and replacing them with young pullets is concentrated 
in the last half of the year. In addition, there has been a strong 
(and curvilinear) uptrend in production per layer because of im
proved genetic qualities and of improvement in the feeding and man
agement of poultry. About 85 percent of the variation in production 
of eggs, after the estimated error component is subtracted, is asso
ciated with variations in the average number of layers on farms 
January 1 and tIle trend in production per bird. Changes in supplies 
of feed during the current year may also affect production of eggs 
through their influence on the management of the flock. 

Despite the strong seasonal pattern in the egg-producing enterpris!'!, 
production of eggs probably responds to some extent to relative prices 
of eggs and of poultry feeds in the early part of the current year. For 
example, more than 17 percent of the variation in production of 
chickens during 1922-41 was associated with variations in the egg- • 
feed price ratio early in the caJenchtr year. 

About 97 percent of the observed variation in consumption of eggs 
(in terms of original values) 'was associated with changes in produc
tion of eggs. (In terms of first differences, the degree of association 
is 80 percent.) Because of the method of derivation, errors of meas
urement in production of eggs \yould affect consumption equally. 

Coefficients for the analysis on eggs given in table 4, based on pro
duction, are adjusted for the effects of an estimated measurement 
errol' in the egg-produetion series. Similar acljnstnwnts would be 
appropriate in an ana.lysis based on consumption of eggs. 

FARM CHICKENS AND BROILERS 

The diagram in figure 8 could have been simplified for 1922-41 
by excluding items relating to commercial broilers. Figure 8 is more 
representative of the situation as it existed in the early 1950's, when 
almost hnlf of the total supply of chicken meat was produced by 
commercial broilrl' enterprises. 

Pmductiol1 of farm chiekens is i 1) flu ('ncl'cl to some l'xt('nt by economic 
variablrs which ojwrntc during a giyen cah'l1clar year, ancl more ('spe
cially by tIll' relative pricC's of eggs and poultry fC'('el during the enrly 
months of the yC':u·. HoweYcl', th(' pricC' of poultr.v -£C'('cl is established 
primarily by the quantity of fceel grains pmeluced in the IH'ecpding 
year (and to some extent in the nutumn of the current year) relative 
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to production and average prices of livestock. Demand for feed for 
chickens is only a. fraction of the total demand for livestock feed. 
Similarly, as no measurable short-run competition in demand between 
eggs and chickens is found, the price ?f eggs may be regarded as 
umnfluenced by current slaughter of chlCkens. The number of hens 
and pullets on farms on January 1 is highly correlated with slaughter 
of chickens during the ensuing calendar year. 
If prices of eggs and of poultry feeds in the early months of the 

calendar year are treated as predetermined variables, 69 percent of 
the observed variation in total slaughter in million pounds dressed 
wp.ight of farm chickens can be explained by predetermined or non
economic variables. About 88 percent of the variation in consumption 
of farm chickens dming 1022-41 was associated with changes in 
slaughter of chickens (in terms of first differences), but the errors 
of measurement in the two series were not independent. 

Unpublished studies of supply responses in production of chickens 
IULYe attributed no importance to the price of farm chickens, as 
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chickens on farms are raised mainly for production of eggs. The 
more significant variables have been prices of eggs and of poultry 
feed. Hence, figure 8 indicates no effect of chicken meat prices upon • 
current production of chickens. 

Production of commercial broilers differs considerably from pro
duction of farm. chickens. Broiler enterprises are highly specialized. 
They buy all or almost all of the feed they need. The producers' 
margin of profit is clearly discernible, and responses to relative prices 
of broilers and feed are relatively swift and sharp. Eggs batch in 
about 3 weeks and chicks reach marketable weights as early as 9 weeks 
thereafter. Production of broilers erUl respond considerably to prices 
or other factors in 3 or 4 months. To some extent, the broiler enter
prise serves as a balance wheel for the total poultry-meat industry. 
If sufficiently accurate statistics for a long enough time were avail

able, production of broilers could be treated as a predetermined vari
able by using time periods of 4 months or less. Figure 8 suggests 
that to understand the factors which determine prices of both broilers 
and farm chickens a simultaneous-equations system wonld be required 
conceptually, even though such a system cannot be fitted statistically 
until more clata are accumulated. 

TURKEYS 

Figure 9 shows a similar demand-supply cliagram for turkeys. Par
ticularly cluring 1921)-41 (no adequate data are a.vailable before 1929), 
turkeys fell into a simple pattern from the standpoint of estimntion 
of statistical-clemancl equations. During this perioel approximately • 
90 percent of all turkeys produced were marketed from October to 
December. Tm'key poults were hatched in spring and the number 
raised ,vas influenced by such factors as profitability of production dur
ing the preceding year and the current level of feed prices. In 1929-41 
the conditions of turkey production were such as to establish it as a 
predetermined variable. 

In terms of original data, 98 percent of the variation in consumption 
of turkeys during 11)21)-41 was associated with variations in produc
tion. (In terms of first differences, the degree of association was 86 
vercent.) Again, the errors of measurement in the two series are not 
1lldependent. The errors of measurement in consumption pl'Obably 
are sufficient to impart a significant downward bias (in absolute value) 
to the regression of turkey prices upon turkey consumption. Under 
pre-'Vorlc1 'Val' II conditions, consumer income, the supply of red 
meats, and the supply of chic-kens could be regarded as llotmeasurably 
influenced by consumption or prices of turkeys during the SlLme mar
keting year. 

The increase in production of Beltsville Small ,Vhite turkeys in 
the early fifties probably inereased the intensity of competition aIuong 
turkeys, chickens, and cOl11m('rein,l broilers. For all types of poultry 
meats, deyelopment of the frozen-food industry tends to spread out the 
previons seasonal peaks in consumption. Possible ell'ccts of these fac
tors must be kept in mind when proceeding from prewar analyses lo 
current applications. 
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RESULTS OF STATISTICAL ANALYSES FOR POULTRY' AND EGGS 

Tables 4 and 5 give results for analyses dealing with poultry and • 
eggs similar to those given for meats in tables 1 to 3. 

Increases of 1 percent in supplies of chickens and turkeys have de
pressed their retail prices by about the same percentage. The price 

TABLE 4.-Poultry and eggs: Factors affecting year-to-year changes in 
prices, United States, 1,922-41 

Effect on price of I-percent change in-

Coeffi
cient 
 Supply orof Production or Disposable competingPrice seties and multi- consumption 1 income 1 commodities 1commodity pIe 


deter
mina-
 Stand- Stand- Standtion Net Net Netard ard ardeffect 2 effect 2 effect 2 error error error 

Based on retail price: Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 
Chickens 3_________ 0.86 1-0.75 0.18 O. 76 O. 09 5-0.42 0.16Eggsft _____________ 

.87 1-2.34 .44 1. 34 .13 ------- ------
Based on farm price:

Chickens __________ .86 ,- .62 .28 1. 06 .12 5-1.01 .30Turkeys___________ 7_.90 -1.21 .25 1. 06 .20 .97 .40Eggs G_____________ .82 1-2.91 .55 1. 43 .17 •1 Per capita basis. 
2 Regression coefficients from analyses bascd on first differences of logarithms. 
I Based on consumpt-ion per capita. Other analyses based on nroduction per

capita. 
'Probably understates true effects of changes in production or consumption 

upon price. 
S Consumption of all meat per capita. 
6 Coefficients in this analysis were adjusted to allow' for estimated average 

errors in measuring year-to-year changes in production of eggs. 
7 Production of chickens per capita. 

TABLE 5.-Poultry and eggs: Relationships between year-to-year changes 
in farm price and retail price, United States, 1922-41 

Effect on farm price of 1
percent change in retail 

Coefficient pnce
Commodity of deter

mination 
StandardEffect 1 error 

Percent PercClltChickens _________________________ -' 93 1. 35 0.09Eggs______________________________! 0. 1.97 1. 08 .05 

1 Regression coefficients from analyses based on first differences of logarithms. • 
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of chicken was sivnificantly affected by supplies of meat, and the price 
of turkey was si~llificantly affected by supplies of chicken. It is evi
dent from these two relationships that supplies of meat were also a 
factor in the determination of prices for turkeys. In a special analysis 
Dot shown in table 4, supplies of pork from October to December ap
parently affected significantly the farm price of turkeys. 

Retail prices of eggs responded more sharply to changes in produc
tion than did prices~of allY Evestock product previously mentioned. 
The change of -2.3 percent probably understates the true effect of a 1
percent change in per capita production of eggs. 

The price-income relationships in table 4 run between 0.8 and 1.4. 
If a retail-price series for turkeys were available, t1le regression of 
retail price upon disposable income would probably be somewhat less 
than 1.0. Prices of e~gs apparently responded more sharply to 
changes ill consumer income than did those of other livestock products. 

Prices received by farmers for chickens Yary considerably more than 
do retail prices, but year-to-year variation in prices of eggs is little 
greater at the farm than at the retail level. These differences reflect 
the fact that, as a percentage of the retail price, costs of l11ltrketing are 
considerably higher for poultry meat than for eggs. 

DAIRY PRODUCTS 

• 
Even on the aggregative level shown in fibTure 10, analysis of de

mand for dairy products is difficult. The quantity of milk produced 
in a given year can be largely explained by (1) the number of cows 
and heifers in dairy herds as of January], (2) supplies of roughages 
and of feed concenh'ates during the preceding and current years, and 
(3) the level of mi1k production per cow, which has gradually iu
creased because of improved genetic qualities of dairy cattle and bet
ter pastures and management practices. But specifically accounting 
for factors ,,-hich cause the year-to-year changes in production of milk 
is diflicult. Part of this arises from the relative stabil ity of this pro
duction, because of such factors as the long productive life span of 
dairy cows and the heavy fixed investments of dairy producers, par
ticuhrl.,. in fluid-milk areas. ObseJ'ved year-to-year changes lIt 

production of milk averaged about 2 percent during 1924-41. Thm;, 
although these year-to-year changes may have been estimated within 
a billion pounds or less at a basic Jeyel of 100 to 110 billion pounds 
total production, as much as 25 percent of the rcpoded year-to-year 
variation in production of milk may have come from errors of mea~
urement. As production of manufactured dairy products is reported 
with almost accounting accuracy. ('r1'01'S of estimation are c'ol1c('ntrated 
in estimates of consumption of fluid milk and cream, for which few 
check data are available for the 1022-41 period. 

About 96 percent of the variation in the absolute level of consump
tion of dairy products (fnt solids basis) was associated with varia
tions in total production o'f milk. In terms of year-to-yenr changes, 
however, the degree of association was only 40 percent. The relabve 
stability in milk production means that, fol' practicn.l purposes, the 

• 
explajnable year-to-year varintion in retail prices of dairy produc[s 
is almost wholly associated with changes in disposable consumer in
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come. During 1922-41,84: to 87 percent of the year-to-year variation 
in retail prices of dairy products was associated with year-to-year 
changes in disposable income (table 6). For most dairy items, the 
addition of the relatively small changes ~n consumption as explana
tory factors did not significantly increase the percentage of explained 
variance in retail prices. 

Figure 10 suggests that there may be significant back-effects from 
the farm price of milk and butterfat upon the quantity of grains and 
other concentrates fed to milk cows and hence upon current produc
tion of milk. The dairy economy is related through butter to the 
whole fats and oils economy although, as prices of butter are usually 
2 to 3 times as hi~h as those for its major competitor (oleomargarine), 
the competitive effects are not always obvious. • 
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THE ANALYSIS OF DEMAND FOR ]fARM PRODUC'I'S 55 r. TABLE.6.-Dairy products: Relation of year-to-year changes in retail 
·,prices to changes in disposable income, United States, 1922-41 

Effect on price of 1-per
cent change in income 1Coefficient of 

Commodity detcrmina
tion StandardNet effect 2 error 

Percent Percent
Fluid miIk..________________________ O. 87 0.55 0.05
Evaporated miIk ___________________ .84 .59 .06
Cheese ____________________ ~------- .84 .77 .08Butter____________________________ .84 1. 01 .11 

1 Per capita basis. 

2 Regression coefficients from analyses based on first differences of logarithms. 


Prices received by farmers for milk for fluid use, for butterfat, and 
for milk used by plants making butter and nonfat dry milk solids are 
correlated from 93 to 95 percent with changes in the corresponding 
retail prices (table 7). However, only 79 percent of the variation in 
prices received by farmers for milk sold to condenseries and cheese 
factories is associated with corresponding, that is, simultaneous, varia
tions in retail prices of evaporated milk and cheese. Although some 

• TABLE 7.-Dairy products: Relationships between year-to-year changes 
in farm price and retail price, United States, 1922-41 

Effect on farm price of I-percent 
change in-

Coeffi
cient of Commodity Retail price Other factorsdetermi
nation 1 

Net Standard Net Standard 
effect 2 error effect 2 error 

Percent Percent Percent Percent 
Milk for fluid Ilse _________ O. 93 1.64 0.11
Condensery milk _________ .79 2.13 .27
Milk for cheese __________ .79 1. 76 .22
Butterfat________________ .95 3 1. 35 .06
Creamery milk ___________ .95 3 1. 19 .08 10.13 0.04 

1 Represents the percentage of total year-to-year variation in farm price during 
1922-41 that was associated with the combined effects of the other variables. 

2 Regression coefficients from analyses based on first differences of logarithms. 
I Coefficient derived by algebraic linkage of two regressions: (1) Farm price 

upon wholesale price of butter; and (2) wholesale price upon retail price. Coeffi
cients of determination have been reduced and the standard error increased to 
allow for residual errors in both equations. 

I Wholesale price. of nonfat dry milk solids (average of prices for both human 
and animal use). 
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of the unexplained variations in these cases may come from diffe:I:ences 
in the weighting and construction of the respective farm and retail 
price series, the structure of the marketing system for these two groups 
of products may also be involved. Changes in inventories in both 
reported and unrepol'ted positions miLy be exphnatol'Y factol's. 

Farm prices of miJk and butterfat fluctuate more than do retail 
prices of the products marketed. Butter has the smallest marketing 
margin and the smallest percentage relationship between farm llndre
tail price changes. The farm price of fluid milk chtmged about 1.6 
times as sharply as tI1e retail 1)],1ce and the price o:f. milk used for 
cheese fluctuated about 1.8 times as much as the retail price of cheese. 
Because of tll(', importance of fi.xec1 costs and c.harges in the marketing 
system, the price paid for milk by rondenscries lluctuatecl more than 
twice as sharply as the retail price of evaporated mille 

In terms of the major individual commodities the supply-demand 
structure for dairy products is a, good deal more complex than is 
indicated by figure 10. In the western Corn Belt and the Great 
Plains some farmers may decide to sell whole milk for manufacturing 
rather thnn farm-separated cream on the basis of relative prices 
received for the two products. Although year-to-year changes in 
this choice of marketing fOl'ms may be fairly small, in the last 20 years 
farmers have shifted from marketing mainly farm-separated cream 
to marketing mainly whole milk. In major manufacturing areas such 
as "Wisconsin, many milk producers have access to at least three differ
ent typeE' uf outlets-conc1enseries, cheese factories, and butter and 
powder plants, that is, plants which make nonfat dry milk solids as 
"\VeB as butter. Some of these producers are also in position to sell 
milk for fluid use. 

Although producers in the major fluid milksheds are protected to 
some extent by sllnitatton requirplllents and other institutional factors, 
seasonal sUl'pluses of milk in the fluid milkshec1s are diverted into 
manufactured products and thus compete in the national markets. 
Thus, the utilization pattern for total production of milk in a given 
year in \'ohes fonr or more simultaneously determined derived demand 
equations. 

Neither these ..!omplexities nor the even greater ones that would 
be h1Volved if the minor) but significant, products and byproducts 
of the dairy industry were introduced into a diagram such as figure 10 
need be discussed here. Considering the presence of errors of estima
tion in the basic milk-production and butterfat-sales series and in the 
estimates of consumption of fluid milk and cream, it is doubtful 
whether a, satisfactory statistical moael of the dairy industry could 
be derived by any means now known. Any detailed analysis of the 
demand-supply structure for dairy products must be conceived in 
terms of many simultaneous equations. Fluctuations in inventories 
at various market levels are a complicating factor, as are export
.import relntionships and the relation through butter to the world 
fats and oils economy. 

TOTAL LIVESTOCK PRODUCTS 

Often it is convenient to work with large aggregates, such as an 
index of consumption of all food-livestock products and an index of 
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the corresponding livestock-product prices. Results from such 
analyses are shown in table 8. As in the case of all meat, the logical 
question concerning the extent to which production of livestock is 
predetermined depends upon the summation of the degrees of prede
termination for individual livestock products. It can be shown that 
the regression coefficient obtained between two aggregates or index 
numbers such as prices and consumption of all food-livestock products 
depends upon the elasticities of demand or the flexibiEties of price 
for the individual livestock products and upon the relative variability 
of their consumption. An additional factor is their relative economic 
importance as measured by their weights in the index number. To 
the extent that flexibilities of price for individual members of such 
an aggregate differ widely, a change in the average level of livestock 
prices is not independent of the internal distribution of changes in 
consumption of livestock. Thus, for some purposes: analyses of less 
aggregative series must be used. From these, n.n <:,stimate or fore
cast of the average level of livestock prices can be made by summing 
the price estimates for inclividual prodlv'/-s, recognizing the competi
tiverehltionships which exist among some of the lntter. 

Considering the relative importance and relative variability of 
individual consumption or production series for livestock, it may 
be assumed that 90 percent or so of the year-to-year variation in pro
duction of livestock during 1922-41 can be attributed to predetermined 
factors. Comparable indexes of production and consumption are not 
available to measure the degree to which consumption of livestock 
products is predetermined, but lllevel of 80 percent or more is probable. 
Thus, the major shortcoming of a demand equation for this commodity 
group is likely to be its degree of aggregation rather than biases arising 
from the neglect of supply equations wh:.::h are determined simul
taneously with those for demand. 

As food-livestock products as a group, valued at retail prices, are 
equivalent to a little more than 10 percent of disposable inc-orne, the 
qnestion of whether disposable income is affeeted significantly by 
variations in consumption of livestock ma}T be raised. The standard 
deviation of year-to-year changes in consumption of food livestock 
(a range that includes about two-thirds of the individual year-to-year 
changes) in UJ22-'U was less than 3 percent, compared with 12 percent 
for disposable income. This limited variability suggests that varia
tions in supply of livestock accounted for a great deal less than 10 
percent of the total variation in disposable income. Moreover, only 
4 percent of the year-to-year change in consumption of livestock was 
associated wjth changes in disposable income during these years. 
If the effects of yaritttion in consnmption of livestock are, considered 

as operating upon consnmer expenditures (and hence on consumer 
incomes) via the demand equation illustrated in table 8, the follo,ving 
rough calculations are in order; 
1. Elrect of a I-percent increase in consumption of foorl livestock: 

(a) On retail prices of foorl-livestock prodnct;;= -1.04 percent. 
(b) On retail expenditures for food-livestock products= -0.64 percent. 

2. Standard deviation of,conslilUption of food li\'estock=:!.7 perc-ent. 
3. 	Approximate retail value of food-livestock products (1022-11 average) =9 

billion dollars. 
4. 	Standard deviation of chitng'cS in consumer expenditures for food-livestock 

products attributed to changes in consumption of food livestock (Item lh 
times item 2 divided by 100 times item 3)=0.156 billion dollars. 
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It may be supposed that the variation in disposable income because 
of changes in the supply of food-livestock products available to con
sumers is of the same general order of magnitude as the O.15G billion 
dollars of Hem 4. Tllls result is about die same as for pork alone. 
Although the total value of food-li,>estock products is about four times 
that of pork, the percentage variability of consumption of fooc11ive
stock in 1022-41 was on1\- a fOlll'th as gl'etlt. X0 allowance is made 
for effects of supplies of food-liyc"tock ~prodncts upon prices of other 
commodities; probably suell elreds arc neither large nor statistically 
measurable. The ('stimated ('O'l'ct of consnmption of food liycstock 
upon disposable income in rl'latioll to the ob:;pLTed year-to-year Ylll'ia
tion in disposable pe1'"ona1 income during 1\122-41 is nl'gligible. 

In yjew of this discussion, the pstiJ)1at('s of f1exibilities of pJ'iee for 
all foocl-liypstock products shown in table 8, ",hi('11 \\'ere derived £1'011' 

eqnations fitted by the J11pthod of lea~t squares, appl'ar \'alid, apart 
from the question of oVl'raggregn.tion discussed 011 page 2·1. Fnnll 
prices respond about 1.5 tillWS as 1111\(·11 to a 1-p('rcl'nt change in either 
consumption or diliposable illcollle as do l'eta il prices. This reflects 
the relative. stability of murkl'tiJlg eharges. On the average, a I-per
cent ehnnge in the retail price of this commodity group in W22-H was 
associated with a change of 1.5 percent in the farm price. 

TABLE S.-All food lil'cstoc1c products: Factors a.tfecting year-la-year 
changes in prices, Cnited Slate8, 1922-41 

EIfert on price of I-perrent chanl;e in
'C'oeffiri<.'nt ----------------- 

of nml- ' COIlsumptlOIl 1 Digposable income 1
Price series tiple cie


lertuilll1
tion 
 Xet ef- Stanciard Xet ef- Standard 

[<.'('t 2 error fed! error 

I ! Percml Percenl Percent
RelaiL__________J o. g~ \ -1. (j.1 O. L3 0.03
Farm ______________I I .31. g,) -2.45 .07 

i 

1 Per capita basis. 

2 H.ep;ression codIirients from analyses based on first differences of logarithms. 


DEMAND FOR CROPS, 1922-41 

To avoid repetition, diagrams showing the supply-c1emal1Cl struc
tures for a nU])Jber of typicaJ situations are first dis('ussed. These are 
referred to in the appropriate cOllllllodity discllssions, along with 
results from the statistical analyses based on them. Two such dia
grams Wl'l'P, cliRC'ul-'sec1 in ('onnl'cli()n with development of the theoretical 
framework. To pro\'ide continuity, brier COlIlments l'cgal'(ling them 
are included here. 

TYPICAL SUPPLy-DEMAND STRUCTURES 

The upper part of figure 1 mllstrates the simplest case found for 
perishable crops. In this casc pl'oduc~tioll available for marketing is 
assumed to be not affccted by price during the marketing period. 
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Also the design assumes a single market or end use. Some vegetables 
produced for fresh market and some fruits in areas where processing 
is not important fit this pattern reasonably well. Acreage is deter
mined by economic influences and decisions made anywhere from 
seve:r:al weeks to seyeral years before the current harvest period. 
Year-to-year changes in <::rop yields are mainly owing to weather, 
insects, and other natural hazards. For some of these crops COll

sumption is practically identical with production and can be treated 
as a predetermil;'cCl vnri,tble. 

A complication recognized in the diagram may arise even when 
producers of a perishable crop arc not organized to control marketings. 
If the market price does not Covel' the costs of lmryestin~, each pro
ducer may decide to leave sume part of his production unhanoestecl. 
In effect, this means that the observation applying to price and total 
production will not lie on the demand curw. It will fall to the right 
along the producers' supply cun-e, which is approximately horizon
tal ill this range. If the data or prior kno\yledge indicate tllat this 
actually happens, the prodnetion mriable l11:L)' be adjusted for the 
quantities unharvested. Inclnsion of unharvested production in this 
case would bins the slope of the fitted demand curve toward zero. 

The lower part of figure 1 repl'l'sents a more complicutl'c1 situation 
whi.ch applies to some fruits or vegetables with both fresh-market and 
processi11g outlets. Again production is assumed to depend chiefly 
upon weather and upon l'conomie influences prior to harvest. This 
diagram impJies that both thl' processed and fresh forms of the com
modity are cOnSllme(] entin'l:; in the domestic market so that dispos
able income is the appropriate final demn,nd shifter for both. The 
statistical relation hl't,,-,'en -farm and retail prices of the processed 
product is likely to be somewhat looser and more subject to distortion 
because of ch:tnp;l's in imoentorie8, anticipations, and time lags than 
is the market relationship for the fresh product. 

The structure in this diu£ram indicates the existence of at least 
two simultanl'ollsly cletern.1necl demand equations, even assuming 
that a perfect relation exists bet\yeen the farm and retail prices 
of both fresh and processed products. In fitting the two basic demand 
equations; the retail p1'i('(' of each form oJ the product miml8 the mar
keting mal·gin or charge appropriate to each could be llsed in arriving 
at an'equivalent -farm pritl' ill ('aeh case. Under conditions of eqUl
libriullJ, the equivalent farm prices returned from each outlet should 
be equal. 
If total marketings of a perishable crop are controlled by a pro

ducers' group or coo]>l'rative marketing organization, aclval1tage can 
be taken of difl'cl'enccs in demand elasticities for the hyo forms of 
the product to increas(' total net revenue. In the 1930's a. frequent 
assumption was that the processed form of a fruit or nut had a more 
elastic demand than dill the fresh product. Consumption of the 
processed form cOllld bl' spread out over many months or a ful1 year, 
whereas it might be necessnrv to sell the £1'('s11. product within the 
space of a few'Yl'eks. If with'the same prices in both ontlets, demand 
were more elastic in the processing outlet, total revenue could be 
increased by shifting part of the crop from fresh-market to processing 
outlets. The optJmum allocation of [L given supply wonld be that in 
which marginal net revenues from the two outlets were equal. In 
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general, of conrse, sneh n solution or even an approach to it would 
mean lower ayernge prices to growers from the processing outlet than 
from the fresh market. 

Some programs for diversion or for controlled utilization assumed 
that the processing cicl1land WflS independent of that for the fresh 
product. This may haYe heEn approximately true at the outset, but 
as time wore on it appeared in SOlIle cases that the processed product 
was enrroachillp; upon the onginal market of the fresh. Oranges and 
certain tree> nuts appear to llll\'e l'ol1O\yecl this pattern. To ~'ecognize 
such interc1epemlelH'ein demand, the retail prIce or t.he consumption 
of each cOllll11odity woulclneecl to be inclucled in the dellund equation 
of the other. 

The diagram in IigUl'e 11 illustrates it situation which occurs more 
frpqnentl): with mint'ral 01.' industrial than "'jth agricultural products. 
It llt:'SUlllPS that procluction is determined silllultaneously wHh clirrent 
priee. '1'11 is would be h'ue for cerhlin crops for processing if produc
tioll we!'1;! clC'termilled mrrinly by the con tract price and if retail prices 
were bns('d Oil a ii.xeclmark-up over the contract price. Actually, re
tail pl'1eP::; arC' nSlt:l1Jy adjusted in ~uch a way that avu,ilable supplies 
move into consumption and a corresponding adjustment is made in 
the contract price in subsequent years. Therefore, in effect, produc
tion Hlld priel' arl' llot determined simultaneously. This diagram 
,nnIld apply IIp)lroxilllah,jy to thoE'c perishable fruits and vegetables 
rr sub:c:tantial part of whieh are len llnharv('sted, "with th(' quantity 
hlllTPst<'cl cll'l)(>ndingmainly on the price at luu'\'est. Tlus situation 
l'PIll'PS(,llts thl' plll'C~t and earliest forlll of the identification problem as 
eOll::;iclcrecl. for ('Xtllllpl(', uy \Yol'king (37) in IDz7. With the supply
clelllllml stTllctllre us shown in the diagram, the elasticity of denutnd 
callnot bl' deterl1lilH'cl by single-C'clllati(H1 rnethods. Hmn'ver, if 
w('atllt'l' (OJ' "othel' faetol':"") eall be introdlJ('ell as a I1lPltsm'ed ntriable, 
the elastieity of c1('mall(l can hp estilllat('ci by tlsillg a syst('ltI of two 
Silll11ltlUJrOllS ('(Illatiolls, 

Figurp 1:l illl1~lmtps tIl(' c1elll:lncl-suppl.r stl'lldUI"Cl JOt' "[('('<1 grains. 
Home' !lO ]>01"('('111 of the [ll'OClllctiol1 of :i'epcl gmins is ('ollsUl1lcJ;l by live
sto('k. The illllllPrliu{'(' vahlt' of th(>se grain::; to tt liv('sto('k producer 
dppPI)(ls upon Ilwil" vali1(, as raw materials in tht' production of live
stock. 'flIP l'('latiw !'tability of li\'p"toek-:i'e('c1 pl"iee ratios when av
(,l"ag('<l ()V('I' ]ll'l'iocls of ~ to ii yeal'S i11(1 ieatps their importance as re2"U

ial{))'s of fhp liwsto('k,:f(,pd l'("OJlOIllY. By and 1:tl"!!e, it I-ppl"cent 
ill!'t'('asp ill [lri('Ps of p:raill-ronslIllling Iiyestoek is ussoeiatpc] with a 
similar in(,I"('(1sP ill (11'i('t's of feed grains. 

.\s pl'('rjoll:.ly )Il('lltiOllt'cl, !Iii }WI"C'P)lt of the y(,ar-to-year variation 
in farl11 pl'i('P5 of f()od-liv('~to('k produC'ts '1'1'0111 11122 to If);!! was as
sociated with ('ol'l"t'sponcling vflriations in both eonsllmptioll of live
:-tock prodl1ds nlld disposablp incollw. Consumption of livestock 
prodllets ill tlt(' a~.!"gr(>gatt' (,fUl lw l'Pg:tl'cl('d largely as a preclet('rmined 
vnriabl('. Tlms lh(> :tYC'l'age farm prie(' of livc'stcwk proclucts Illay be 
treai'p(] as llll indp]H'Ilr1(,lllly (l(,(:prl11ined variable :1'01' the purpose of 
allalyzil1g" Ihr pI'i('Ps of f('('(l grains. 

Xmnbprs of gl'aill-eol1RllIlIillg livC'stock on farms at thc beginning 
O"j: a fped-p:rain markpting y('ar also illfluenec the cl('mflml Tor and 
th(' pric'PR of rClpel grains. Suppli('s of thef'e grains and of byproduct 
{('('tIs at the beginning" of. a I1HLrketing yellr lLrc determined mainly by 
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acreage planted and weather. Demand for feed grains for export 
and for domestic uses other than feed is not important in most years. 
These uses normally take less than 10 percent of the total supply of 
these grains. 

Farm prices of feed grains can be estimated from an equation based 
on farm prices of livestock J?roducts, numbers of grain-consuming 
livestock on farms, and supphes of feed grains and byproduct feeds. 
Such an equation is discussed in Foote (11). This equation also has 
approximate structural si&nificance. Current supplies and prices of 
feed grains influence prod.uction of live.c:tock during the succeeding 
few months. This in turn influences numbers of livestock on farms 
at the beginning of the following year and also the level of farm 
prices of livestock products which may exi"t then. As pointed out 
by Foote (11), the feed-~rain and livestock economy inherently con
tains a set of lagged relatIOnships, each of which may be approximated 
by single-equation methods provided the variables apply to appropri
ate time units and are properly lagged. 

Figure 13 out1ines a simple demand-supply structure for export 
crops such as cotton, wheat, or tobacco. This structure logically im-
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plies demand curves for domestic consumption and for exports from 
the United States. Also, assuming that prices received by farmers 
llre the same regardless of whether the commodity is exported or con
sumed domestically, it implies that total disappearance is equal to the 
sum of domestic disappearance and exports. Obviously this diagram 
could be extended to include a demand cune for each country that 
imports the commodity and a supply curve for each country that ex
ports it. As most of the major export crops arc storable: storage 
demands in each exporting and importing country should be con
sidered. The only way to establish a Yfllid single-equation approach 
for a major export crop would be to choose some representative "world" 
price and make it a function of world supply and Rome measure of 
world demand. Before 1933 such equations for wheat and cotton ap
peared to haye considerable value for forecasting. 

Results from some demand equations for crops are summarized in 
tables 9 and 10. Except where noted, these 'vere derived by the 
author during 1950-51. 

FRUlTS AND VEGETABLES 

During 1922-H, supply-demand structures for ~ot))l' of the fruits 
and vegetables listed in tn.ble \) cOlTespol1ded roughly to the simple 
diagram shown in the upper ptlrt of figure 1. Processing outlets for 
peac:hes outside of Califol'nitl and for apples, oranges, lemons and 
cranberries in all ~tates where grown were l'platin'ly minor. This 
was true also for potatoes, sweetpotatoes, and onions, and fot' truck 
crops for fresh market during snmmer and fall. During these se,lsons 
production of truck crops is widely spread thl'ongl1out the country and 
most shippers are sufliciently small so that tllE'Y do not attempt to 
rerrulate current price by varying the daily qnnntities shipped. 

'Producers of truck crops for frrsh market in winter and spring 
are typically large-scale and are Ioeated in specialized producing 
areas. ::\1ore careful study of factor::; that affect prices of winter and 
spring tt'uck crops might clisclo::iC the need of simultaneously deter
mining market-supply and -demand equations, as implied by the 
diagram in figure 11. Problems of aggrl'gation and errol's in both 
production and price data also are likel); to be important. 

Processing outlets fol' some of the fruits listNl in table 9 luwe growll 
rapidly since the late thirties and stil1 morl:'. rapidly since 'Yorld ":ar 
II. Production of canned orange and grapefruit juice increased 
rapidly during the late thirties and early forties. Since "Torld Wal' 
II production of frozen con('(>ntrated orange juice has greatly ex
panded. Frozen concentrated lemon juice, lemonade, limracle, and 
other juices are bE-ginning to follow this trend. DU1:ing most of thc 
time from H)22 to 1941, only a. single important dOll1c:;tic outlet ex
isted for oranges. But during the eaTIy forties the demand-supply 
structure included two major outlets, each with its own c1emRncl 
cuneo In the last 3 or 4: years a third outlet has been :ulclrd. The 
increased demand for the pl'ocessNl products has probably shifted the 
level, and possibly the elasticity, of the demand equation for fresh 
oranges as such. 

Before 1V37 fully 90 pel'cent of the cranberry crop waS sold in fresh 
form but in that year It bumper crop led to a. large processing pro
gram. This utilization has continued to increase. Datn for the years 
aiter 1937 suggest that as a result the total demand for cranberries has 
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TABLE 9.-Fruits a,nd vegetables: Factors affecting year-to-year changes 
injarm prices, United States, 1922-41 

ElTect on price of n I·percent cbange In-

Cooffi· Production ! Disposable Temperatureclent of lucomeCommodity or group determl· 

natIonlf,---N-e-t-"'-I-S-Ia-n-d-'," N t SIand· N~t ISland.
I 

I l nrd IT" e I nrd elTec' I error 
__________ i __e 

IT 
_e_ct__I~,~_e_rr_or_I___•__:__a_rd_ 

Fruits: \'; l i . 
Deciduous: I Peru1It I' Pacml ; Perc"" I I' Percent I P~rctnt 11, PerCt1l1 

Apples \-3-------- 0.06 1 -0.79 0.04 I 1. 04 0.12 --.-.--- ------
Peaches - _______ _ . SO! -.67'.09 l .06 I .30 ;-- __ . ___ - ____ _ 
Cranberries l ______ )~1 -1. 49, .19 I .78 l .31 I--------!------

All decid uous 2 _ J . 82 -. 6S . 09 (l.CiRI--:lsl-_.____ i. ____ _ 
Citrus: ',=1=1 I 

g~~~~:~it~~=- .::1 :~~ :t ~i :~~ ! i: ~~ I : ~~ L:~~===i====== 
Lemons: I f 

Shipped fresh: i i '\'
Summer s•• __ .79 2.48 .40 '1.07; .30: 4-0.98' 0.17 
\Yinter'~._ .1lS -l.3!) .16/_____ ....... '.-1.60 .37 

All lemons •. , I ~61·;~_.34Is.781 .501------.-1----.-

All citrus 2__ .02 -1.32--:1oT~!iSI-.20' . ____ .. i. ____ _ 

=-=='===--======= 
All fruits ____. . 82 -. 94: .] 2 i 1. 06! . 21. ,. _____ . i . _ _ 

Potatoes. __________ _ .03 -3.51 .26 1. 20 ,33
Sweetpotatocs____ _ .75 -,77 .16 

l 

.89 · 2·~ 
Onions: 

A119. _. __ . ___ •.... · R9 -2.27 .20 i r Q20 .2D 
Late summer 9 ___ __ .85 -2.90 .32 . I 

l 

(30 
Truck crops for fresh I 

· 

market 11~: 
Calendar year• _____ .: .26 . Rl ! .12 ,__ ' _,.. _____ _·S511. 11-1. 03 IWinter-- -- -- __ -- _--I .67 11_1. 13 \ .35 .02 I .:31 )----. -t------Spring_____________ 1 ?? l 1.49 5_. D5 .48 . 63 ~Summer- ___________ I 

.87 -1. 721' .34 1. 23 j :15 .-=~~~:=='=:=:==FaIL_________ • _____ [ · 20 _. _ . __ • l _____ _· S4, -1. 67 .35 I .85. 
, ! 

I Regression coefficients from analyses based on first differences of logarithms. 
Per capita basis unless otherwise noted. 

2 Ba~d on total production and income. 
3 Cnited States, excluding California, 
, Bl1$ed on data for 1932-36. PlocesSing outlets expanded rapidly after ID37. 

There is e\'idence that demand is now more elastic. 
s Adapted from analy~s originally developed by Kuznets and Klein (28), 

ba..."Cd 011 total supplies per capita for the summer months and domestic ship
ments per capita for the winter months. Prices .are measured at the f. o. b. 
level. The adaptations consist in (1) converting all variables into .first differences 
of logarithms, and (2) substituting disposable personal income for nonagricul
tural income. The latter adjustment affected the results very little. 

6 Index of summer temperatures in major United States cities. 

7 Index of winter temperatures in major United States cities. 

aKonsignifieant at 5-percent level. 

9 Analysis developed by Herbert W. ~[umford, .Tr. 

10 Equations fitted. to 1028-41 data only. 

l1 Probably unde~\tates true effect of production on price. 
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become somewhat more elastic. That is. the farm price has been 
somewhat less r{lsponsiye to changes in production than it was from 
1922 to 1936. On the debit side, in some recent years farm prices 
have been depressed by excessive carryovers of proces...c:ec1 cranberries. 

The demand equations for "all fruits" and for "all deciduous fruits" 
probably are too aggregatiye to be of much practical value. The total 
for deCIduous fruits includes such diverse commodities as grapes 
(table, wine, and raisin), other fruits for fresh market and processing, 
and even olives. 

No attempt was made in table 9 to include results from single
equation analyses for fruits or vegetables ""with complicated patterns 
of utilization. For se,Teral of the major deciduous fruits grown in 
California, two or more simultaneous demand curves (for different 
forms of the commodity) must be recognized. However, whether 
enough data exist on consumption, retail prices, and other factors for 
each utilization to enable accurate Jitting of simultaneous-equation 
systems for these crops is not clear. 

No analyses are included for truck crops for processing. Because 
much of the production of these crops is contracted for 1Il advance, 
the relation between the current price and current production more 
nearly approximates a supply than a demand cune. As an indication 
of this, from 1929 to 1!)41 the simple regression of production on price, 
based on year-to-year changes, is slightly positive but stati~tical1y 
nonsignificant. It would not he sllrprising to find it mthe!' flat sup
ply ClUTe for most truck crops for processing in 192!)-11, as in a 
given area these crops ordinarily used only a small part of the Jand 
that was suitable for their production. In the early years of 'Vorld 
'Yat' II, 110,Ye\'e1', acreage expanded tremendously. In some areas 
it reached a level at "which substantial priccincreases would havc 
been needed to eneou1'age additional production. 

SUGAR A;'\D FATS AND OILS 

An exploratory attempt was made to test the hypothe1'is that con
sumption of sugar is lal'gely determined by the supply of foods with 
which sugar is Cllstom:u'ily used. Official estimates of consumption 
of sugar are based on shipments by primary distributors or refiners. 
Inventories in unreported positions, as in the hands of industrial users, 
wholesale and retail grocers, and consumers, appeal' to fluctuate con
siderably. The official series on consumption of sugar shows some 
large Jluctuations which must reflect chiefly changes in unreported in
ventories. A rough inclex of consumption 01 sugar-using foods showed 
fairly sizable fluctuations from year to year, but never 11101'e than the 
equivalent of!) pounds of sugar pel' capita on an average base of about 
100 pounds. However, scyeral times sincc HHO the ollicin] series on 
consumption of sugar has changed by morc than 15 pounds between 
adjacent yeal's, and in 1922--41 it twice chal1ged as much as 13 pounds. 
Thus, the dattL arc not sufIiciently accuratc to test the hypothesis that 
consumption of sugar is rclated to th.nt of sugar-.u~ing foods by a rel
atively constant factor or to estabhsh an elastiCIty of demand for 
sugar, given the level of consumption of foods with which it is cus
tomarily used. 
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Per capita consumption of food fats and oils in the United States 
has been relatively stable, except during the rationing period of 
World War II. An analysis of factors that affect consumption of 
all fats and oils other than butter by Armore and Burtis (2) indi
cated that the net elasticity of demand for this aggre~ate did not 
differ significantly from zero. An analysis subsequentlY published 
by Armore (1) indicates that although the demand for fats and oils 
used in food other than butter and lard is higl1ly inelastic, it differs 
significantly from zero. 

Some exploratory work was done toward testing the hypotl1esis 
that consumption of food fats and oils is related to consumption of the 
foods with which they are used as ingredients by a relatively constant 
factor. For example, from 1922 to 1950 the ratio of butter plus oleo
margarine consumed per capita to per capita consumption of wheat 
flour was remarkably stable. Although butter and margarine are 
used wit.h foods other than bread, this ratio suggests the existence of 
something like a stable "bread-spread ratio." The ratio between per 
capita consumption of lettuce and consumption of the "other edible 
oils" group, which consists largely of salad and cooking oils, was 
also relatively stable from 192-2 to 1950. 

FEED GRAINS AND HAY 

The first analysis shown for corn embodies the structure shown in 
figure 12. The supply variable is the total supply (production plus 
carry-in) of corn, oats, barley, and grain sorghums. These grains may 
be substituted for corn in most feeding uses. Two den" and. factors 
are used in this analysis. The first is an index of prices received by 
farmers for livestock products, with each product weighted approxi
mately by iLs grain requirements. The regression coefficient indi
cates that a I-percent increase in the average price of grain-consum
in~ livestock is associated with almost a I-percent increase in the 
pnce of corn. The second factor is the number of grain-consuming 
animal units on farms as of January 1. This coeffiClent implies that 
:l I-percent increase in grain-consuming animal units from one year 
l{) the next tends to increase the prices of corn by perhaps 2 percent. 

The demand-supply structure for barley taken alone should be more 
complicated than IS indicated by the above analysis because of the 
relatively large quantity of this crop that goes into the brewin!{ 
industry. However, the quantity of barley used in the brewing in
dustry is small compared with the total supply of aU feed grains. 

Because minor feed grains can be substituted to a considerable 
degree for each other and for corn, changes in prices of these grains 
.l1r6 closely related from year to year. This is indicated by the lower 
part of table 10. As production of corn greatly exceeds that of the 
other feed grains, the price of corn may be used as a. barometer and 
basing point for the entire feed-grain complex. For example, 99 
percent of the year-to-year variation in the mdex of prices received 
by farmers for all feed grains (including corn) from 1922 to 1941 
was associated with fluctuations in the price of corn. However, 
analyses by Meinken (fJ6) indicate that fluctuations in the prices of 
minor feeet grains relative to that of corn are significantly related to 
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variations in their relative supplies. This indicates that substitution 
is notperiect within the relevant range of prices and qUalltities. • 

The last three items in table 10 are. included. to show that changes 
in prices of high-protein feeds and hay are relatively independent of 

TABLE lO.-Feed grains and hay: Factors affecting year-to-year changes 
in farm prices, United States, 1922-41 

Effect on price of change of 1 percent in-

Coeffi- Supply factor Demand factorcient of Commodity deter
mination Stand- Stand-Net Netard ardeffect 1 effect 1error error 

Multiple Percent Percent Percent Percent 
0.89 	 -1. 39 O. ]5 2 O. 83 0.16 
.85 3_1. 93 .21 { 4.89 .20~~[~~~~=================== 	 62.26 .71Do. ____________________ .82 { 6_1. 26 .28 81.06 .25 

1-.89 .40 -------- -------

{6_1. 22 .27Do. ____________________ 
.85 9-.82 .29 8.89 .25 

101. 72 1. 19 
I 	 I 

Average percentage change in price 
Coeffi- associated with l-percent change in 
cicnt of price of corn Commodity deter

mination 
Net effect 1 Standard error 

Simple Percent Percerli 
All feOO grains) prices received by Jarmers________________ 0.99 0.91 0.02 
Hominy feed (Chicago) ______ .97 .86 .03 
Price paid by farmers for 

purchased feed ____________ .91 .55 	 .04
Sorghum grains _____________ .88 .97 	 .09Oats_______________________ 

.82 .73 	 .08Barley _____________________ .77 .68 .09 
Soybean meal (Chicago) _____ .67 .59 .13 
Hay____________--------- _._ .51 .40 .09
Tankage (Chicago) __________ .35 .41 	 • 1"J 

1 Regression coefficients from analyses based on first differences of logarithms. 
2 Cash receipts from beef cattle and dairy products weighted approximately in 

proportion to total consumption of hay by each type of cattle. 
3 Total supply of corn, oats, barley, and sorghum grains. 
• Index of prices received by farmers for grain-consuming livestock (weighted 

according to grain requirements). 
6 Number of grain-consuming animal units on farms, Januarv 1. 
6 Supply of COrn (adjusted for net changes in Commodity Credit Corporation

stocks). .. • 
7 Supply of other .feed grains and byproduct feeds. , 

'8 Product of numbers and prices of grain-consuming Ijvestock~ • 
g Supply of oats, barley, and sorghum grains, plus wheat and rye fed. 
10 Supply of byproduet feeds. Regression coefficient i~ statistically nonsignifi· 

cant. 
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• changes in the price of corn. Much of the correlation indicated in 
this table is owing to the common effects of changes in livestock prices 
rather than to true substitution or competition between corn and the 
dissimilar feeds. 

The demand-supply structure for hay corresponds roughly to that 
showJl in the upper part of figure 1, for which a. single-equation ap
proach is appropriate. The demand factor used in the analysis for 
hay (table 10) is an index of cash receipts from sales of dairy products 
and beef cattle, weighted approximately in proportion to total con
sumption of hay by dairy and beef cattle respectively. In turn, cash 
receIpts from sales of dairy products and beef cattle are largely deter
mined by consumer income and by the production of those commocli
ties. The supply of hay (production plus carryover) is not substan
tially affected by the prIce of hay during the marketing season. 

EXPORT CROPS 

The basic pattern of demand-supply structures for export crops is 
shown in figure 13. Some wheat is also used as a livestock feed. The 
demand curve for wheat as a feed is such that the quantity used for 
this purpose increases sharply as the price of wheat declines toward 
that of corn. "When the l?rice of wheat is well above that of corn, 
very little wheat is fecI to lIvestock in most parts of the country. 

• 
The complete demand structure for wheat logically requires at least 

three simultaneously fitted demand curves--Qne each for :feed, domes
tic :food use, and export. The demand equation :for food nse can be 
approximated reasonably accurately by the following approach. Be
fore 1933, and in some years since, the farm price of wheat grown in 
this country has been determined by the world demand-supply system 
for wheat. During certain other years, the price of wheat in this 
country has been determined chiefly by Government policy in regard 
to price supports. If interest lies in domestic demand for wheat for 
food, prices can be regarded largely as an independently determined 
variable and consumption as dependent upon it. An analysis of year
to-year changes in per capita consumption offlonr, which l'E'presents 
the bulk of the wheat used for food in our country, indicated an 
elasticity of demand with respect to the United States farm price of 
-0.067. The standard error of this coefficient was 0.027, so that the 
elasticity obtained differed significantly from zero according to the 
usual cl'lterion. 

An analysis by Lowenstein (934) of factors that affect the quan
tity of cotton used by mills in this country indicated an elasticity of 
demand :for cotton at the mill level of about -0.3. As in the case of 
wheat, the price of cotton had been determined by world demand and 
supply in some of the years from 1920 to 1941 and by Government 
support prices in a good many years since 1933. 

The situation for tobacco has been somewhat similar to those for 
wheat and cotton. Treating the retail price of cigarettes itS n. pre
determined variable, George R. Rockwell, Jr., in an unpublished 

• 
study, found that the elasticity of demancl :for cigarettes in this coun
try is approximately -03. The elasticity o:f derived demand for the 
leaf tobacco used to manufacture cigarettes is considerably less. 

An exploratory simultaneous-equation analysis of domestic and. 
export demands for wheat, cotton, and tobacco as n.n aggregate was 
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fitted by the method of reduced forms. (See page 32.) The price 
index and the domestic consumption index of the three commodities 
were expressed as functions of an index of their total marketings, 
of domestic disposable income, and of total dollars expended by people 
in other countries for all United States goods and services. (This 
last is roughly analogous to using total consumer expenditures to rep
resent domestic demand.) The usefulness of this analysis suffers 
because the commodities thus thrown together are so dissimilar, 
However, the results were promising. They implied an elasticity of 
demand by dealers of about -0.5 in this country and about -1.2 in 
the foreign market from 1924 to H139. However, the regression of 
price upon disposable income was nonsignificant ancI of the wrong 
sign. Perhaps the major reason for this lies in the fact that the 
measure of foreign demand used-total dollars expended by people 
of other conn tries for goods and services produced here-"'as corre
lated to the extent of 73 percent (r2) with year-to-year changes in 
onr disposable income. Based on this analysis, it appears desIrable 
to use the simultaneous-equations approach to explore the demand 
structures for cotton, wheat, and tobacco individually. Such studies 
for wheat and cotton are planned under research projects now under 
way in the Bureau. 

DEMAl"\D FOR ALL FOOD AND FOR ALL FARM PRODUCTS 

For convenience, analysts both in the Bureau of Agricultural Eco
nomics and in other agencies at times use aggregative analyses for (1) 
all foods und (2) all farm products. The author also has used an 
aggregative analysis for all fa 1'111 products, exclusive of wheat, cotton, 
and tobacco. This domestically oriented group includes more than 
80 percent of cas11 receipts from farm marketings. Its average price 
is highly associatecl with changes in aggregate production and in 
domestic disposable income, 

Special complications arise in any analysis that includes as many 
items as the one for all food. For example, livestock products account 
for more than GO percent of the retail value of food products originat
ing on our farms and sold to domestic consumers. Consumer pur
chases of liyestock prodncts respond significantly to changes in price. 
Elasticjties of demand at retail for several of these products range
from -0.5 to -1.0. 

Foods mainly of pltlnt origin include some fruits and vegetables 
for "which demand is even more elastic than the demand for meat. 
They also include potatoes, dry berms, cere~Js, sugar, and fats and 
oils, for which both price and income elasticities of consumption are 
small. 

AggregatiYe analyses of the demand for all food yield regression 
coefficients which 111'e complexly weightecl averages of the elasticities 
for indivichlUl foods. If the price for every food at retail dropped 
10 percent and income remained constant in real terms, total consump
tjon of food might increase by perhaps 3 to 4 percent. However, the 
consumption response is not independent of the distribution of price 
changes for individual foods, if the assumption of parn,llel price move. 
ments is relaxed. A drastic decline in prices of potatoes, fiour, sugar, 
ancllard would affect total consumption of food negligibly if prices 
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of meat, poultry, fruits, and vegetables remained constant. But a 
10-percent drop in an index of food prices caused by a 30-percent drop 
in the price of meat might lead to as much as a 6-percent increase in 
an index of total food consumption. 

A least-squa,res equation expressing prices received by farmers for 
all farm products as a function of (1) the physical volume of farm 
marketings, (2) disposable income, and (3) the value of a~ricultural 
exports has also been fOlUld useful for some purposes. If tlle relative 
importance of domestic and export markets does not change, the flexi
bility of farm prices with respect to total farm marketings should 
have some significance, as all the variables are largely predetermined. 
If the rela.tive importance of agricultural exports should increase or 
decrease sharply, however, the individual equations for domestic and 
foreign demand would be more useful. In this case, each individual 
structural equation would include three variables only-price, quan
tity, ancl the appropriate demand factor_ 

An experiment was made to ascertain the kind of structural co
efficients that "ould be consistent with the regression coefficients of 
the four-variable least-squarcs equation just discussed (that is, by 
assuming that it is a reduced-form equation derived from two simul
taneously detel'lnined equations representing the demand for farm 
products in domestic and export outlets respectively). By assuminf! 
a domestic price flexibility of -l.S with respect to domestic market
ings and +1.5 with respect to domestic income, and a price flexibility 
for exports of -1 with respect to quantity and +1 with respect to 
value, the coefficients of the reduccd-form equation were reproduced 
almost exactly by an appropriate algebraic transfol'mationP The 
methoel used does not constitute statistical confirma6on nor does any 
particular level of probability attach to the synthetic results. Never
theless, it suggests the possibility of interpreting some of our more 
complicated estimating equations in terms of smaller structural 
elements. 

:t:! This transformation im-olveR the following: Assume that the demand equa
tion for domestic sales of ail farm products is given by 

Pc!=O,qc!+O,y, (8) 

and the demand equation for exporl:8 of all farm products is given by 

pe=b.qe+04!, where (9) 

pc! is an index number of prices of all products sold in the domestic market, 
p. is an index number of prices of aU products exported, qrJ. and qe are domestic 
consumption and exports respecth'ely, y is domestic income, and! is a measure 
of foreign demand (under free trade conditions, perhaps, simply the total income 
of foreign consumers), and all variables are expressed in terms of deviations 
from their means. Assume that total disappearance (qc!+qe=ql) is a pre
determined variable. Then the equilibrium price for any given combination of 
qt, y and! (assuming that pe and PrJ. are approximately equal) is 

b1b3 b2b3 b1b4 

P, = b1 + ba q, + b1 + b3 Y + b1 + b/ (10) 

Certain assumptions must be matlc concerning the relatiye size of the variables 
if these assumed coefficients of price and illcome flexibility are to be translated 
into equivalent regression coefilcients. \Vhen this is done, based on averages for 
the period on which the least-squares analysis was based, substitution of the 
assumed values in equation (10) yields coefficients that are nearly the Bame 
as those obtained from the statistical analysis. 
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POSTWAR CHAJ.~GES IN DEMAND RELATIONSHIPS 

Demand-supply structures have been described for a number of 
major farm products, and results from statistical demand equations 
based on data for 1922-41-roughly the interwar period-have been 
presented. Here emphasis is placed on the extent to "which the inter
,nn' relationships apply to the pre:;ent and on factors or disturbances 
that caused prices in the war and jmmediate postwar years to deviate 
from those indicated by the analyses. 

To the extent that they were effective, price ceilings and rationing 
distorted the normal relationships between price and consumption 
fronl 1942 to HJ4:G. This was true of meats, sngrrr, butter, other fats 
and oils, and canned fruits during most of the price-control period. 
Shortages of red meats afFected the denmnd for competing goods, such 
as poultry u,nd fish. The shortage of butter affected the demand for 
margarine. The larger labor force: the greater emphasis upon heavy 
industry, the 101lf[er \\'ol'k week. and other factors, both physical u,nd 
socia,}, also contributed to distmbances such as a temporary haIt in the 
down-trend of ~onsumption of cereals u,nd potatoes. The boom in 
"eating oub" from 1942 Lo 1040 was a product of many factors, but it 
mlly have caused changes in the demand for food which were nut par~, 
of the relationships l'eflectec1 in the 1022-41 analyses. 

Pl'ices of sOllle commodities fluctuated freely below price ceilings 
during most of ,Vorld 'Val' II. In SOllle cases, year-to-year chu,nges 
in produetion and price :tpparently followed the prewar pnttern, al
though the basic level of prices indicated a s"'olJen demand relati.ve to 
the nOl'm:ll effects of disposable income. But for most liYestock prod
ucts (and many other farm products as wen) the 19'12--4G data cn,nnoL 
be uscd directly to test the 102:2-11 analyses. However, 1022-41 de
mand equatiolls, snpplcmente(l by jUclgments concerning certain dis
turbing fadol's, were m;ed to estiluate the 7!l'(,S8W'C8 upon price-ceiling 
and rationiJJg programs dllring 1\Tol'ld Tfat· II. 

Rationing of 11108t foods was ::,uspended late in 1945, and prices of 
food were decontJ:olled in the second half of 1H4G. It would seem, 
therefore, that u(';ginlling in 1947 the prcwar demand-supply struc
tures would again be reflected in the, year-to-year movements of food 
prices [mel perhaps in their absolute leveTs as well. The remainder of 
this section aUC'mpts 1:0 pxpJai]), nt least partly, some of the food price 
and consumption phenomena that occnrred from 1947 to 1950. 

The removal of price controls in HJ46 was followed by :2 years of in
flation in prices of both fanl1 and nonfarm products. In August 1948, 
farm prices of meat animals and dairy products beg[m to decline. 
This led to subsUtntial Government purchaseB of clairy products for 
price support dllring 1949. In the winter of 1049-50 prices of hogs 
remained for several weeks within a few cents of the mandatory price
SUBport le\rel. 

1'0 most ecoltOlnists, the, stTiking featllre about brm prices and in
comes in 19'17 and 19'18 ,"as the extent to which they exceeded any fore
casts baspcl on pI'eWu,l' regl'Pssion (Ll1alyses. The chief disturbance 
variabJes involved, including liquid assets and the baeklog demands for 
housing and durable goods, were recognized but they were generally 
treated ill a qLHtlitative fashion. Nevertheless, the sharp drop in prices 
of meu,t animals and dairy products toward the end of 1048 took many 
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• 
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• commodity experts by surprise. Then it began to appear that this 
price movement was a return to (or toward) the prewar regression re
lationships. But most commodity specialists continued to view their 
prewar estimating equations with suspicion. 

In retrospect, it appears that many were overimpressed by the novel 
elements in the postwar situation and underestimated the continuity 
of economic behavior. Many of the postwar price phenomena ap
parently can be explained if allowance is made for (1) The impor
tance of liquid assets, palticularly currency and demand deposits, in 
the hands of consumers, and (2) the need for more than a single year 
to adjust to the dramatic increase in prices of food following their de
control in 1946. 

CHANGES IN INCOME·ExPENDITURE RELATIONSHIPS 

• 

The reliability of a statistical measurement or explanation depends 
partly upon the number of independent observations on which it is 
based. Moreover, if probability statements are to be made about the 
coefficients obtained, these observations must be drawn from some 
stable, well-defined population. For many economic relationships, 
the number of annual observations from 1942 to 1950 that may meet 
this second condition ranges from 0 to 4 or 5. Consequently, the pres
ent section deals with hypotheses some of which cannot be statistically 
tested. At most it can be shown that such hypotheses are COllsistent 
with the observed sequences of events that are to be explained and that 
they are not inconsistent with other events which might logically be 
implied by them. 

The first major hypothesis is that the demand for food from 1942 to 
1948 was considerably strengthened by the unprecedented accumula
tion of liquid assets in the hands of consumers. In its general form, 
this statement is widely accepted. However, it is possible to give this 
hypothesis a more specific and, on celtain assumptions, even a quanti
tative form. The assumption underlying this development is that 
different types of liquid assets can be roughly equated with different 
classes of expenditure and savings objectives. Within the limitations 
of published data, the appropriate distinction is taken to be that be
tween currency and demand deposits on the one hand and time de
posits and United States Government securities (mainly "war savings 
bonds") on the other. 

The argument for this hypothesis involves three stages: 
It is assumed (1) that time deposits and Government securities did 

not contribute materially to the postwar inflation in food prices but 
were earmarked for other purposes, (2) that consumer assets held 
in the form of currency n,nd demand deposits (over n,nd above some 
"normal" level) indicated a willingness to spend more freely (relative 
to disposable income) for almost all CUl'rcnt consumption items, in
cluding rood, and (3) that a part of the currency and demand deposits 
of consumers, defined as "excess cash reserves," affected current ex
penditures to the same extent, dollar for dollar, as did an equal 

• amount of current disposable income. The first and serond propo
sitions would probably be accepted by most economists; the third, in 
its specific quantitative form, is somewhat arbitrary. 

: 
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From 1929 to 1940, 81 percent of the year-to-year variation in the 
total retail value of food products originating in this country and • 
sold to domestic consmners was associated with changes in disposable 
income. Estimates based on this analysis were below the actual value 
in each of the years from 194G through 1951. Results from this 
analysis were materially improved by adding an estimate of excess 
cash reserves held by individuals to the figure for disposable income 
before using it in the regression equation. A detailed anaJysis of the 
effect of excess liquid assets upon expenditures for food also would 
need to consider the distribution of such assets among income groups. 

CHANGES IN CONSUMER DEMAND RELATIONSHIPS 

In an intensive analysis for an individual commodity, it would be 
instructive to interpret each annual price-quantity observation in 1941
51 in terms of (1) tIle normal effecf-s of snpply and demand variables, 
(2) specific changes in structure (such as the addition of military and 
Lend-Lease demands in 1942--45), (3) disturbance variables affect
ing consumer demand, such as excess cash reserves, and (4) the 
effects of price ceilings, rationing, and other wartimG controls. This 
detailed approach is not attempted bere, but a few examples and 
suggesticl1s are given. 

For an analysis of demand for food-livestock products as a group, 
calculated values from 1941 through ID51 were obtained by adding 
successive ypar-to-yeaT changes as estimated from the prewar reO'res
sion of consumption upon ret:lil price and disposable income. Using 
disposable income plus excess cash reserves as the d('mn,nd shifter, the 
consumption figures thus estimated for 1949 :md 1950 were almost •
identical with actnal consumpi.ion in 19'19 anc11D50. However, actual 
consumption considerably exceeded the regression estimates in 1947 
anc11948. 

Only once frol11 1922 to 1041 did per capita consumption of live
stock products chnnge lLS much as G percent from one year to the 
next. But the estimating equa.tion would require a decrease of 7.7 
percent from 1D45 to 10·16, followed by a further decline of 9.0 per
cent in 10·17. A phnsible hypothesis is that consumers cou1d not 
complete sllch a drastic shift in their demand schedules in so short 
a tin:~.13 

As an exp('riment, the author assumed that the quantity of live
stock products demanded by consumers would not change more than 
5.5 percent (two standard deviations ns measnred in 1922--41) be
tween adjacent years, awl that any additional changes caned for by 
ch:inp;es in prices and income ·would be completed in subsequent years. 
This assumption results in virtually duplicating the actual year··to
~'ear changrs in consumption from 10'17 through 1950. Moderate 
departures frOln this hypothesis would also be consistent with the 
observed changes. 

1\. similar 1042-50 pl'Ojection was made of a prewar. demand 
function for men.t. This projection yie1ded an improbably high 
PNtk clema.nd of 187 pOllnds of meat pel' capita in 1045 and averaged 
nearly 15 pounds below actual consumption from 1948 to 1950. The 

lJ Tn a general, nonqunntitntive form this hypotheSis has been n(l\'anceu by •othe!." annlysts. Fo!." example, see BUl'k (7, espeCially pp. 202 and 2!J8). 
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• 

simple lag hypothesis that was applied to food livestock products as a 

group is not sufficient to account for these discrepancies . 


A rough check on the peak level of demand for meat at the con

trolled prices of 1945 and early 1946 is afforded by actual eXl)erience. 
Consumption of meat reached a peak of 172 pounds per capIta (sea
sonallyadjusted) in January-March 1946, the first full quarter after 
meat rationing was abandoned. Prices of meat continued at the 
1945 level during tIllS quarter and supplies were freely available. 
If the increase in effective demand from 1941 to 1945-46 is distributed 
over the intervening years, the appa1'ent clumges in effective demand 
average only about half as large as those indicated from the 1922-41 
regression equation. 

The regression estimates called :£01' a reduction of 32 pounds per 
capita in the demand for meat from 1946 to 1947-the largest impulse 
to change experienced in 1922-50. If only half of this is allowed as [1, 

normal change, in line with the interpretation of the 1941-46 experi
ence, a demand estimate about 10 pounds lower than actual consmnp
tion in 1947 is obtained. The decrease in actual consumption from 
1947 to 1948 was greater than the regression estimate and tIllS further 
supports the hypothesis of a lag in adjustment during 194'7. 

• 

The behavior of meat consumption in 1941-50 is obviously more 
difficult to reconcile with prewar experience than consumption of 
food livestock products as a whole. The "allowable" changes in quan
tities demanded in the range above 150 pounds per capita seem to be 
little more than half as large as those indlCated by 1922-41 experience, 
which included a maximum consumption of 146 pounds and averaged 
considerably below 140 pounds. The apparent movements of effective 
demand from 1942 through 1947 could be reproduced approximately 
by cutting each of the rewession coefficients to half or three-fifths its 
prewar value. This would be equivalent to assuming that consump
tion becomes increasingly resistant to change as it is pushed farther 
from some established norm or previous record. However, similar 
results might also be obtained by changing only one or two of the 
three regression coefficients in the prewar equation, or by changing 
all three in different ways. 

In attempting to extrapolate 1922-41 demand equations through and 
beyond World War II, one major real variable-excess cash reserves 
of consumers-has been introduced, as have two special hypotheses. 
These are (1) that it takes more than a year for adjustments in con
sumption to unpredecedented changes in prices and income to go into 
effect, at least for important food groups such as total livestock prod
ucts or all meat, and (2) that elasticitIes of demand for some major 
food groups decrease as consumption moves beyond the range of pre
vious experience. The second hypothesis implies that the demand 
equation in q1.1estion is not linear (in te'l::ms of logarithms of price 
and consumption) throughout, although it may be approximately so 
within the 1922-41 range. The disturbance variable-excess cash re
serves-did not operate noticeably before 1942 and its effect may 
largely have disappeareel by 1950. The two hypotheses concern pos

• 
sible normal attributes of consumer demand functions which, however, 
are observable only under unusual conditions . 

Perhaps the greatest change in food ?onsumpti~n patterns b~tween 
1941 and 1950 was a 35-percent drop m per capIta consumptIOn of 
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butter. This situation is discussed to illustrate that fooe1 habits can 
change significantly under certain conditions. It involves a true struc
tural change which affects the leyel of tJIC demand equation and pos- • 
sibly its elasticity as well. 

Per capita consumption of butter plus margarine during 1£)47-50 
'vas about 16 percent lower thaJl in 1935-39. Consumption of wheat 
flour per capita (representing all domestic food use of wheat) was 
down almost 15 percent, and consumption of potatoes. sweetpotatoes, 
and cornmeal was down by even larger percentages. Hence the ratio 
of consumption of butter plus margarine to that of the principal 
complementary foods was nearly the same in both p!:'riods. But the 
proportions of butter and margarine in total consurnption of spreads 
had shifted radically. 

Table 11 indicates that the increase in consumption of mu,rgarine 
was not due to any change in the relative pricl's of margarine and 
butter. Civilian consumption of butter was sharply curtailed in 1943 
and was held down by the rationing program until 1!}16. Supp1ies 
of vegetable oils permitte(l consumption of margarine to increase more 
than 50 percent above the 1930-42 level. :i\Ieasured in pounds, the 
increase in margarine was only a fourth as large as the decrease in 
butter. Under ])oint rationing, consumption of butter by miclclle-and
11igh-incoI1ll' groups \yas probably reduced more than consumption by 
lo\ver income /.!roups. Conseqnently, pl'l"sons who had been 1ittle in
fluenced by l'('latjYe prices of butt!:'r and margarine were driven by 
point values llnd tIl!:' physical shortage of butter to try margarine. 

TABLE ll.-Butler and 1M/'{Jarine: Price ratio, and ratio of consump- • 
tion to consumption of 1vheat.tlollr, al'era{jes 193.9-50 

; COllsumpt,joll rllt,jo to wheat flour 2 

l)rice
1'{'riod ratio 1 I Butter I:'IIargarine I Total 

-----------------------;--------;--------! 
Average:1939-42___ •. ______________ _ 2. l!) o. 106 0.016 0.122HJ4 3-46 __________________ -  2.23 .072 .02.'J .09710-17-50 ___________________ _ 

2. HJ .078 .042 I .120 

I 'When each is measured in cents per pound at; retn,il, using prices for uncolored 
margarine before 11:)50. 

2 \Yhen each is me!L~ured in pounds, actual product weight. 

'Vheu rationin rr and price controls were eliminated in 194G prices 
of both butter al~cl mal'gal'ine shot up. Per capita consumption of 
butter increased only slightly in H)·H, and in 1048 it was below the 
previous (10Ju) recon1 low. Consumption of margarine increased 
some sixty pereent from 10Ju to 19-18. In 1048 the ratio of consumption 
of marp;arine to that of wheat flour was about 2% times as large as the 
1030-42 average. Relative tl) wheat flour, consumption of butter from 
1947 to 1050 was less than thrl'(\-fomths as great as in 1039-42 and 
only 8 percent above the a \'erage level of the rationing period. Chang
ing price ratios were not a major element in the shift, as relative pl.·ices 
oibutter and margarine averaged nearly the Same in the three periods. • 
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Major elements involved were: (1) A preferred commodity whose 
supply was forcibly curtailed; (2) a substitute previously regarded 
as inferior which could move into the vacuum and which many con
sumers accepted as an adequate replacement; and (3) a basic price 
advantage in favor of the substitute product, which in the aggregate 
offset any tendency of consumers to return to the preferred commodity. 
The relation between butter and margarine in the last two respects 
was almost unique among food products. The difference in taste was 
not as much as between, say, competing meats, fruits or vegetables, 
and the retail price of butter averaged 2.2 times that of margarine. 

The three elements mentioned could perhaps be generalized to other 
pairs of commodities. The extent of the shift in the demand curve 
for the rreferred commodity would depend on: (1) How much its 
stIpply was curtailed in an abnormal period; (2) how long the reduced 
supply was maintained; (3) how closely the other commodity had 
competed in normal times, and the extent to which the two differed 
with respect to taste, texture, and appearance; and (4:) the extent of 
the price advanta~e (if any) in favor of the substitute commodity 
after the period of forced curtailment ended. The direction of each 
influence is obvious. 
If a commodity differs greatly from competing commodities, de

mand may tend to "snap back" to its normal relationship to price and 
income. This likelihood is increased if the substitute product offers 
no price advantage. On the other hand, tastes for commodities as 
dissimilar as coffee, tea, and cocoa might be permanently affected if 
suppHes of one were mailltallled for a full decade at 50 percent or less 
of the previous norm. 

CHANGES IN MARKETING CHARGJ<;S 

The preceding discussion was concerned with factors that affected 
consumer demand for food in the postwar period. Between consumer 
outlay and farm income lies the food-marketing system. Some of the 
clUlracteristics of this system were discussed earlier. The present sec
tion summarizes the overall changes in marketing charges which oc
curred from 1942 to 1950. 

Table 12 shows the basic data relating to marketing margins for 
food. The same series exists back to 1913. A salient feature of the 
longer series is that only once before 1943 did the equivalent farm 
value of food products exceed the marketing bill. That was in 1918. 
The farm value of food products had hlcreased 3.3 billion dollars from 
1915 to 1918 while marketing charges increased only 1.9 billion. With 
wartime contr01s removed, marketing margins shot up by 2.9 biHion 
dollars, or more than 40 percent, in 2 years while returns to farmers 
increased less than 0.5 billion dollars, or about 5 percent. The 1921 
deflation reduced farm returns more than marketing margins. The 
first year of recovery, 1922, yielded returns to farmers 1.7 billion 
dollars lower than in IV1S and marketing charges 1.4 billion dol1ars 
higher. 

For similar reasons, marketing margins for food were bound to rise 
with the removal of subsidies and price controls in 1946. Between 
1940 and 1945, the farm value of food products increased by 6.8 billion 
dollars and the retail value by 9.0 billion. So far as effects on con
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sumers were concerned, the national food marketing bill increased by 
only 2.2 billion dollars. Actual margins, including subsidies to proc- • 
essors, increased by a third fro1111940 to HJ45 while returns to farmers 
more than doubled. Eyidently the wartime measures to restrain mar
keting costs and margins had been largely successful. Food marketing 
agencies as a group were not squeezed as serious1y as tmit marketing 
margins suggest. Total returns of food processors were increased 
because of the heavy production for military and Lend-Lease pur
poses. Railroads improyed their income positions despite controlled 
freight rates because of an unprecedented volume of frei!!ht and 
passenger trafiie, including movements of military equipment and 
personnel. 

TABLE 12.-Domeslic CiL'ilian pUl'chases of farm foolZ produci,~: Retail 

cost.s, farm 1)alue, and marJ.:cting charges, Cniled States, 1940-5£ 1 


Actual yaille 

EqUiValentl :'farketing charge 1 SubSidy
farm '____..,-_____1 paymentsYear Retail 

1 I l ' to proe
ya ue I Apparent Actual \ essors 

Bil. dol. I Bil. dol. Bit. dol. Bil. dol. Bil. ,jol. 1940_______________ ! 13. S 5. G 8.2 S.2 ... _---- ... --1941 _______________ , 
15.7 i 7.0 8.7 8.71942_______________ , ---------
18. !) G. 1 , 0. S : !1.81943______________ _ ---------
21. 4 11. 1 t 10.2 10.5 O. 3
1944______________ _ 
21. -! 11. 2 i 10. 1 10. 7 • Q 
1945______________ _ 
22. S 12.4 10. -I 11. 2 .8 
 •1946____________ _ 20.2 15.6 ! 13. li 14. 1 .5
1047. ______________ , 34. 2 18. 2 Hi. H , 15. !J - .. _------1048 ______________ _ 

I 


35.S IX. 7 I 17. 1 17. 1 
I
1040______________ _ ) ..~_O>_ _______33. 7 FtC> 17.0 Ji.O1950______________ i 

3·1. \I Ii 1 I 17. R 17.8
1051 _______________ ' ---------
3S. 8 1\J. G , 1\1. 1 1D. 1 --_ .. _----1052_____________ . 40. 5 20.0 i 20. 5 20.•'i -- .. ------

-----------_.;------ , -.---- --~--'"'"."------ ~-~--.--

C'hangt' frum precpcling year 

1941 ______________ . .5 _________ _1.\), 1. 4 . .5 I
1042______________ _ 3.2 ; 2.1 . 1. 1 - 1. 1 

1943______ .. _.• ___ 1 
 2. 5 2. 0 .·1 j • 0.3
1944______ . ________ ' 

I 


.0 . I -.1 .2 .3
1045_______________ : 1.4 1.2 .3 .5 .2
1040_______________ , (i. -! 3.2 ; 3.2 : 2. n : -.3
1947 _______________ ' 5, 0 2. n 2.3 l 1. 8 : -.51948______________ • 1 1. 2 ,_________ _ 
194U _______________1 1. (j . n -

1 1.1: -. I , _________ _-2.1 -2.1 i -.1 i

1950______________ 1 ; .8 _____ . ___ _ 1.2 5 j • 8 I
1951 _______________ , r) i _________ _ - 1.;~3. \I _. I) 1.3;1052______________ _ 1. -I ._. ___ • __1.7 .·1 ; 1. 4 I 

----~. ---- ------------------~---,.----

1 Figures rounded from official estimates of the Bureau of Agricultural Eco
nomics. See The Marketin(f anti Trans7Jorilltion Silualion Ujff) , October l!J51, 
table 4. • 
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By July 1946 most of the special wartime sources of revenue were 
no longer available. Remoyal of food subsidies meant that an addi
tional billion dollars of revenue had to be obtained (if at all) from 
consumers. Freight rates were increased sharply to offset reduced 
"Volume as well as increased wage rates and costs of material. Post
war reductions in the length of the work week led to demands for an 
increase in basic wage rates. The upsurge in prices following de
control was accompanied by bids for cost-of-living increases in wage 
rates and the rise in corporate profits left employers generally with 
little basis for resisting them. Prices of coal, steel, automobiles, and 
many other products were raised to cover the increases in unit labor 
costs. Freight rates, wage rates, and administered prices rose step 
by step. 

This movement was general throughout the nonfarm sectors of the 
economy. The retail cost of food to consumers rose from 22.8 billion 
dollars in 1945 to 35.8 billion dollars in 1948, an increase of 13.0 bil
lion dollars. Roughly half of the increase went to farmers and half 
to food processing and marketing agencies. The following year mar
keting charges remained the same, but returns to farmers declined by 
2.1 billion dollars. From 1943 through 1948 retul'l1S to farmers ex
ceeded marketing and processing costs; in 29 of 30 years before 1943 
and in 3 of 4 years during 1949-52, returns to farmers were less than 
marketing costs. 

In sUlIllnary: examination of food-marketing margins shows the 
following: (1) As of 1945 the total food-marketing charges paid by 
eonsnmers were considerably below their peacetime relationship to 
the farm value of food products; (2) between 1945 and 1949, food
marketing charges paid by consumers approximately made up their 
lost ground; (3) from 1946 through 1949 this "reflation" of marketing 
margins drove a wedge between farm and retail prices of food. The 
normal short-run relationship during 1922--41 was a 60-cent change 
in farm value of food products for each dollar change at retail. The 
average increase in farm value in 1946-49 was only 22 percent of the 
change in retail value. 

The relationship between farm value of food products and dispos
able personal income was fairly close from 1922 to 1941. Deviations 
from this relationship in the postwar period are hard to explain unless, 
as is done here, the factors that affect consumer behavior and the forces 
at work in the food-marketing system are considered separately. It is 
apparent that the disturbances in farm-retail price spreads for all food 
apply also in the marketing-system equations for many individual 
foods. 

CH.~"GES IN DEMAND AT THE LOCAL lIrhRKET LEVEL 

As pointed out earJier, demand at the farm or local market level 
generally can be treated as a derived demand based on ultimate users' 
demand less intervening charges. The farm level is a convenient 
point at which to consider the combined effects of changes in demand 
in all end uses. 

CHANGES IN DEMAND FOR DOMESTIC USE 

If data on consumption of food in the last decade are examined, it 
is evident that the levels of some demand equations have shifted sub
stantially since 1922-41. Per capita consumption of potatoes, cereal 
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products, and butter has trended downward, quite apart from any 
1Iormal short-run effects of prices or consumer incomes. As of 1952, 
consumption of poultry meat was much above the prewar level, but 
consumption of red meats was only moderately above the 1922-41 •
average. However, these last two situations were reHected to some 
e.xtent in the relative prices of the two commodity groups, and it is 
not certain that the demand equations themselves had changed greatly. 

Demands for newer products, such as frozen fruits and vegetables, 
increased rapidly in the last decade. To some extent frozen products 
have displaced other forms of these foods but in most cases total 
demand at the farm level has increased. The introduction of frozen 
concentrated orange juice has been very successful, and apparently 
has increased the total demand for oranges. At the same time, inven
tories of canned and frozen juices have become potentially important 
in influencing the farm price of oranges, and the single equations 
fitted for 1922-41muy be obsolete for forecasting purposes. 

The increased numbers of frozen foocllockers and of "deep freeze" 
units in private homes may also haye affected at least the short-run 
(month-to-month) elasticity of demand for perishable products. In 
general. an increase in storage capacity relative to normal production 
seems likely to make total demand (including storage demand) more 
elastic, !ltld should moderate the price effects of changes in production. 
Finally, the growth of television may accelerate changes in food habits 
as compared with those attributable to other forces and media. The 
ID22-11 relationships cannot be used without careful consideration 
of these new factors. 

CHANGES IN DEMAND FOR ExPOHT • 
During 1945 and 194G the UnHed States exported large quantities 

of meabl) fats and oils, and dairy products, as well as grains, Jor relief 
01: po~t\yar famine. ~illce 1£)·15, exports of grain han~ continued at 
high ]pycls rchtti"e to prewar. Exports of cotton :md tobaeco IHl\Te 
aPP)'oximated pre'VtU' levels, and substantial quantities of grain 
sOL·ghIlIUS. soybeans, and inedible tallow and greases have been ex
ported. Pl'f'war exports of the latter commodities were almost neg
]igible. A new export-demand equation 'vas introduced into the pre
war dcn,and-supply structure for them. 

The export market since In9 has eli fTered from tl1at during the 
1920's and IfJ30·s. The extent of exehtmge controls, import quotas, 
and, on the United States sielo, of loans, gifts, and relief shipments 
to occupied territories has been so great tlult statistical demand equa
tions arc hn.l'dly appropriate to describe the rea1ities inyoh-ed. De
'"elopmont of synthetic fibers both hero and abroad has altered the 
demand equation ior Ollr cotton in both domestic anel export markets. 
Further study is needed to ascertain the extent to which stltbilizing 
tendencies exist in the export market and whether statistical rela
tionships can be C',stablished which will be helpfl\l in the years imme
diatelyahead. . 

EFFECTS OF PRICE-SUPPORT PROGRAMS 

Since 19·11, prices of 511('h major storab1e crops as wheat, COl'll, cot- • 
ton, and tobacco have been supported at or near 90 percent of parity. 
To the extent that Government loan and purchase programs are oper
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ative, this implies that a new demand function is added to the former 
"free market" structure. If supply exceeds market demand at the 
suppurt level, prices tend to be stabilized at or near the support price. 
Prices may decline below the support price in certain months owing 
to seasonal adjustments reflectin~ storage costs and changes in qual
ity and operational details of tne programs. The effects of price 
supports upon price forecasts for a single year are obvious. To the 
extent that market prices rest upon the supports, price rather than 
consumption becomes a predetermined variable, and regression equa
tions based on these years should take this fact into account. Special 
provisions relating to support programs for individual commodities 
may cause additional complications. 

ACCURACY OF POSTWAR FORECASTS FROM PREWAR EQUATIONS 

'. 

Table 13 shows, for some 30 price series, the kind of information 
that is needed in appraising the app1icability of prewar regression 
analyses to the estimation of postwar changes in price. Column 1 
shows, for selected price series, an "error tolerancp" equal to two stand
ard errors of estimate from the previously di~cussed analyses based 
on data for 192:2-41. This has the following approximate signifi
cance: If the demand-supply structure represented by a Hl22-11 re
gression equation and the probability distribution of disturbances or 
residual errors still apply: we might expect about 1 actual postwar 
price in 20 to deviate from that based on the regression equation by 
more than 2 standard en-ors of forecast, provided the values of the 
independent variables for the new observation fall within the ran~e 
established by the values for the years included in the analysis. AS 
the standard error of estimate is always smaller than the standard 
error of forecast, the error tolerance in column 1 is somewhat too 
small. 

For most livestock products, the increase in retail prices nom 1946 
to 1947 was much greater than is indicated by the corresponding 
changes in supply and consumer income. The reasons for this are 
obvious. Retail prices through June 1946 had been held at 1942-43 
levels by price ceilings, in the face of a great increase in consumer 
income and an unprecedented accumulation of ready cash by private 
individuals. With the removal of price ceilings in the second half 
of 1946, prices soared to levels in line with these normal and abnormal 
demand factors. The other deviations in l·etail meat prices which 
exceeded the en-or tolerance occurred during the postulated "lagged 
readjustment" period of 1948-49. The error for pork in 1951 may 
be owing partly to the. shortage of beef at ceiling prices. 

Retail prices of Choice grade beef in 1952 averaged a shade higher 
than in 1951 despite a 10-percent increase in per capita consumption 
of beef. However, prices of beef in 1951 had been held below the 
nee-market level, whereas the increased 1952 supplies had eliminated 
pressures against price ceilings by the end of the year. Moreover, 
prices of the lower grades of slaughter cattle clropped sharply from 

• 
1951 to 1952, both in absolute level and relative to prices of Choice 
urade steers. Wholesale prices of Choice steer beef at Chicago 
&-opped 2.46 cents a pound between the 2 years, and Commercial steer 
beef dropped 6.44 cents. These .figures suggest that the overall aver
age retail price for beef (all grades) declined significantly relative to 
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TABLE I3.-Selected farm and food products: "Error tolerance" and dijJerence between actual year-to-year price change 00 
t..;)

and estimates from regression equations based on data for 1922-;"1, United States, 19;"7-521 

I 
~ Percentage of expected price 

Hem Error tolor- Dlfforenco between aotun1 amI estimated change In prlcoI 
~'h~~:~~N~~I,e ------:-'-----,-

1047 1MB 10·10 1050 1951 1952 , 

Retail price:
Meat: 4 Percent Ptrcenl Percent Pacent Percent Percent Percent IBeef, choice grade ____________________________ 5. S " 53. 5 -1.1 0-6.5 2. 1 -3.7 611.7Pork ____ • ____ ~ __ • __________________________ 

6.0 s 28. 2 0-7.1 0-6.1. -'l. 1 07. (j -4.3Lalub________ • _______ • ___ • ______ • __________ ~ 5. S 510.7 0 -1.4. -3.6 -3.3 610.4. 

Allmeat. _________________________________ o 
~ 

3. '1 s ,11. !l 0_,1. 3 6-7.1 0 -.2 00.2 00 ..... 
Fluid milk and cream _________________________ ._ 5. ,1 6 S. G 65. 7 -3.2 0-0.2 08.0 4.5Butter________________________ • ___________ .' ___ 10. G s 10.0 .0 0-11. 0 -5.2 O. ,1 '1. 4 fl 

I,Iarket margin relationship: 7 rn
Meat animals:Cattle, choice grade __________________________ t:l11ogs _______________________________________ 13.8 -11. 5 -12.3 617.2 -12.3 -6.2 -6.7 t;:j

2·1. 8 8-20.5 -8.4 -(;.2 -. Ii -'1.7 -1.6Lambs_______________ • _. ________________ • ___ 15.2 -.1. 7 -7. 1 -7.7 3. 5 -2.5 -4.7 ~ 
All meat animals____________ .. _____________ 13.0 -12.0 -\/.7 O. 9 -0. '1 -3.4 -D.1 ~ 

""!=..:-== 
!'.mk for fluid use ____ •. _. ___ •• __ . >.... _ k __ .. ...... _ 5. 8 1.2 6-8.2 -3.0 -.D 6-7.1 -4.0 C)Butterfat___________ • ______ -" _ - ___ • _____ .__ "_ '1. '1 8-17.6 -3.8 -.2 -1.4 -3.8 -2.7 

I 
el

Farm price:
Meat animals:Caitle _______________________ • __ , ___________ 

Hogs______________ --- _____________________ 12. 6 " 2D. 1 I 0-13. !l -6.2 5. 4 .0 -7.7 
20. 6 15. (j -22.6 -15.0 -7.3 9.1 -12. !l,Lambs_____________ ~ ______ . ' ___ •__ • _ '._. ___ , H.8 -D.'! 8-lG.8 6-30.0 -.0 -11. 0 G.2 

All meat animals_________ • ___ • _________ ._._ 15. 8 625.0 I 8-18.0 -0.8 -1.4 5. 2 -10.7 



• • 6· 
Milk for fluid usc ~ ____________________________ • 6. S 6. 4 -1.1 0-7.3 6-8.0 611.7 3. 4
Butterfat ~ _________________ • __ .-_____________ . -]1. 5 -5.2 -5.0Apples _______________________________________ _ 14. S I'J.3 -13.3 -'1. 3 

13. '1 6-33.6 .5 -II. 3 -.5 0 o 17.5 
Peaches (excl. California) ______________________ _ -3. ,~33.2 -23.4 -]6.4 -.2 3.5 16.1Oranges ______________________________________ _ 

28.0 0-32.7 8. 1 23. 9 -10.9 0-30.5 .- - ... -------

Potatoes:


Based on total production____________________ _ 0-39.6 0-37.3 0-3S.9 655.6 
Bnsed on production less Government purchase_. 32. 6 -2.5 6-39.5 -6.0 -32.6 2. 6 055.6 ~32. 6 0-'12.2 -23.3 

Onions ______________________________________ _ 
30. 4 -7.5 -22.2 -13.9 -21. 5 24. 5 25. 0 Hay____________ • ___________________________ _ ~. 

Corn ________________________________________ _ 17.2 1.6 10. 2 -S.6 -4.5 l.!l 6.3 
37. 8 7. '1 -IS. 2 17.8 26. 2 -10.7 -9.2 > 


Price of other feeds rclative to price of corn: ~ 
Sorghum grains ____________________________ _ Ul 
I-!Oats-______________________________________ _ 24. 6 -9.8 -.5 IS. 3 -18.0 -1.S 624.7 

22. 0 .5 -1.S -1.8 4. 5 -1.8 -3.4 UlBarley_____________________________________ _ 
24.6 5. 0 -5. S -'1. 7 .2 -1. '1 7.2 o 

I::j1----
Price paid by farmers for all feed _____________ _ ]0. 6 1.2 5.2 6. '1 -5. ·1 7. 2 1.2 

~ ------. 
1 Supply variables used ill the Ullderlying analyses arc producLion 4 l~nder1ying analyses include per capita consumption as supply §

-unless otherwise noted. variable. 
2 Twice the standard error of estimate. If the real economic 6 Prices in 1046 averaged materially below free-market levels, 

t::l 

relationships and the factors making for residual errors or dis because of price controls. Better estimates for 1947 could be ~ turbances are the same as in 1922-41, about 1 actual price in 20 obtnined by using 1941 (the last prewar observation unaffected l:d 

Would be expected to deviate from the estimated price by more by price ceilings) as a point of departure. 

than 2 standard errors of forecast, provided the values of the inde 6 Difference greater than the error tolerance shown in column 2. 
 ~ 
pendent variables for the new observation fall within the range 7 Basic analyses express farm price (or equivalent farm value) as 
established by the values fOi the years included in the analysis. a function of retail price. ~ 
The. error.tolerance as computed is slightly to considerably smaller S Apparent market margins during the first half of 1946 were 
than this, and deviations of larger size would be expected some held down with the aid of subsidies; hence, farm prices in 1946 
what more frequently. were abnormally high relative to retail prices. ~ 

• Preliminary. g 
~ 
UJ 

00 
~ 

~ 
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the published retail price series which refers to Choice grade only. 
J:\.. more comprehensive retail price series, if available, would be more 
nearly comparable to the consumption variable for beef and would 
probably be less affected by shifts in the relative supplies and prices 
of different grades of beef. 

The movement of milk prices in 1950 and 1951 can be attributed 
partly to the release of price-support stocks of dairy products, which 
delayed for several months the normal response of prices of dairy 
products to the increase in demand following the outbreak of hostilities 
in Korea. 

The "market margin relationships" are equations which express 
the farm prices or equivalent farm values of each product as functions 
of their retail prices. The 1947 deviations fol' hogs and butterfat 
may have been caused partly by the removal of processor subsidies in 
mid-1946, which resulted in an unusual widf>ning in apparent market
ing margins. Even in other years, actual farm prices are predomi
nantly lower than the regression estImates. This probably reflects the 
continued widening of market margins which persisted even after 
farm and retail prices of food had started to decline from their post
war peak. A.lso the coefficients from analyses for which the data were 
expressed as logarithms (which essentially involve percentage relation
ships) for 1922-41, when the farmers' share of the retail food dollar 
Wl1.S relatively low, may involve some distortion in postwar years 
when the farmers' percentage, particularly for livestock products, was 
considerably higher. 

The behavior of farm prices reflects changes in relationships and 
new factors that affect both consumer demand and marketing mars-ins. 
In some cases these reinforce each other; in others they are partIally 
offsetting. 

Prices of fruit were high in 1946. The sharp drops into 1947 sug
gest that demand for inventories of processed fruit may have been 
important in 1946. This demand was absent, or abnormally low, in 
1947. Prices of potatoes based on total production are "out of 
bounds" in 5 of 6 years. When Government price-support purchases 
are subtracted, the pattern of deviations is radically changed, and only 
2 of the 6 residuals exceed 2 standard errors of estimate. However, 
the persistence of these two large residuals suggests either that this is 
not the proper way to adjust for price-support influences or that there 
may have been real changes in the structure of market demand. Price 
ceilings on the 1~51 potat.o cr~.v were partly responsible for the un
expectedly large Illcrease III pl'lces for the 1952 crop. The 1951 crop 
was used up much earlier than usual, and the extreme shortage of 
storage potatoes in A.pril and May of 1952 created a vacuum (and 
a speculative atmosphere) which resulted in very high Rrices during 
the early months of the 1952 marketing season. By February 1953, 
prices of 1952 crop potatoes were much below those of a year earlier, 
as would be expected from the larger production in 1952. Prices of 
COl'll, hay, and onions stayed well within bounds in each of the postwar 
years. 

When expressed 1\S functions of the price of corn, prices of oats and 
barley show perhaps abnormally small variation in price. The stabi
lizing effects of price supports for these grains, which are set at fairly 
uniform relationships to the loan rates for corn, may account for this. 
Prices of sorghum grains in 1952 were unusually high relative to corn. 

• 


• 


• 
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The sorghum crop was the smallest since 1939 and the corn crop was a 
near record; 

The errors in price estimates shown in table 13 justify more intensive 
analysis than is found here. Some additional deviations probably 
could be explained in terms of specific disturbing factors. Year-to
year changes in the signs of successive large residuals might in some 
cases be traced to fluctuations in inventory demand. More exacting 
tests could be applied in sea.rching for changes in demand structures. 
For example, a sequence of 4 or 5 negative deviations of moderate size, 
as in several of the "market margin relationships," can be shown to 
indicate that a downward shift in the equation that relates farm to 
retail prices probably occurred. To show that the prewar model equa
tions still apply, it is necessary not only that the individual residuals be 
of moderate size but that there be random variations in sign. 

On the whole, the prewar regressions for crops appear to have held 
up very welL Those for livestock products show deviations which are 
attributable to known disturbing factors, but some of the deviations 
and patterns may be owing to real changes in structure. Certainly the 
years shown, which included postwar decontrol, inflation, readjust
ment, and the partial mobilization and control of 1950-52, constitute 
an unusually severe trial for any normal forecasting relationships. 

LONG·TIME TRENDS IN DEMAND 

• 
A study such as tIlls, which concentrates on short-run variations 

within a recent period, does not in general supply a basis for long-run 
projections. Pronounced trends in consumption of food have oc
curred since 1909, when comprehensive estimates began. Trend is still 
the dominant element in consumption of frozen fruits and vegetab1es 
and some canned fruit juices. 

Table 14 illustrates the changes that ha,e occurred in consumption 
of individual foods between 1909 and 1950. Although statistical series 
beginning before 1909 are limited, food habits continuously evolved 
and changed during the 19th century. Railroads, refrigeration, and 
commercial canning made possible major changes in the diets of city 
people in the latter half of the century. In the first half some agricul
turists were deploring the newfangled tendency of northern farmers 
to sell wheat and buy flour rather than grind the wheat themselves. 
In the 1850's cookbooks devoted separate sections to summer and win
ter menus.14 

Food habits are characteristic of individuals, families, or, at most, 
of homogeneous social groups. The habits of different groups change 
at varying rates, depending on many factors. Lower income groups 
in most communities tend to emulate the food patterns of the more 
prosperous groups so far as finances permit. In the past, when im
migrant groups were sufficiently concentrated to maintain their own 
community life and standards, their food habits were resistant to 
change. MlgTation from farms to cities forced some changes and en
couraged othe~s. Changes in food habits have been of interest to 
nutritIOnists, social psychologists, and the marketing agenchs directly 
affeded . 

.. For an account of dietary changes In the United State.s during the 19th cen· 
tury see Cummings (9, chs. 2-6). 

http:menus.14
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Trends in national average consumption of individual foods reflect 
other factors in addition to bona fide changes in food habits. For • 
example, per cn.pita consumption of s"eetpotatoes in this country de
clineel more than 30 percent from 1935-39 to 1950. However, nearly 
half of the sweetpotatoes used in this country for food are consumed 
011 a million or so southern farms. A disproporbonate share of the 
sweetpotatoes soleI goes to southern towns and cities, where consnmp
tion appears to be hig11est among families hnying low incomes. Ac
cording to the 1948 Bureau of Human Nutrition and Home Economics 
data. for Birmingham (36), consnmption of sweetpotatoes declines 
rapidly as family income increases . 

.t\..ccording to official estimates of crop disposition, sweetpotatoes 
used in farm households declined from 25.4 milJjon bushels in 1935-39 

to 17.0 million in 1949-50. The quantity sold declined from 25.8 mil
lion to 23.7 million bushels. The eh'op in farm household use has been 
associated with a substantial reduction in farm population in the 
South. The effect of this factor should, if possible, be allowed for 
before an attempt is made to determine the relationship of average 
consumption in this country to prices of s,YeetpotatoeR and disposable 
income. 

TABLE 14.-Selectedjoods: Per capita consnmption in the United State8, 

1909 and 1950 


-----····------·----·---:1-------------

I Per capita consumption 
------,-------- ----

Commodity 1950 as •1900 I 19.50 percentage 

of 1909 


Pounds Pounds Percentcheese__________________________________1 
 3.9 7. 7 197 

Condensed and evaporated milL ___________ 1 5. 4 20.0 370
Ice cream_______________________________ . 1.5 16. 1 1,073
Nonfat dry milk solids ____________________1 2.2 3. 6 1, SOO 
~rargarine-- _- ___________________________ , 1.2 G.l 508

Grapefruit, fresh ________ " ______________ --I .9 S.l 000 
Fruits: I 


3. 0 20. 9 60i 
3. 2 4. 3 2,150~;~~~~~===============================! l.5FrUIt JUIces, canne(L - - __ - - - - - - -- - - _ - -" - -"i 13.7 2, 915
Lettucc _________________________________ , 57.0 16. S 240 


Vegetablcs: . __ !'
Canncd____________________________ 15. 2 41. 8 275
Frozcll____________ " _________________ .. _;
! ft. '1 3. 3 825
Potatoes ________________________________ 193 104 54 


S,;'eetpotatoe~ ___ ... - -' ____ -- _-- __ --- _-"-I 26 12.8 49
"heat flour ____________________________ _ 207 133 64 

Cornmcal and flour---- .. ____ --- -- -- ___ -- __ Ii 52. 5 13.5 26
Coffee _________________________________ _ 

9.1 Hi. 1 177
Cocoa bcalls _____________________________ 1 
 1.3 4. 3 331 

.-......-..--~-

I Or earliest year for which official cstimate is available. 
2 1920. 

3 lfl25. 
l1910. 
5 1918. 

e 1937. • 
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Similar considerations are involved in explaining trends in the 
consumption of cornmeal. On the average, per capita consumption 
of cornmeal in this country declined about 40 percent between 1935
39 and 1950. Use of corn by farm households (mostly custom ground 
into meal at small local mills) declined from 29.2 million bushels in 
1935-39 to 16.7 million in 1949-50. The latter figure amolUlted to 30 
percent or more of all cornmeal consumed in this country. 

Of the farm household use of cornmeal in 1949-50, 16.1 million 
bushels, or 96 percent, was concentrated in the South. In this region 
2.1 million farms grew corn in 1944. At present, the number is 
probably less than 2 millions. Presumably, some of these farms neither 
grind their own corn nor have it custom ground. Probably a third of 
all the cornmeal used in our country is consumed on less than 2 million 
southern farms. 

Use of cornmeal by nonfarm, people also is concentrated in tho 
South. The 1948 BIL.~HE survey (36) showed a per capita use of 

'. 

0.90 pound a week in Birmingham, compared with 0.01 pound in 
Buffalo and MInneapolis-St. Paul and 0.05 pound in San Francisco. 
In Birmingham, consumption of cornmeal declined with increasing 
family income, ranging from 1.40 pounds per person per week in the 
lowest income group to 0.53 pounel for families with incomes above 
$4,000. This negative relationship to family income indiclttes the 
direction in which food habits of the lower income groups are likely 
to change as their incomes increase. 

:Many examples of this type could be cited. Back of every major 
trencl in fooel consumption lies a story of social change, technological 
development, or popularly held nutritional theories. However, the 
remainder of this section is limited to some of the more teclmical 
considerations regarding the use of trends in statistical analysis of 
price and consumption. 

In either a first-difference or an originul-value anldysis, trends 
must be explained on different bases than the regression coefficients 
between economic variables. Eacl1 linear trend as such is perfectly 
correlated with every other linear trend. If some concrete variable 
which logically belongs in the analysis can be identified, it should be 
included. The real variable will not have a time pattern that is 1)e1'
featly smooth, n.nd its first differences will fluctuate. Sometimes a 
choice between two possible trend Yariables can be made on the basis 
of the significance of their respective contributions to the regression 
analysis as a whole. 

The time variable is irreversible. Any projection of this variable 
is an extrapolation beyond the range of experience reflected in the 
estimating equation. This is not necessarily true of economic vari
ables such as per cltpita consumption and price, particularly if the 
latter is deflated. 

If trend is an important part of the explanation in a demand 
analysis, the size of the multiple correlation coefficient obtained may 
inspire greater confidence than is justified. The trend itself must be 
explained before credit can be claimed for the increase in explained 
variance which is attributed to it. 

Trends in real variables, such as population living on southern farms 
or percentage of consumers ownil1g refrigerators, are relevant to a 
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discussion of trends in consumption of food, but their separate im
portance cannot be determined by correlation analysis. Cross-section 
elata, such as family budget studies, sometimes enable us to identify 
the particular regions or income groups in ·which consumption of a 
given product is concentrated. Uepeated sample suneys could be 
designed to trace changes in food habits within relatively homoge
neous subgroups. Even so there would remain the problem of ex
plaining the trend for each subgroup in order to justify some simple 
extrapolation procedure. If the repeaterl surveys obtained quantita
tive information on some of the relevant factors, the explanation 
could be carried further by statistical means. 

Carefully designed surveys repeated at appropriate intervals could 
do much in the future to explain trends, but statistical tests can rarely 
be applied to discriminate between two real explanations of trends 
during a past period. The methods used and the deductions based 
upon them must be chiefly those of the economic historian rather than 
those of the professional statistician. 
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